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Abstract 
 

Computer-aided engineering methods have been increasingly used in various industries to 

support the design of complex systems and validate their performance by simulating their 

physical behaviour. This created a need to generate fit-for-purpose analysis models with a 

turnaround time comparable to the time required to generate the design model. However, most 

existing tools for computer-aided design and engineering have been developed independently 

to address different issues and therefore lack integration. As a consequence, many current 

simulation workflows rely on experienced users to adapt, or create from scratch, an 

appropriate analysis model to represent the physics to be solved. Preparing complex multi-

physics analysis models for very large assemblies can take up to several person-years, limiting 

the tools for validation rather than having the maximum impact on design decisions.  

This thesis builds on previous research on automatic hex-mesh generation and CAD-CAE 

integration to develop a novel framework for generating CAE analysis models from CAD 

design models. The framework uses ‘virtual topology’ to bridge the representation gap 

between CAD and CAE tools, overcome geometric limitations and accommodate the multiple 

different representations necessary for analysis workflows. Virtual topology is also a key 

enabler for the flexible modification and updating of the analysis models. Robust information 

management is achieved by implementing a cellular model within the virtual topology 

framework, which hosts and interconnects the different representations while capturing the 

information necessary for downstream processes.  

In this work, 9 pre-processing reasoners are defined within the virtual topology framework to 

automatically generate hex-dominant meshes by incrementally identifying and extracting 

virtual regions for which a simple hex-meshing strategy can be applied. A new translator tool 

is introduced to query virtual models using virtual geometry curves. Additional reasoners are 

then used to automatically process the different meshing strategies and generate a conformal 

mesh, reducing the CAD to mesh time from several hours to several minutes compared to 

manual decomposition and existing meshing methods. Incorporating meshing constraints 

early in the pre-processing workflow also enables the enhancement of the pre-processing 

tools. A new method to propagate design modifications is developed, so that a decomposed 

analysis model and its associated mesh can be updated after topological changes on the design 

model. This is up to 95% faster than re-starting the automated pre-processing from the 

beginning.  
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Finally, examples of aeronautical components are processed using the virtual topology 

framework developed to demonstrate the benefits of virtual topology based workflows for 

hex-dominant mesh generation. 
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Introduction 

Computer-Aided Engineering context 

Constant progress over the last few decades has made computer-aided tools the centre of most 

product design workflows. Product lifecycle management (PLM) tools have enabled many 

industries to design and manufacture systems of increasing complexity that comply with 

stringent specifications and safety regulations while facing a competitive market. Computer-

aided design (CAD) tools enable the creation of digital geometric models of individual 

components that can be assembled to represent the whole system. This digital representation 

facilitates the creation and manipulation of geometries that can be represented at different 

levels of complexity, from early-stage design to detailed models for manufacturing. 

Finite element analysis (FEA) is a numerical method used to predict the physical behaviour 

of a domain and to assess the performance of a design when subjected to pre-defined in-service 

loads (mechanical, thermal, fluid, etc.). Initially used to validate design decisions on a 

component basis, FEA is now often included in optimisation loops to drive the design process. 

However, optimisation loops require all aspects of the analysis process to be automated in 

order to achieve the maximum benefit. Thanks to parallelisation of solvers and large scale 

computing, the solution time for complex multi-physics and time-dependent events on large 

models, such has aero-engines models, has been drastically reduced (e.g. couple of weeks).  

This maturity opens new challenges for FEA tools. For example, the aerospace industry would 

like to use simulation for certification, thus avoiding the huge costs associated with physical 

testing. For safety reasons, fan-blade-off testing aims to ensure that all the debris is contained 

within the engine should a fan blade fail, and current processes require a multimillion-pound 

aircraft engine to be destroyed in order to be tested. Multi-physics simulation of an entire jet 

engine is another objective, as this would further the understanding of the performance of an 

engine and help identify potential directions for improvement. For example, a significant 

parameter impacting the efficiency of a jet engine is the clearance that exists between turbine 

blades and casings. This gap constantly changes during the different phases of the flight. 

Simulating the evolution of this gap is very difficult because of the complex thermo-

mechanical behaviour, the time-dependence of the problem between start-up and take-off, and 

the extreme conditions at which these components are operating. These complex multi-physics 

domains require robust associativity between analysis models at different levels of fidelity. 

Limitations of simulations workflows 

Simulation workflows are usually decomposed into three phases: pre-processing for setting 

up the analysis, solving and post-processing to extract and interpret the results. Currently, the 
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main bottleneck of the finite element method is the pre-processing step, where the numerical 

model needs to be meshed, or discretised into elements that can be processed by the solver. 

For example, a simulation model for a fan-blade-off analysis can take several person-years to 

be created, which is significantly longer than the actual computation time of the solver. This 

time scale is due to the fact that the CAD geometry used for design is often unsuitable for the 

analysis, as it contains many small details that would hinder the computational efficiency and 

accuracy. Hence, the geometry often needs to be simplified for analysis, or a representative 

geometry needs to be created from scratch. Secondly, hexahedral (Hex) elements are preferred 

by analysts for modelling complex non-linear time-dependent problems, and generating these 

elements for complex shapes is mostly a highly skilled and manual task. Managing large 

assemblies makes the work repetitive, while applying the correct boundary conditions needs 

a lot of engineering judgement. Moreover, computer-aided design tools have not been 

designed for simulation but rather for manufacturing, hence part of the pre-processing has to 

be done in a dedicated computer-aided engineering (CAE) tool, which often lacks integration 

with the CAD system and adds to the workload of the user. Finally, geometric pre-processing 

steps such as partitioning operations to facilitate meshing and define loading and boundary 

conditions tend to sever the link with the original design model, making the management of 

the different analysis models difficult.  

These long time-scales limit the applicability of FEA methods on large and complex systems, 

but also make qualitative assessments of their output difficult. In the case of aero-engines, 

every new release of a simulation code has to be tested to ensure it still gives the same results 

and that the results compare with decades of physical testing. Computational techniques can 

be very sensitive, and different combinations of element size and solver architecture can add 

variability to the results. This variability is further increased by the pre-processing step, 

because of its manual nature.  

To address the need for more automated pre-processing workflows, existing technologies for 

pre-processing, such as virtual topology and cellular modelling, need to be extended. Virtual 

topology [1], which is currently mostly use for de-featuring, can be used to avoid all the 

geometric modifications and maintain the associativity between the different analysis models 

used. The links established after virtual topology operations would also facilitate geometric 

reasoning, while allowing for update propagation between the different representations of the 

model in optimisation loops. Cellular modelling [2] can be used to manage and distribute 

analysis related information, to support further integration and automation of existing 

workflows. 
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Purpose of this work 

This thesis aims to facilitate the automation of pre-processing workflows, in order to generate 

a simulation model from a design CAD model. This will be achieved by understanding the 

existing technologies and their limitations, before identifying a framework to integrate 

automated tools and reasoners to provide more flexibility and improved information 

management. This will allow streamlined and enhanced pre-processing workflows. 

This thesis is structured as follows: 

 Chapter 1 reviews related work and existing technologies to assist the creation of 

simulation model from CAD design models. 

 Chapter 2 presents preliminary work, where the requirements for automation of 

simulation pre-processing are identified. This work enables the definition of a virtual 

topology-based framework, which will be used to integrate various tools.  

 Chapter 3 presents various pre-processing tools that can be integrated in the Virtual 

Topology Framework. These are adapted from existing tools or created in order to 

support the definition of incremental decomposition workflows for hex meshing. 

 Chapter 4 presents a methodology to generate automatically meshing recipes and 

meshes for models processed within the proposed framework.  

 Chapter 5 presents a method to identify design modification on the design model and 

propagate them down to the mesh, using the knowledge captured by applying pre-

processing reasoners.  

 Chapter 6 presents and discusses the results of applying the proposed method, using 

the prototype software created for this thesis. 

The main conclusions are then presented, and the potential directions for future research are 

given at the end of this thesis. 
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1. Current practices for generating simulation models 

1.1 Introduction 

Generating an analysis model of good quality from a geometric design model requires the user 

to overcome many challenges. These include generating a geometrical representation of the 

analysis model that can be discretised into a finite element (FE) mesh, which is representative 

of the design model, while accurately representing the physical properties of the design model. 

This FE mesh can then be used as the basis for analysis calculations. In the FEA method, these 

steps are referred to as the pre-processing stage. 

This chapter first introduces basic concepts associated with CAE and the representation of 3D 

models. Then the current practices for generating simulation models from digital mock-ups 

(DMUs) or CAD models are presented, along with a presentation of state-of-the-art techniques 

for automation. The following section presents the different mesh types and the methods used 

to generate them, while emphasising decomposition-based methods and their associated 

challenges. Then, different methods available to update a meshed model are presented, along 

with their shortcomings. It will be shown that increased integration between tools and virtual 

topology can be used to overcome the main current limitations and define incremental meshing 

workflows that can streamline the process of generating large hex-dominant meshes directly 

from the DMU. 

1.2 Basic concepts of engineering with computers 

CAD packages have been built primarily to support the emergence of computer-aided 

manufacturing. As such, their initial purpose was to store and manipulate numerical 

representations of design models, consisting of shapes or DMUs [3], so that tool trajectories 

for manufacturing could be found [4]. This section presents the mathematical principles and 

computer modelling techniques implemented in engineering software. 

1.2.1 Mathematical representation of component shapes for computer-aided tools 

In mathematical topology, an n-manifold defines a topological space that is locally 

homoeomorphic at each point to the Euclidian space of dimension n. Therefore, every point 

of a shape represented with an n-manifold can be mapped. For computer-aided manufacturing 

(CAM), it means that any points laying on 2-manifold surfaces can be translated into x,y,z 

coordinates to position a cutting tool. In CAD systems, surfaces and curves are created and 

manipulated to define complex solid shapes. New solids can then be created by applying 

Boolean operators such as intersection or union on existing solids. 
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Consequently, CAD systems implement the following n-manifolds to represent shapes: 

 0-manifolds are used to represent points and define the boundaries of higher-

dimension manifolds. They can also be used in CAE systems to specify boundary 

conditions such as point forces or restraints. 

 1-manifolds represent curves (which include lines and circles) and can represent wire-

frame structures as well as boundaries of surfaces. Their geometry is usually defined 

from parametric equations, which facilitates their manipulation in space. They can 

also be defined as the intersection of higher dimension manifolds. These curves can 

be created directly in a sketch, or using surfaces to define projection and intersection 

curves. 

 2-manifolds describe surfaces that form the boundaries of solid 3D objects. Initially 

limited to algebraic surfaces (planar, cylindrical, conical, spherical …), polynomial 

surfaces (Bézier curves, Non-rational B-spline or NURBS …) have been created to 

represent complex shapes, even though these are more difficult to manipulate (e.g. 

split operation). A uv-parametric space can be defined, where each parametric point 

has a unique set of xyz coordinates. 

 3-manifolds correspond to the volume representation of solids, with a domain 

homoeomorphic to 3D Euclidian space [5]. A solid must be closed and orientable (i.e. 

have a distinct interior and exterior, segregated by the boundary of the solid).  

In order to visualise a numerical model on a computer screen, analytical geometric definitions 

were initially converted to wireframes. In modern computer graphics, complex surfaces are 

facetted to enable computational rendering and to produce a more realistic visual 

representation of the model. This facetted representation or polygonal representation 

corresponds to a surface mesh, which is refined in some CAE packages to replace the actual 

analytical definition of the shape, allowing for more flexibility in manipulating the model. For 

CAE analysis of 3D problems, volume domains need to be subdivided into simpler shapes to 

generate a 3D mesh. 

1.2.2 Construction and representation of solid models in CAD systems 

There are several schemes available to numerically represent 3D models. These range from 

methods based on analytical geometries, which most CAD system implement, to discrete 

methods where the volume is represented as an aggregate of voxels [6] for example. These 

latter methods are well suited to reproduce existing shapes (CT scans, discretisation for 

computation, facetted CAM models), but are less applicable for designing components from 

scratch because they introduce approximation errors. 
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Generating complex shapes by applying Boolean operations to simple solid primitives (cube, 

cylinder, sphere…) is the basis of the so-called Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) [7]. A set 

of constraints such as length, radius, angle, etc. is associated with each primitive to define its 

shape, while additional parameters are associated to the constraints that define the position 

and orientation of the primitive, making the model fully parametrised. The history of the 

Boolean operations applied is stored in a construction tree, as shown in Figure 1-1 (a). 

Manipulating these parameters to alter the shape of the primitives enables the design to be 

updated easily. It is however more challenging to include complex surface definitions such as 

NURBS, as these are more difficult to manipulate and split. It is worth noting that hex meshing 

methods based on decomposition aim to identify simpler primitives, which is the reverse of 

the CSG method. However, construction trees provided by CSG methods are often insufficient 

to identify suitable primitives for meshing [8].  

Feature-based modelling is the extension of this method, where primitives are replaced by 

more elaborate sub-structures defined as features [9]. The users can define their own features, 

enabling complex models to be generated quickly, while re-using existing knowledge. 

 

Figure 1-1. (a) CSG construction tree and (b) B-rep definition of a solid, after [10]. 

The most popular method for representing shape in a CAD model is the so-called boundary 

representation (B-Rep), where volumes are represented by their boundary and orientation 

information is used to distinguish the inside from the outside of a solid [10], as shown in 

Figure 1-1(b). This requires the introduction of topological entities on top of the geometrical 

entities defined in sub-section 1.2.1 to specify their connectivity and relative orientation.  
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The main topological entities shown in Figure 1-1(b) are defined along with the relative 

orientation convention chosen in this work as follows: 

 Vertex located at a point. A vertex is positive relative to an edge if the underlying 

edge tangent points towards the vertex. 

 Edge: portion of a curve bounded by vertices. The edge is oriented from a start vertex 

to an end vertex. If travelling from start to finish vertex follows the parametrisation 

of the curve, the relative orientation of edge and curve will be taken as positive (for 

example, edge e1 in Figure 1-2).  

 Face: portion of a surface bounded by edges. The orientation of an edge relative to the 

face it bounds is positive if the interior of the face lies on the left-hand side of the edge 

when viewed from the face normal and along the forward pointing direction of the 

edge tangent (i.e. right-hand rule orientation). For example in Figure 1-2, the 

orientation of edge e1 is positive relative to the face f1 with normal 𝑛1⃗⃗⃗⃗ . 

 Body: volume domain bounded by a collection of faces forming a watertight 

boundary. A positive orientation of a face relative to a body has the face normal 

pointing outside of the enclosed volume (f1 and f2 in in Figure 1-2).  

 

Figure 1-2. Relative orientation example for a cube. 

Additional topological entities can be used to facilitate queries and specify the connectivity 

and relative orientation of the previous ones. In Parasolid [11], a loop is part of a face boundary 

containing a sequence of ordered fins, and a fin describes the use of an edge by a loop on a 

face. The same edge has at least two fins of opposite directions, with one fin for each face 

bounded by the edge. 

In a B-Rep, the topology and geometry parts are distinct, meaning the geometry can change 

while keeping the same topological representation. This enables the use of more complex 

geometric definitions such as NURBS surfaces alongside analytical surfaces. This scheme is 

implemented in most commercial CAD software such as Siemens NX [12], Catia V5 [13] and 
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Solidworks [14]. It is often coupled with feature-based generative techniques to offer direct 

modelling capabilities [9]. As a result, a construction tree is created for the model, which lists 

the created features and their associated parameters. The construction tree can then be used to 

propagate parametric updates. This allows more freedom for product design cycles, even 

though any update to the CAD model can be expensive to process, since all feature operations 

might need to be recalculated. Moreover, feature-based updating is order dependent, and it 

can be challenging to track how topological entities are modified by a design change. 

Consequently, associativity might be lost and it might not be possible to reconstruct a filleting 

operation on an edge after it has been split following parametric perturbations. This is an 

example of to the persistent naming problem described by Kripac [15].  

Furthermore, different packages may rely on different geometric kernels, with different 

methods of representing the B-Rep and different numerical tolerances in the underlying 

mathematical calculations. Topological incompatibilities may arise when transferring models 

from one CAD system to another, making the integration of different packages within a given 

workflow challenging. Figure 1-3 shows an example where three different topological 

definitions of the same shape are utilised by three different packages. In this example, a 

cylinder can require one or more edges to partition the surface, while no edge is required when 

using other kernels that can represent seamless surfaces. The Parasolid modelling kernel can 

represent periodic edges without any bounding vertex, while Abaqus [16] needs to represent 

the same shape with at least one closed edge bounded by one vertex. ACIS [17] on the other 

hand requires two open edges bounded by two vertices. These inconsistencies are difficult to 

track when transferring models between different packages. 

 

Figure 1-3. Periodic entity representation for Parasolid, Abaqus and ACIS, after [18]. 

1.2.3 Virtual topology 

Virtual topology uncouples the topological representation from the geometrical representation 

[19]. This facilitates the manipulation of the B-Rep, by modifying the topological 

representation without carrying out the associated update on the geometrical representation. 
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The necessity to adapt the topology of CAD models for CAE is also described by Foucault et 

al. [20], to include interior edges and vertices and apply simplification operators to the model. 

Virtual topology is widely used to edit simulation models through virtual topology operations. 

For example, using virtual topology, a face can be split topologically by inserting a new 

topological instance of an edge without requiring an underlying curve geometry, since the 

surface definition of the face and the bounding vertices of the edge can be used to construct 

the edge geometry [19]. This operation may be done to apply a mesh constraint or a boundary 

condition to a face. The virtual topology concept has been extended to create analysis topology 

representations which are independent from CAD while maintaining links with the design 

topology [21]. In [20], the ‘Mesh-Constrained-Topology’ concept has been used to edit the 

CAD topology with operators similar to virtual topology operators. Both these contributions 

also stress the importance of relative orientation within topological data structures. 

Virtual entities do not have an explicit geometric definition like real entities but instead can 

use a geometric definition which is derived from host entities, or which can be related to 

simple geometrical constructs (e.g. line between two points, least-square fitted surface, etc.). 

Virtual topology requires the definition of virtual entities to formalise the relationship between 

virtual entities and their host entities (if any), as shown in Figure 1-4. These include: 

 Parasite entities: entities that did not exist in the original topology of the model, but 

lie on an existing entity of higher dimension (i.e. an edge lying on the face it splits).  

 Subset entities: subsets of host entities that are split by a parasite entity of lower 

dimension (i.e. faces obtained as a result of partitioning a host face with a parasite 

edge). 

 Superset entities: superset of host entities that are merged together by removing 

common boundary entities of lower dimension. 

 Orphan entities: entity without a host (i.e. an edge bounding only parasite faces).  

 

Figure 1-4. Virtual topology entities used to define virtual split operations. (a) CAD model, (b) virtual topology 

entities and (c) equivalent geometric decomposition. 

Virtual topology operators required to create virtual splits as shown in Figure 1-4 are further 

detailed in section 2.4.2. 
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1.2.4 Non-manifold representation 

Most physical objects comply with the 2-manifold condition, which states that the 

neighbourhood of any point on the boundary of an object should be homoeomorphic to an 

open disc in ℝ2. A simpler definition is that for each point laying on the boundary of a 

manifold object, a small enough sphere is divided into exactly two domains by the surface, 

one inside the object and one outside [22]. However, this condition becomes a limitation for 

CAE tools, as a designer might want to integrate early design models that are idealised into 

wireframe models or sheet models. Coinciding faces are also necessary for simulation models, 

to ensure the different solids are interconnected to capture the interaction between them or to 

represent multi-physics domains in a coupled environment. Non-manifold topology (NMT) 

representations such as the Radial edge structure [23] allows models which do not satisfy the 

2-manifold condition to be represented. 

An example of common non-manifold features is given in Figure 1-5. This structure also 

allows the connection of cells of different dimensions, for example to connect a solid body to 

a sheet body [24]. In an assembly of manifold bodies, the entities in contact can be 

topologically and geometrically different, as they are not actually connected, whereas a non-

manifold interface has only one entity that is shared between adjacent domains, hence no 

intersection or imprinting are required. 

 

Figure 1-5. Non-manifold features connecting blocks. 

Data structures underlying most CAD B-rep representations can be either manifold only or 

capable of storing non-manifold topology. Manifold structures and algorithms are more 

efficient and simple to implement, which might explain why they are used in most CAD 

software. Another reason is that non-manifold features cannot be manufactured and are not 

required for CAD systems to support CAM. Non-manifold representation allows simpler 

Boolean operations and multiple representations to be contained within the one representation 

[25] and is often used by CAE packages. Rossignac et al. use a pseudo-manifold representation 

to deal with non-manifold models using a manifold structure [26].  
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1.3 Generating CAE models from CAD models 

FEA methods operate on a FE mesh, in order to simulate physics-based problems. Converting 

the physical domain of interest into a mesh requires a numerical model of the domain to be 

available. This analysis model, tailored for simulation, is difficult to obtain as DMUs and CAD 

models used for design are often too detailed and not compatible with the CAE tools used to 

generate the mesh of the domain. In many cases, analysis models need to be rebuilt from 

scratch, which is a very time consuming task.  

1.3.1 Pre-processing within simulation workflow 

Current simulation workflows rely on three main steps which are pre-processing, solving and 

post-processing. Pre-processing encompasses all the operations required to create the analysis 

model, apply the appropriate simplification and physics, generate the mesh and define the 

loading scenario. Solving corresponds to the computation of the governing equations to 

generate an answer, and post-processing refers to the operation of reading the results and 

assessing success criteria. Design optimisation often requires multiple iterations of these steps. 

A survey at Sandia National Laboratories from 2005 found that generating the analysis model 

and meshing were taking 66% of the whole simulation workflow time [27]. As of today, it is 

usual for aero-engine manufacturers to spend many months preparing a simulation that then 

takes weeks to run. Therefore, the work in this thesis will focus mainly on facilitating this pre-

processing step. 

The main challenges of pre-processing workflows include: 

 Converting a design model into an analysis model compatible with meshing packages. 

The design model can either be a preliminary CAD design or a fully-featured 

production model, and can be either a dumb model or have a construction tree and 

feature parameters available. 

 Define the physics to be solved, loading and boundary conditions. 

 Applying the appropriate idealisation and clean-up techniques to tailor the analysis 

model for simulation. 

 Applying decomposition and meshing techniques to the analysis model to generate 

the mesh.  

The objective of CAE tools is to help the creation of the analysis model by providing the 

capabilities to modify a CAD model to match simulation requirements. CAE tools can then 

be used to generate the mesh. The next three subsections detail the process of converting the 

geometry and preparing it for analysis, while decomposition and meshing technique are 

detailed in section 1.4. 
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1.3.2 CAD–CAE integration 

The need for CAD-CAE integration comes from the incompatibility between the CAD/CAE 

packages that need to be used and the different models that need to be generated. This requires 

the user to work with a set of geometries without strong associativity, while having to establish 

links between the representations manually when transferring analysis attributes or results. 

Some packages that integrate both CAD and CAE environments within the one solution, such 

as Siemens NX, facilitate the transfer from CAD to CAE, but there is no directly accessible 

link between the non-manifold CAE environment (on a polygonal representation of the B-

Rep) and the manifold CAD environment. Most tools have been developed for a highly 

specialised purpose, using their own file formats and internal data structures. Consequently, 

any attempt at CAD/CAE integration has to overcome compatibility issues, loss of 

associativity (e.g. different tags and names of entities), lack of reusable knowledge (e.g. 

feature information), loss of the construction tree and also model simplification which tends 

to be a one-way process.  

In the same way, neutral formats such as STEP (STandard for the Exchange of Product Model 

Data) can be used to communicate between CAD packages. Many attempts have been made 

to create a standard for analysis attribute transfer (STEP AP 209) [28], but this method lacks 

flexibility. Each alteration of the design model requires a new translation, losing the 

associativity to the original model and failing to capture the link between different variations 

of the geometry.  

Previous research has proposed dedicated frameworks to help toward CAD-CAE integration. 

Shepard et al. [29] proposed a set of tools for simulation-based design. A Simulation 

Environment for Engineering Design (SEED) made of a Simulation Model Manager, a 

Simulation Data Manager, Adaptive Control Tools and Simulation Model Generators, is used 

to tie links between the Product Data Manager, CAD and CAE tools. These tools successfully 

automate the generation of analysis models for different design variations and with appropriate 

idealisation decisions, but rely on a robust problem definition, and the link from the CAE 

model back to the CAD is not explicitly specified. 

The feature-based approach described by Lee [30] uses a single non-manifold model to 

investigate a common modelling environment and bidirectional CAD-CAE interaction, which 

is detailed in Figure 1-6. Multiple feature representations coexist in the non-manifold 

structure, allowing multiple levels of details and abstraction. However, the generation of the 

equivalent representations is prior to the process and the associativity is not automatically 

maintained after design changes. Feature-based modelling is also dependent upon a 
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construction tree, which can be difficult to update and requires feature identification tools to 

do so. 

 

Figure 1-6. CAD/CAE integrated process example, taken from [30]. 

A parametric approach using a common data structure has been introduced by Gujarathi and 

Ma [31], where the initial entry of design and operational requirements by the user, along with 

governing standards, are used to identify design parameters and relations to automatically 

generate CAD and CAE models. During a conceptual design phase, a dimensionally-reduced 

model is generated, and the level of detail is increased as the design objectives are met. This 

approach shows good results for an iterative design process, but requires a large amount of 

work upfront to set up the problem, and lacks flexibility in a complex design process involving 

multi-physics and complex geometries. 

1.3.3 Idealisation and de-featuring 

The aim of model idealisation is to reduce the number of topological entities and the 

complexity of a model, in order to improve the analysis run time. This is done by increasing 

the level of abstraction and reducing the level of detail. Thakur et al. [25] produced a 

comprehensive survey of the techniques available for geometry clean-ups and idealisation, 

including de-featuring and dimensional reduction.  

Geometric entities such as sliver faces, gaps and other small features that are problematic for 

meshing can originate from the CAD model construction or appear after model translation 

between packages due to incompatible geometric tolerances [32]. Sliver faces are small 

geometric faces that are well below the appropriate mesh element size and hard to 

automatically identify and fix. These small details can prevent automated pre-processing tools 
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based on topological or geometric reasoning from producing accurate results, and can 

introduce unnecessarily small elements during the meshing process. These often originate 

from the calculation of the intersections between the different surface patches that make up 

the BRep of a model, which only approximate the true intersection curve within a modelling 

tolerance [33]. A direct consequence of this is the risk of creating poor quality geometry, 

which might not be a hindrance for CAM but create issues for CAE meshing [34]. Geometry 

healing tools such as CADfix [35] can be used to remove sliver faces and gaps after the model 

has been transferred, but this damages the link to the design geometry and can be a quite 

complex operation with uncertain and error-prone results.  

De-featuring is used to reduce the level of detail in a model, by removing small features such 

as manufacturing details or small holes, which would not affect the expected result of the 

simulation but may increase the density of the mesh required. The selection of the feature to 

be removed is mostly based upon its relative size, its function if known, its location and the 

type of analysis being carried out. Feature recognition, as well as geometric and topology 

reasoning, have opened the way for a variety of automated simplification tools described in 

[25]. The common point of all these approaches is that the amount of information available or 

being extracted is directly linked to the quality of the analysis model and will impact the 

quality of the results. Analysts often make use of virtual topology for de-featuring [1],[36], 

where only the topology of a model is modified and the underlying geometry remains intact. 

Virtual topology avoids complicated geometric editing when features are removed and negates 

the need to generate surface patches to fill in gaps between adjacent surfaces in the B-Rep, 

thus increasing the flexibility of the method.  

Dimensional reduction consists in abstracting some regions of the geometry which have 

anisotropic dimensions with simpler geometries, for which a good approximation can be 

obtained using 1D or 2D meshes. Solid models can be reduced manually to shell models or 

wireframes with a similar structure. Information relative to beam section and sheet thickness 

properties has to be stored for later use at the meshing stage and can be adjusted to reuse the 

same CAD model for various design configurations. This flexibility justifies the use of 

dimensionally reduced models at the early stages of simulation-based design. Their reduced 

number of nodes also makes them suitable for providing accurate loading scenarios in more 

complex simulations, provided they capture the stiffness of the idealised region accurately. 

Many automatic tools have been implemented in CAE packages for dimensional reduction 

[25], but they still require user judgement to select the features suitable to reduction. 

Moreover, dimensional reduction often creates disjoint geometries and complex stitching 

algorithms need to be applied to create surface patches to reconnect them, with different CAE 

packages producing different results.  
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Coupling between components or entities that have been dimensionally reduced is critical to 

ensure that the accuracy of the model will not be lost, that interface transformation is 

appropriately addressed and to avoid excessive stiffness at shell mesh intersections for 

example [37], [38]. Boussuge et al. [39] proposed an approach based on extrusion primitives 

and generative shape design to generate idealised models with robust interface handling. 

Similar connection issues are encountered for assembly simulations, where different levels of 

abstraction of the components can define different coupling methods as shown in Figure 1-7. 

 

Figure 1-7. Interface coupling for riveted plates at different levels of abstraction, taken from [24]. 

The common limitation to these pre-processing operations is the loss of features, making the 

automatic mapping of entities between the original CAD model and the analysis model 

difficult. Furthermore, these operations are not recorded in the construction tree of the model 

or in the CAE package, hence it is very difficult to update an analysis model without having 

to start the pre-processing steps from the beginning. Therefore, it is important to capture all 

the modifications done to the model to maintain a strong link between the various 

representations of the model and the geometric reasoning tools.  

1.3.4 Cellular modelling and simulation intent 

The CAD geometry representations presented earlier do not store any functional information 

attached to the different features of a model. In current simulation workflows, experienced 

users need to identify and understand the function of each component or feature to take the 

appropriate simplification decisions and apply the correct boundary conditions. Bidarra et al. 

[2] has introduced a cellular model for feature representation that enables attributes to be 

assigned to feature cells and their boundaries. In particular, interface cells can be defined to 

create and manipulate interfaces between different features or components, and store 

relationships between sub-regions of models that have been partitioned for hex mesh 

generation. 
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Simulation intent, defined by Nolan et al. [24], aims to capture all the analysis, modelling and 

abstraction decisions in order to derive a fit-for-purpose analysis model from an initial CAD 

geometry. A cellular model is implemented to assign analysis attributes to each cell in a non-

manifold sub-division of the model, and equivalence relationships are created to maintain 

associativity between models at different level of abstraction. Virtual topology is used to 

partition the model for creating an analysis model without affecting the original geometry. 

The simulation intent concept aims to facilitate the generation of different analysis models 

automatically from a cellular model, but generating and manipulating this cellular model is 

not straightforward, especially for large assemblies.   

Applying virtual topology operators on a cellular model enables the insertion of virtual entities 

(see sub-section 1.2.3) that define an analysis topology which can used for downstream 

meshing and boundary condition application. The cellular model can hold a non-manifold 

structure to manage the connections and relationships between entities in this analysis 

topology. For example, the non-manifold cellular model can be used to identify interfaces 

between fluid and solid domains for setting up CFD simulations. Tierney et al. [40] 

implemented a cellular model in a SQL-based relational database to store both the original 

topology and virtual topology of the design and analysis models. This database contains a 

number of links to CAD/CAE definitions, making it very versatile and easily accessible to any 

CAx tool. 

Boussuge et al. have refined the establishment of a simulation intent using an ontology for 

CAD-CAE integration [41]. It defines a set of concepts, relations and rules to describe 

reasoning on a cellular model, to formalise and enrich the knowledge available to set up an 

analysis model. For example, if a thin-sheet region is identified as such by a geometric 

reasoner, the information can be stored in a graph using the triple ‘CellSolidi - HasMorphology 

– ThinSheet’, which can then be combine with a triple containing interface information 

between cells to infer a new triple containing the modelling strategy for the interface. While 

this ontology improves data handling and can be easily modified to incorporate new inference 

rules, the definition of these ontology rules remains challenging. 

Having clear information on the simulation objectives is key to streamlining downstream 

analysis process and correctly defining the appropriate abstraction. However, this still needs 

tools to manage the analysis attributes and to automatically generate the analysis models at 

the desired levels of abstraction and detail, with the proper couplings and constraints. 
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1.4 Mesh Generation techniques for FEA 

This section describes the different types of meshes relevant to this thesis, their associated 

constraints and the methods to generate them. 

1.4.1 Finite element method and elements 

The finite element method is described by Zienkiewicz et al. as “a method of approximation 

to continuum problems” where the problem is discretised in a finite number of elements, and 

the solution of the assembly of elements is complete and satisfies the same rules as standard 

discrete problems [42]. Each element is a simple geometrical shape defined by a set of points 

or nodes. In other words, a model is approximated by a mesh of elements for which a computer 

can solve partial differential equations individually to identify the global solution within an 

acceptable error. The solution is calculated at each node and interpolated within the element 

using the element shape functions. Different shapes of elements are available, as shown in 

Figure 1-8, with different order or number of nodes, as shown in Figure 1-9. 

 

Figure 1-8. Common element shapes for surface and volume mesh. 

 

Figure 1-9. Linear, quadratic and cubic triangular elements, adapted from [42]. 
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Triangular and tetrahedral elements are the most commonly used element since they can be 

generated quickly for arbitrary-shaped domains [43]. While tetrahedral mesh generators are 

already very robust and highly automated, this is not the case for hex element meshing tools, 

which still require significant input from the user. Many components in the automotive and 

aeronautical industries are comprised of thin walls. These regions are not well suited to tet 

elements as they require more elements and can introduce artificial stiffness. However, they 

are often suited for shell models and/or hex elements.  Hence a good quality quad mesh of a 

component can be used for preliminary analysis before being used to generate detailed 3D 

model for validation. Hex elements are preferred by the analysts to efficiently simulate highly 

non-linear time-dependent events and for accurate contact capture between deformable 

bodies. This is because they offer improved convergence of CFD analyses and better control 

over the time step for explicit analysis, resulting in more robust simulations. They can also 

handle shape anisotropy better than tetrahedral elements, reducing the number of degrees of 

freedom (DOFs) of the model in highly stretched regions. A comprehensive survey by Sarrate 

et al. [44] highlights the benefits of using this type of element and presents various methods 

for hex meshing, presented in the next sub-section. 

Discretising an arbitrary domain into a mesh requires a combination of elements to be 

identified that are fully connected and that match the shape of the model. This often requires 

distorted elements to be introduced which increases the error. Distorted elements such as high 

aspect ratio elements (overly stretched), skewed elements (small angles), warped (overly 

curved for surface mesh), or with a low Jacobian ratio (overly distorted compared to regular 

shape, see [45]), are shown in Figure 1-10.  

 

Figure 1-10. Poor quality element examples. (a) ideal shape, (b) high aspect ratio, (c) warped face, (d) skewed 

face and (e) highly distorted elements resulting in a low Jacobian ratio. 

The connectivity of the elements at a node is also important for the quality of the mesh. For a 

regular element shapes (equilateral triangle, square, tetrahedron, cube), the intersection of a 

small circle, respectively sphere in 3D, centred on a node with the element defines how many 

elements can be connected to each node. For example, a node of a square element can be 

shared by 4 square elements, meaning that any interior node connecting 4 quadrilateral 
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elements is regular Figure 1-11 (a). Irregular nodes form ‘singularities’ in a mesh structure, 

which can be either positive (excess of connected elements), or negative (lack of elements), 

as shown in Figure 1-11 (b-c). It is often necessary to insert singularities at key locations to 

discretise complex shapes, but they should be avoided elsewhere to obtain the best mesh 

structure. A quad or hex mesh is said to be structured when no or few singularities exist. 

Structured meshes are more difficult to generate, as they impose some requirements on the 

topological structure of a domain and extensive model preparation. Controlling the flow of 

singularity lines enables the analyst to create semi-structured meshes with singular nodes 

concentrated on the boundary vertices of block regions or inside sweepable regions to avoid 

complex singularity patterns. 

 

Figure 1-11. Irregular nodes and singularity lines. (a) regular mesh, (b) positive singularity and (c) negative 

singularity.  

Another problem arises when touching volumes are meshed separately, where interfaces 

between elements of different size and/or type appear. Non conformal interfaces, where there 

is no exact match between the nodes on either sides, can be handled by formulating multi-

point constraints equations (MPC) to couple the DOFs between nodes. If this method is 

capable of dealing with any kinds of interfaces, it is computationally expensive, imposes 

artificial stiffness in the interface region and the solution loses accuracy. Interface regions are 

often critical stress zones. 

Conforming interfaces between tetrahedral and hexahedral mesh can be achieved by inserting 

pyramid elements. These  transition elements can either be created by node insertion or using 

the pyramid open method [46]. In the first case, hex elements touching the interfaces are 

subdivided into five pyramids and two tetrahedra, as shown in Figure 1-12 (a), hence reducing 

the quality of the mesh in the area. The other method uses the quadrilateral element faces of 

the hex mesh on the interface to grow pyramids, which are then embedded in the tet mesh, 
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Figure 1-12 (b). If the interface links an isotropic tet mesh with an anisotropic hex mesh, 

transitioning elements can have a high aspect ratio, resulting in poor mesh quality. For this 

reason, it is important to ascertain the shape properties of adjacent regions in order to generate 

the best quality mesh. The impact of inserting pyramid elements is further discussed in 

Appendix A. 

 

Figure 1-12. Pyramid elements generated (a) by node insertion within a hex and (b) embedded inside a tet mesh. 

One way to address this issue is to insert a graded boundary layer on the structured side [47] 

[48], which in most cases consists in a layer of hybrid elements. For example, prism elements 

can be inserted and the mesh is structured in one direction but not the others. This method 

allows large size gradients, but reduces the amount of hex elements hence affecting the quality 

of the mesh and its convergence. It is more suited for volume meshing in CFD analysis, where 

large size gradients in areas such as boundary layers are essential. 

1.4.2 Meshing methods 

This sub-section presents the different methods to generate a surface or volume mesh on a 

domain. 

 Triangular and tetrahedral meshing 

Discretising an arbitrary domain into a simplex mesh (triangular in 2D, tetrahedral in 3D) can 

be robustly achieved using Delaunay triangulation techniques, and is well detailed by George 

and Borouchaki [43]. These methods are more reliable and robust than hex meshing 

techniques, and therefore can be used to generate hex-dominant meshes by generating 

elements in the areas where hex-mesh generation algorithms have failed to produce hex 

elements. 

 Quad mesh generation 

Mapping is a common way to generate a structured quad mesh for a given four-sided region. 

The mesh template of a unit square is mapped on the local parametrization of the surface [49]. 

Several variations exist, as well as sub-mapping which allow mesh to be generated on non-

quadrilateral faces, but the method is still limited to simple configurations only. Figure 1-13 
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shows the identification of sub-mappable faces. Vertices are classified as End, Side, Corner 

or Reversal according to the number of quads it can bound, with an associated integer which 

inform the meshability (end: 1, side: 0, corner: -1, reversal: -2). Types are assigned based upon 

ranges of the vertex angle between bounded edges (end: 45-135º, side: 135-225º, corner: 225-

315º, reversal: 315-360º). A mapped mesh will contain 4 end type vertices and all others will 

be of type side. Sub-mapping can handle all kinds of vertex type providing the sum of the 

vertices type is 4, however the mesh quality can be compromised when there are too many 

vertices which would constrain node locations, or when the face has a throat which would 

produce in a denser mesh locally. Directions of the edges in the local parameter space of a 

sub-mappable face are found using boundary loop traversal and are stored in a data structure 

to help meshing. 

 

Figure 1-13. Edge classification and sub-mappable face identification, adapted from [50]. 

Block-structured quad meshes are quite popular as they give good control on the number and 

location of irregular nodes (see Figure 1-11). It can be compared to a very coarse mesh, with 

each element being meshed using a structured mapped mesh. However, they require a lot of 

time and expertise to generate. Quad block decomposition based on medial axis transform 

(MAT) [51][52], or on a cross-field approach [53] has demonstrated high quality quad meshes 

and has already been implemented in different packages.  

Paving is a popular way to generate all-quad meshes and was introduced by Blacker and 

Stephenson [54]. It is implemented in a lot of mesh generation software. Paving aims to 

reproduce the advantages of mapped meshes without the decomposition of the face, by 

inserting a rows of quad elements from the boundaries toward the interior, as shown in Figure 

1-14. This produces a boundary sensitive, orientation insensitive mesh with few irregular 

nodes near the boundaries. Moreover, it can handle large size variation of the elements. The 

only associated constraint requires that the sum of the number of element edges on the 

boundary is even, which makes it a very versatile algorithm for quad mesh generation. 
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However, many unnecessary singularities can appear and therefore the quality of the mesh 

obtained is poor in the interior, where advancing fronts collide. 

 

Figure 1-14. Paving process for quad meshing. (a) a first row is advanced, (b) second row advanced, (c) 

irregular nodes inserted from angle considerations and (d) resulting mesh. Adapted from [55]. 

Other techniques for generating a quad mesh from a triangular mesh also exist, but they are 

not as robust as their original implementation and the quality of the mesh obtained is far from 

a mapped mesh.  

 Unstructured hex meshing 

There are various approaches to directly hex-mesh a domain without pre-processing. These 

include grid-based or octree methods [56], medial axis [57], plastering [58], whisker weaving 

[59] and iso-surface extraction [60]. However, these tools are not applicable to an arbitrary 

geometry and the lack of structure of the mesh limits its quality. A hex mesh can also be 

obtained indirectly by converting tet elements into hex elements [61]. Subdividing a tet into 

four hex usually produces poor element quality and the benefits of hex meshes over tet meshes 

are lost. Mid-point subdivision [62] is another method of decomposing simple sub-regions 

into hex-meshable blocks, but it requires the sub-regions to be extracted beforehand and can 

result in numerous high-valence singularity lines. 

 Structured Hex Meshing methods 

The simplest hex-meshable domain has a cube-like topology, with 6 logical faces and 12 

logical edges, and can be meshed using mapping and transfinite interpolation (TFI) [63], 

Figure 1-15 (a). ‘Blocky’ type geometries can often be directly hex meshed using sub-mapping 

routines [64], see Figure 1-15 (b).  

Field-based methods can also be used to generate direction fields (frame-fields, octahedral 

fields) from tet meshes, that can be used in conjunction with integer-grid mapping techniques 

to generate hex meshes with a good structure [65],[66]. However, these methods might either 

require manual simplification of the singularity graphs, or are computationally expensive for 

simple geometries. 
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Figure 1-15. (a) mapped mesh using transfinite interpolation (TFI), (b) submapped mesh using TFI, (c) swept 

mesh. 

Another approach to hex-meshing is to match the domain with a domain having a similar 

topology for which a hex mesh solution is known. This approach includes degenerate block 

primitive as shown in [57], or templates for more complex shapes [67]. 

Sweeping is the most common hex meshing method within industrial workflows. It consists 

of identifying and extracting regions of the components where there is an obvious sweep path 

along which layers of elements can be generated. For hex-meshing this would mean generating 

a 2D quad mesh on a source face and extruding it along the sweep direction to generate hex 

elements, see the black arrow in Figure 1-15 (c). Wall faces (which are equivalent to linking 

faces in [50]) describe the faces generated by sweeping the boundary edges from a source face 

to a target face. This implies that the source and target faces need to have identical boundary 

topologies, to define 4-sided wall faces that are mappable and are compatible with the 

sweeping operation. If there are exactly one source and one target faces, the terminology ‘one-

to-one’ is used to describe the sweep. ‘many-to-one’ sweeps occur when several source faces 

map to a single target face on a same body, while ‘many-to-many’ is used for sweeps with 

many sources and many target faces with a single sweep direction. In the case where a solid 

has multiple sweep directions, the term ‘multi-sweep’ is used. Unstructured quadrilateral 

meshes can be used on the source face [68], resulting in semi-structured hex meshes. Sweeping 

triangular elements on the source face will create prism elements. There are many automated 

tools available to identify sweep directions as well as source and target faces, but they often 

fail to handle complex geometries, multi-axial sweeps and many-to-many configurations. 

Applying these meshing strategies to an arbitrary domain requires the identification of sub-

regions with a compatible topology and geometry. The different decomposition methods for 

hex-meshing are presented in section 1.4.3. In the case where there are residual regions 
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without hex-meshing strategy at the end of the decomposition, they can be meshed using tet 

elements, resulting in a hex-dominant mesh. 

 Adaptive meshing and refinement 

In order to get accurate results from the simulation, a certain quality of the mesh has to be 

achieved, and this can be done by using adaptive meshing techniques. Element shape and size 

have to be chosen carefully in order to ensure accurate results while keeping the number of 

DOFs low. Adaptive mesh generation [68] consists in modifying a mesh against known 

quantities. These can either be a priori estimates based upon knowledge of the geometry, or a 

posteriori refinement based on simulation error estimates in an analysis. 

Quadros et al. [69] proposed a skeleton-based approach to create a 3D mesh sizing function, 

using geometric factors such as proximity between entities, feature size and boundary 

curvature. Methods based only on geometry often fall short to provide good quality elements 

near boundary conditions, as the physics are not considered and stress patterns can change 

drastically in those areas. 

Frey and Alauzet [70] defined an anisotropic mesh adaption method for unstructured mesh 

using the notion of a unit mesh. An anisotropic metric map based on a general error estimate 

is derived from interpolation error. The local size of the element is adjusted to equi-distribute 

the error, and the anisotropic elements inserted reduce the number of DOFs while maintaining 

the same level of accuracy. A metric map is defined at each vertex by intersecting all the 

metrics at the location. This is then interpolated to generate a metric field over the whole 

domain. 

Structured mesh adaption is more challenging, as the structured nature makes the use of 

isotropic growth ratio difficult, and a refined mesh will often be incompatible with the 

specified metric map for sizing. For example, if a semi-structured quad mesh that has been 

generated by merging operations on a triangular mesh is refined, the division of the 

quadrilateral propagates in the mesh without accounting for the original size metric of the 

original tet mesh [71]. 

 

Figure 1-16. Templates for quad element refinement, bold vertices are refined, adapted  from [72]. 

Schneiders [72] described 2-refinement and 3-refinement templates for quad meshes which 

can provide stable transition between element size, as shown in Figure 1-16. In a 2-refinement 

templates, the ratio of elements size is 2 respectively 3 for 3-refinements, this last having the 
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advantage of limiting the mesh modification to the subdivided elements only. Additional 

templates based on mesh singularity placement have been described in [73]. The extension of 

this technique to 3D hex meshes is showing promising results but still fails to address some 

configurations where the transition pattern requires the introduction of tet and pyramid 

elements. However, swept meshes can benefits from these patterns when applied to their 

source face.  

1.4.3 Automated decomposition methods for hex-meshing 

Decomposition-based approaches are widely used for hex meshing, as they enable the use of 

simpler meshing algorithms in certain regions [74]. Domains are decomposed into simpler 

sub-domains that have specific topological and shape characteristics that satisfy well-known 

and robust automatic hex-meshing algorithms like mapping, sub-mapping and sweeping, 

presented in Figure 1-15 (a-c).  

Currently, most simulation workflows using hex elements rely on the user to identify and 

extract meshable regions of a domain, which is a tedious task often performed using CAD 

tools, which severs the associativity between design and analysis models.  Figure 1-17 shows 

a complex geometry decomposed manually into block regions and sweepable regions to 

generate a full hex mesh. Lu et al. [75] proposed a pen-based user interface to facilitate manual 

geometry decomposition by making cutting surface creation easier. However, it is only trying 

to optimise the user interaction for hex-mesh generation, without addressing the issue of 

automation.  

 

Figure 1-17. (a) model with 2 sweeping directions, (b) manual decomposition into mapped and swept regions 

and (c) hex-meshed model. 

Automatic block-structured mesh generation requires a robust partitioning tool and has been 

an open research question for many years. Sarrate and Roca proposed a tool based on local 

dual contributions of a hex-mesh obtained from a tet-mesh to identify blocks [76]. Several 

other methods use sheets to define a block decomposition of the geometry  [77], [78]. An 

initial hex mesh is generated by dividing tetrahedral elements into 4 hexahedral elements, then 
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fundamental sheets of the dual are identified and a block decomposition can be generated from 

this. Using a hex mesh as an input ensures that the resulting decomposition will be compatible 

with hex-meshing requirements, although it is still limited to a certain class of geometry. The 

MAT has also been used to generate blocks [57][79], while cross-fields methods have been 

used successfully in 2D cases [53]. Frame-fields for 3D blocking have shown some promise 

but are still under investigation.  

Sweepable regions can be identified by an experienced user, however the need to tackle large 

complex components has pushed for the emergence of automatic decomposition tools. Lu and 

Gadh [79] have used feature recognition to decompose a volume into simpler sub-regions, 

however manual decomposition is still required to ensure that a conformal mesh is achieved 

at complex interfaces. Boussuge identified extrusion primitives to generate idealised meshes 

[39] from features. Many geometry-based tools are also available to partition the model. 

Robinson et al. [80] developed a tool which uses the MAT to identify anisotropic sweepable 

regions in the thin-sheet areas of thin-walled structures so that they can be easily swept through 

the thickness of the domain. Sun et al. [81] [82] achieved good results using face-pair detection 

tools in NX instead of the MAT to identify side faces (which are equivalent to source and 

target faces for sweepable bodies after imprinting), with a significant time reduction. In the 

example in Figure 1-18, a face-pair is discretised, then the smallest discretised face is projected 

onto the other and intersected to identify matching topologies on the opposite faces, Figure 

1-18 (b-c-d). Cutting surfaces are defined from matching pairs of opposite edges, Figure 1-18 

(e), and the geometry is partitioned using split operations in the CAD environment. In a thin-

sheet region, source and target (S/T) faces are either original face-pairs or subsets of original 

face pairs, which allows them to be identified from point queries on the face pair after the 

split. All the faces connecting them are defined as wall faces and are mappable as a result of 

the sweepable property of thin-sheets.  

 

Figure 1-18. Thin-sheet decomposition: (a) candidate geometry, (b) discretised face pair, (c) projection and 

intersection of face boundaries, (d) matching face topologies, (e) cutting faces defined from pair of opposite 

edges and  (f) two thin-sheet regions extracted in green, adapted from [82]. 
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Long-slender regions which are sweepable along their long dimension can also be identified 

by looking for loops of edges with similar metrics, as proposed by Makem et al. [83]. Sun et 

al. [84] have refined the extraction of these region by identifying loops of long mappable faces 

from loops of long edges, Figure 1-19 (c), and improved the definition of the cutting surfaces 

to avoid generating poor geometry on the residual regions, Figure 1-19 (d). After the geometric 

split in the CAD model, source and target faces are identified from points generated when 

defining the cutting surfaces or on existing cap faces, and other faces are classified as wall 

faces. However, this method is very efficient only once thin-regions have been removed. 

Compatibility with existing decomposition tools is limited and as a result the connectivity 

between domains is lost, making the subsequent meshing more challenging. Moreover, small 

geometric artefacts appearing during split operation can make the model impossible to 

reassemble. 

 

Figure 1-19. Long-slender decomposition: (a) candidate geometry, (b) long-edges identification, (c) 2 loops of 

long faces and (d) two long-slender regions extracted in blue. Adapted from [84]. 

White and Tautges [50] proposed a topology-based routine to identify bodies or features that 

are sweepable. This is achieved by identifying chains of mappable or sub-mappable faces. 

Chains are defined as a sequence of 4-sided mappable faces, with splits in the case of the sub-

mappable faces. Other research has focussed on identifying decompositions for 

multidirectional-sweeps based on i-j-k parametrisation [85], however the requirement of a 

structured quad mesh on the boundary limits this technique to very simple geometries. A 

similar approach using virtual topology cuts is presented in [86], where partitioning surfaces 

identified from i-j-k parametrisation have no explicit geometry but instead use a web of nodes 

on the interior of the volume to define the boundary of sub-volumes. Wu et al. proposed a 

fuzzy clustering algorithm to extract sweep directions by grouping faceted-faces normal [87]. 

The interfaces generated by the decomposition between the different regions are critical to 

ensure a conformal hex mesh can be generated for the entire domain. The constraints of 

conformal hex meshing and structured mesh implications are reviewed by Blacker [88]. 

Previous work such as the Cooper tool [89] generates a conformal mesh by sweeping nodes 

in the transverse direction of the sweep to accommodate multi-directional sweep constraint. 
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More recently, Wu et al. [90] have used multi-axis sweeping and grafting to define groups of 

interfaces and generate conformal meshes. These methods are therefore capable of handling 

geometries such as the example in Figure 1-17. 

While each of the methods above has proven useful for a certain class of problem, none of 

them is able to tackle arbitrary 3D shapes, and there are often residual regions for which no 

hex-meshing strategy has been found. Therefore, analysts need to use a combination of them 

to mesh the model within a reasonable time scale, by applying the right algorithm to 

appropriate portions of the geometry in order to guarantee the overall quality of the mesh. This 

often proves to be difficult because of the lack of interoperability and integration between the 

different tools and the analysis representations generated. Beyond generating a decomposed 

model, these tools can be used to enrich the model, which should allow meshing strategies for 

different region to be defined and the meshing step to be automated.  

1.4.4 Hex region compatibility and integer programming  

Generating a structured hex mesh for a domain that has been decomposed for meshing requires 

that the connected hex-meshable regions have compatible mesh structures at the interface. 

These meshing requirements introduce constraints on the mesh, which can be satisfied by 

specifying in which order the individual regions are meshed, to propagate the mesh structure 

from one region to its neighbours. Disconnected sets of surface constraints can also be 

identified, which allow volume constraints to be formulated for swept bodies with holes [91]. 

However, the method can fail for some configurations including bevels that are not aligned 

with the main sweep direction and many-to-many sweeps with holes. 

Another method is to assign appropriate element division numbers to the faces and edges of 

interfaces between hex-meshable regions to enable a conformal hex mesh to be generated for 

the entire domain. This interval assignment problem can be solved using integer programming, 

where the optimum number of elements is identified from meshing constraints. Structured or 

semi-structured mesh methods like mapping, sub-mapping and block-structured require that 

two set of opposite edges have the same number of intervals or mesh edges. The constraint of 

having an even sum of intervals on all curves that is associated with paving methods can 

introduce non-integer parameters, hence the problem is treated as a mixed-integer linear 

program (MILP). Tam and Armstrong [92] proposed to minimize the sum of weighted 

difference between assigned and goal intervals as an objective function, while Mitchell [93] 

developed an approach minimizing the lexicographic vector of weighted differences. In the 

first case, simplex results are obtained with as few curves as possible which are modified 

depending on the weights, whereas the minimum variation on each curve is obtained using the 

second, see Figure 1-20. 
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Figure 1-20. Interval assignment example for different optimisation methods. (a) interval goals, (b) two simplex 

solutions where only one interval is modified and (c) solution from [93]. 

Understanding how the number of edge subdivisions propagate through the model can also 

help identify independent zones in the mesh, and the reduced number of constraints can be 

used to divide the meshing task between teams or tools, making the mesh generation process 

faster [50]. However, interval assignment can prove to be impossible for certain combination 

of meshing algorithms, corners and hard-set intervals (i.e. the matrix of the linear programs 

cannot be inversed and the problem is identified as infeasible) [93]. 

Finally, interval assignment is directly linked to sizing methods, which are often down to the 

discretion of the user, as initial values are required to set up the problem. Frey and George 

[94] used ellipsoids as metrics to define element size and shape in three dimension relative to 

principal axes. The benefits are the possibility to interpolate and operate on metrics to define 

a suitable mesh and accommodate various constraints on the same edge. While much research 

has been done on mesh adaptation and automatic sizing, it does not totally address the problem 

of propagating size variation through decomposed models. 

1.5 Model update and re-meshing 

The DMUs used to generate a simulation model often change during a product lifecycle, either 

to reflect design modifications or to accommodate real life feedback in a digital twin context, 

which uses a virtual model to mirror the lifecycle of a product in service [95]. Analysis 

requirements are also prone to change, especially within coupled multi-physics analyses where 

analysis results from one domain dictate updates for another. For example, if a model is 

deformed by wear or thermal expansion and is used as the input for a subsequent analysis, 

these changes must be reflected in the downstream simulation model. Therefore, there is a 

need to be able to update a simulation model and ensure its mesh remains an accurate 

representation of the model.  

In the CAD environment, the design can be updated by either changing parameters associated 

with the model or by adding/removing features in the construction tree. However, parametric 

perturbations can induce unexpected and unwanted modifications to the boundary topology of 
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the model, which are difficult to track and fix. To this extent, van der Meiden and Bronsvoort 

have defined a method to relate the range of parameters to topological entities, therefore 

identifying critical parameters of interest [96]. Sun et al. proposed a method using virtual 

topology to deform a surface mesh in the presence of simple topological perturbations [97]. 

Direct geometric editing is also available, where the user can interactively manipulate 

geometric entities without requiring access to the construction tree, making this approach 

more accessible for CAE analysts but difficult to automate.  

Using current methods of CAD-CAE integration, the mesh cannot be as easily updated as the 

CAD model, and the user is often tasked with updating the CAD model before re-exporting it 

to the meshing environment. This does not guarantee that the analysis model update will be 

successful because pre-processing activities usually break the links between the design model 

and the analysis model. This implies that even if design changes can be automatically 

identified, there are no relationships that can be exploited in order to update the 

decomposition. As a consequence, clean-up operations and geometric decomposition often 

need to be started from scratch. Furthermore, most automated tools for hex-mesh generation 

[58], [59] do not offer the ability to efficiently update the mesh and require the tool to be run 

again.  

Mesh updating has been a topic of research for many years and includes several techniques 

such as mesh morphing, mesh adaption and re-meshing. Mesh morphing [98] consists in 

mapping an initial mesh on a new geometry which is similar to the initial geometry. The 

mapping of nodes requires knowledge of both the topological entity mapping between the 

geometries and the node to entity associativity in the original mesh. The mesh topology must 

remain constant to ensure a correct mapping. Mesh adaption [68] is often driven by parametric 

modification within optimisation loops, where the mesh is updated at each step. The mesh can 

be locally refined or coarsened, with or without mesh connectivity modifications. 

Sheffer and Üngör have proposed a dual representation using both the boundary and a 

parametric representation to link design modifications and mesh adaption procedures [99]. In 

particular, the history of virtual operations applied for simplification is retained and 

automatically mapped on the updated design model before meshing. Hex-mesh updating is 

done by moving the elements to the new geometry, and then adjusting the mesh quality by 

using techniques such as whisker-sheet operations, where layers of hex elements are merged 

or split to adapt the mesh size. Feature displacements have been investigated recently by Shen 

et al. [100], using mesh deformation and refinement based on density fields extracted from the 

initial mesh. However, adaption approaches are limited to simple parametric perturbations, as 

the mesh topology needs to be consistent to be mapped.   
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Re-meshing is employed whenever mesh generation methods need to be re-applied either 

locally or globally to the model. For example, fully re-meshing a model can be avoided after 

feature insertion if the feature is meshed with new elements and connected to the existing 

mesh. Smit and Bronsvoort have successfully implemented a cellular model-based approach 

to tetrahedral re-meshing [101]. After capturing the feature differences between two models 

and their interactions, all the valid original nodes are mapped to the new model and new 

elements are created to fill the gaps. However, in the absence of any link or equivalence 

between elements and geometric cells, all the nodes need to be classified and processed for 

re-meshing, which can be slow for very large meshes. 

1.6 Conclusion and limitations on current practices  

While current tools for model pre-processing and mesh generation can be applied by 

experienced users to create good quality simulation models, they are heavily relying on 

manual intervention. This translates into prohibitive costs for large assemblies such as aero-

engines, where thousands of components can exist with tens of thousands of interfaces to 

manage between adjacent meshes. Recent research efforts to reduce pre-processing time have 

generated many automatic tools for specific tasks, without taking into account the whole 

simulation workflow. As a result, these tools suffer from a lack of integration and a process 

can be at best semi-automated to ensure reliable results.  

In most cases, even using state-of-the-art tools, the user is still responsible for providing all 

the knowledge for each step of the simulation process. For example, idealisation decisions 

taken while cleaning-up the geometry must be reflected when guiding the mesh generation. 

Relying on the user to retain best practices without capturing them in a reusable manner also 

presents a risk for companies, where the expertise can be lost and training is difficult. 

Moreover, many operations carried out during pre-processing tend to sever the links between 

the various representations used, for example when a model is transferred or cleaned-up. There 

is therefore a need for an enhanced data management structures, capable of connecting all the 

representations of a model used within a simulation workflow to pave the way toward full 

automation. 

Finally, generating a hexahedral mesh of good quality is very challenging. Even if no tool is 

currently capable of processing arbitrary geometries, increased understanding and processing 

of the different meshing constraints can help toward more automation. Additional integration 

can allow these tools to be used in an incremental sequence to cover more problems, as using 

the correct tool for the correct geometry would allow more efficient workflows. The most 

computationally expensive algorithms are used on portions of the geometry that otherwise 
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cannot be meshed, while managing the reasoning created by these tools can reduce the expense 

of updating the analysis model.  

1.7 Research objectives 

This research project aims to provide a methodology and demonstrator tools to enable hex-

dominant mesh generation by integrating existing methods in an incremental workflow, while 

storing and using the data associated with each step to reinforce the other steps of the 

workflow. This will alleviate the analysts’ workload and open the path for further automation 

of the simulation process. The objective of this work are as follows: 

 Define a common framework suitable for the integration of different automated tools 

and capable of hosting and connecting the different representations involved in pre-

processing for simulation (DMU, CAD, CAE, mesh models, manifold and non-

manifold).  

 Build an ecosystem of reasoners that find and apply pre-processing operations and 

can be used to define automated workflows, while storing the history of the 

operations. 

 Understand how meshing requirements constrain the decomposition, and identify 

meshing recipes from the knowledge acquired during the reasoning for decomposition 

and de-featuring. 

 Use a cellular model and virtual topology to make the process more flexible by 

avoiding time-consuming and error prone geometric modifications, allowing design 

updates and reducing the cost of re-creating simulation models where the geometry 

has been perturbed. 

Chapter 2 first presents an attempt at automating a mesh generation workflow from existing 

tools. This example is used to define the requirement for a framework suitable for integrating 

automated tools for model preparation. Virtual topology is combined with cellular modelling 

to bridge the gap between CAD and CAE tools, while recording any modification made to the 

model. To this extent, several virtual topology reasoners are defined to generate and 

manipulate the different representations hosted within the virtual topology framework.  The 

different tools necessary to define pre-processing workflows are encapsulated into automated 

reasoners described in chapter 3, which inform the virtual topology reasoners in order to 

manipulate the model. Idealisation reasoners apply de-featuring operations to the model, while 

decomposition reasoners split it into regions with a known meshing strategy. The process for 

generating a mesh for a model prepared using these reasoners is then presented in chapter 4, 

where a meshing recipe is generated by processing the different meshing strategy their 

associated constraints with meshing reasoners. Once a mesh has been obtained, chapter 5 
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presents how the links between the different representations stored in the VT framework can 

be used to propagate design modifications from the original DMU down to the mesh in order 

to facilitate automated re-meshing for complicated domains. Chapter 6 shows and discusses 

the result of applying the methodology.  
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2. Virtual topology framework for automated workflows 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes a virtual topology based framework that overcomes some of the 

limitations of CAD-CAE integration when automating the generation of simulation models 

from CAD models. The principles of virtual topology are used to create and maintain a 

representation of the analysis model that is external to any CAD/CAE tool and is compatible 

with non-manifold meshing environments. This enables a pre-processing workflow to use a 

common representation of the model that can capture, query, manipulate and transfer 

information between the different pre-processing tasks that are being carried out in an analysis 

workflow. Thus, a more streamlined workflow is created, which can be automated from start 

to finish by linking the different model representations and tools.  

This chapter first presents the requirements for integrating various computer-aided tools with 

an example workflow for decomposition. Then, a common data structure (CDS) to store the 

model is presented, followed by different virtual topology reasoners required to interface the 

CDS with the CAD environment. Finally, the CDS and the VT reasoners are used to define a 

virtual topology framework that can integrate automated pre-processing reasoners. 

2.2 Requirement for computer-aided tools integration and automation 

This section aims to demonstrate the various challenges that arise when trying to generate a 

simulation model suitable for hex-dominant meshing using readily available automatic/semi-

automatic analysis pre-processing tools. The current challenges of integrating these tools are 

discussed and demonstrated through an example, which helps define the requirements for 

integrating the various tools into such a workflow. 

2.2.1 Problem description 

The most common way of generating a hex-meshed simulation model within industrial 

workflows is to identify individual portions of the geometry and mesh them incrementally, to 

reduce the complexity of the overall problem. To help with this incremental meshing 

approach, several decomposition tools have been developed to automatically identify and 

extract regions for which a simple hex-meshing strategy can be found. The ability to link these 

tools opens the way for more automated workflows. However, the choice and order of tools 

being used is not formalised, making it very difficult to automate the pre-processing of a model 

from start to finish. User preferences, such as experience and tool of choice often dictate the 

workflow. This leads to time-consuming manual intervention in order to overcome the lack of 

interoperability of the tools and their resulting analysis models.  
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Figure 2-1. Left: semi-automated workflow for meshing using readily available decomposition tools requires 

significant user interaction. Right: model being incrementally decomposed by two decomposition tools. 

An example of a semi-automated incremental workflow for hex-meshed decomposition is 

shown in Figure 2-1, where several automated decomposition tools are applied to a geometric 

design model before the desired mesh is generated manually. On the right, the corresponding 

incremental decomposition is illustrated, with each tool outputting the identified regions 

extracted and the residual regions of the bodies that will be processed by the next tool. Issues 

and bottlenecks highlighted for this example workflow are common for many analysis 

workflows. 

Current decomposition tools are limited to creating splits within the CAD package to 

decompose the original CAD geometry into separate manifold bodies. Therefore, the output 

is a collection of subset bodies without any explicit interface information. Analyses require 

that all the adjacent subset bodies are connected. This dictates that the pair of manifold faces 

that exists at the interface between bodies must be specified by the user (see Figure 2-1). These 

faces need to have compatible geometries in order to be merged in the non-manifold meshing 

environment. Interface management becomes extremely expensive and difficult for complex 

models, e.g. ten of thousands of interfaces can exist within whole-engine fan blade-off analysis 

models and the analyst cannot manage interfaces manually anymore.  

Dissimilar pairs of faces can appear at the interfaces when a model is decomposed, making 

any attempt at interface management very difficult in situations where multiple decomposition 

steps need to be performed successively. This is because imprints are not propagated between 
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adjacent bodies during successive split operations. This is something that has not been 

considered in previous research, mostly because the bodies are rarely processed in a CAD 

design environment. For example in Figure 2-2 (b), the split operation generates a pair of 

coincident faces at the interface between the two new bodies (one for the blue body, one for 

the yellow body) to comply with the manifold representation.  

 

Figure 2-2. (a) initial block, (b) blocks and interface after one split, either of the coincident face can represent the 

interface in a non-manifold representation and (c) after another set of splits, a non-conformal interface appears. 

The light blue and orange faces must be split to identify entities compatible with a non-manifold representation. 

To convert the model to a non-manifold representation, the interface could be simply obtained 

by using one of the faces for both bodies. However, there is no connection between the 

coincident faces at the interface in the manifold representation. Therefore, the two subsequent 

split operations applied to the partitioned bodies in Figure 2-2 (c) divide only the faces 

bounding each distinct body. This leads to a dissimilar interface being created between the 

adjacent bodies, as shown by the fact that the orange and blue faces do not match. The 

equivalent interface in a non-manifold representation would be the union of the intersection 

between the light blue and orange with the purple and yellow faces shown in Figure 2-2 (c). 

This implies that the light blue and orange faces need to be partitioned to create all the 

coincident faces required for compatibility with non-manifold modelling. A similar issue is 

encountered for edges, where two or more edges of different length can overlap where several 

bodies meet in a manifold CAD environment.   

While this problem could be mitigated by manually inserting the missing splits for a simple 

model, this is not achievable for large and complex models with many interfaces. A posteriori 

methods in CAE packages to recover these interfaces are limited by geometric inconsistencies 

created by the split operation and geometric tolerances, and lack robustness to tackle large 

assemblies. Interface management is therefore a bottleneck toward automation of 

decomposition-based workflows for hex-dominant meshing. Dissimilar interfaces can also 

create incompatible meshes for adjacent sweepable regions in situation where missing splits 

would prevent the interface to be swept meshed. Since much hex meshing research focuses on 

meshing individual components with limited complexity, the compatibility of subdivisions is 

traditionally managed by the analyst performing the decomposition, while it is necessary to 

have complete control over the relationships between model decompositions for automation. 
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Although multi-point constraints (MPC) equations can be formulated and applied to couple 

the DOFs between the nodes of the two faces of a manifold interface, this method is 

computationally expensive and can result in the loss accuracy in the solution. This may be a 

problem if the interfaces are in regions of the model that are critical for stress. Instead, the two 

faces are merged in the CAE environment to get a single interface definition that ensure that 

the mesh of the individual bodies of the decomposition are connected. In the case where two 

adjacent bodies are meshed with tet and hex elements respectively, pyramid elements need to 

be inserted at the interface to ensure that a conformal mesh can be obtained. These transition 

elements can either be created by node insertion or using the pyramid open method [46], see 

section 1.4.1.  

2.2.2 Automatic hex-meshing workflow example based on geometric 

decomposition 

The main challenge in automating a hex-meshing workflow that utilises a number of 

automated decomposition tools is to ensure that the partitioning strategies and the resulting 

interfaces are recorded during the decomposition. This enables the analysis models to be 

rebuilt or updated without any user intervention. The Figure 2-3 shows an example of a 

workflow to generate a hex-dominant mesh from a CAD design model automatically. 

 

Figure 2-3. Automated decomposition-based workflow for meshing. 
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This workflow is built on top of the automated decomposition approaches described in [82] 

and [84], which describe a two-step process to identify and isolate different classes of sweep-

able regions in a CAD model. An external database is used to store the interface information 

obtained during the geometric split operations (carried out in a manifold CAD environment), 

as well as sweeping information (e.g. direction, source face) and meshing attributes (e.g. 

thickness, element size) identified by the decomposition tools. It is based on an external SQL 

relational database, similar to the one presented by Tierney et al. [40].  

 Thin-sheet decomposition tool 

In [82], the terminology ‘thin-sheet’ is utilised to describe the regions of a model that have 

two dimensions significantly larger than the third (e.g. a wall with a small thickness compared 

to its area). These regions are particularly interesting for meshing, since they can be extracted 

from the model and either swept-mesh in the direction of the small dimension, or 

approximated by a shell mesh. In previous work and throughout this thesis, the term ‘face-

pairs’ designates the pairs of large opposing faces bounding the model. A measure of the 

aspect ratio of a candidate region is obtained using face-pairs, by comparing the area of the 

smallest face with the distance between the faces. If above a set value (usually AR>5), the 

face-pair is manipulated to extract ‘side faces’, which will either become the source or the 

target face for the thin-sheet region (see Figure 1-18 for more details). Source and target faces 

are labelled as such to facilitate subsequent sweep meshing operations.  

The necessary geometry constructs required to extract the thin-sheet region from the rest of 

the model, called cutting faces, are created by using projection between side faces, following 

the sweep direction identified. In Figure 2-4 (a), a cutting face is identified and then used to 

split the geometry in the CAD environment, the thin-sheet region is extracted and attributes 

are assigned to identify the thin-sheet region and the source and target faces, Figure 2-4 (b). 

The terminology ‘wall face’ is introduced to designate faces other than source and target, while 

‘wall edge’ designates edges that are in the sweep direction, connecting the source and the 

target faces. All wall faces must be mappable to ensure that the thin-sheet region is sweepable. 

 

Figure 2-4. Thin-sheet extraction. (a) face-pair and cutting face identified, (b) geometrical split operation 

resulting in three coincident faces, one for each sub-region and the cutting face.  
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After the thin-sheet has been extracted by the tool, the model is a manifold assembly of bodies 

without any interface information and 3 coincident faces exist between the bodies (one face 

for each body and the cutting face is also kept). Regions that are not identified as thin-sheet 

are marked as ‘residual’ to facilitate subsequent decompositions. 

 Long-slender decomposition tool 

In [84], the term ‘long-slender’ is introduced to designate the regions of the model which have 

one dimension larger than the other two and a constant cross section topology. These long-

slender regions can be easily swept mesh in the direction of the large dimension, and are 

mostly identified from the residual bodies that remain after the thin-sheet decomposition has 

been carried out. The concept of ‘long edges’, which are edges with an aspect ratio above a 

specified threshold (usually AR>5), is used to identify candidate regions, Figure 2-5 (a). This 

aspect ratio is defined as the length of the edge compared to the lateral dimension of its 

adjacent faces in [84]. Nearly parallel long edges are grouped and the faces they bound are 

traversed to identify loops of mappable faces that will be suitable for sweep meshing. The 

process of identifying long-slender region is further described in section 3.2.2.1. 

Source and target faces are identified or created to partition the model and the long-slender 

regions are extracted and tagged, Figure 2-5 (b). The naming convention for source and target 

faces, and the definition of wall edges and wall faces are matching the ones used in the thin-

sheet decomposition tool. 

Both the thin-sheet and long slender decomposition tools perform all the geometrical splits 

once all the cutting surfaces have been defined, but these cutting surfaces are unconnected 

since cutting faces are created independently for each suitable region identified. This also 

implies that cutting faces defined for long-slender extraction do not take into account cutting 

faces defined for thin-sheet extraction, resulting in a risk of creating sliver faces and dissimilar 

interfaces. 

 

Figure 2-5. Long-slender extraction. (a) cutting face identified from loop of long edges, (b) geometrical split not 

propagated to the already isolated thin sheet. 
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 Interface processing 

New entities resulting from the geometrical splits are grouped by common interfaces and 

stored in the database. Interfaces could be recovered by tracking the faces that are being 

merged when applying Boolean union operations, using Parasolid call-backs on face 

attributes. However, this is a computationally expensive operation, which is highly sensitive 

to geometrical tolerances (i.e. the faces must be perfectly coincident to be merged by the union 

operator) and can often result in the creation of sliver entities. Geometric Booleans are also 

order dependent, often resulting in errors when merging incompatible bodies. Dedicated CAE 

tools such as Hypermesh [102] or ICEM [103] do not have these issues, but they require the 

model to be constructed in, and imported from, a CAD system. Since the construction tree of 

the original CAD model is lost during the export to the CAE tool, these tools are difficult to 

integrate in automated workflows. 

Once the decomposition is complete, the interface information stored in the database is 

processed to convert the manifold representation in the database into an equivalent non-

manifold cellular topological representation. This representation is referred to herein as the 

analysis topology, as its topology corresponds to the topology of the simulation model that is 

meshed at the end of the process. Since cutting surfaces defined by the decomposition tools 

re-use the model topology wherever possible; most of the entities required to define the 

analysis topology exist in the manifold CAD representation. Missing non-manifold entities 

(like the red face in Figure 2-2 (c)) are recovered by comparing the topologies of manifold 

pairs of faces to identify any missing imprints. For the example in Figure 2-5 (b), the residual 

region is missing the imprint of the split and the thin region is not updated after the long-

slender extraction, resulting in dissimilar interfaces, as shown in Figure 2-6 (a). Mismatched 

faces have mismatched boundary edges, which can be identified since all the non-manifold 

edges can be recovered from the set of manifold edges of a specified group of manifold faces. 

Geometric interrogations are required to determine the proximity of adjacent faces, edges and 

vertices and capture the missing imprints. 

 

Figure 2-6. (a) Manifold faces creating dissimilar interfaces, (b) matching interface obtained by face splitting 

operations. 
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Pairs of matching manifold faces are then obtained by geometrically splitting the face in the 

CAD environment, Figure 2-6 (b). Edge splitting operations can also be required if they are 

not implied by face split operations, in the case where bodies only share a non-manifold edge. 

Split operations are propagated to the analysis topology contained in the database, with a 

single topological face entity being created at the interface between the cells. This generates 

a non-manifold cellular model in the database. It is however necessary to keep track of the 

entities specific to the manifold representation that remain in the CAD package (for example 

the orange and light blue faces in Figure 2-2 (c)) to enable correct interface processing. In 

addition, each cell in the non-manifold cellular decomposition is assigned appropriate analysis 

attributes (thin-sheet, long-slender, etc.) as defined by the geometric reasoning tool used to 

dictate the manifold decomposition. 

 Meshing tool 

The cellular model contained in the database can then be used to automatically generate a 

meshing recipe using integer-programming routines, adjacency information and the analysis 

attributes provided by the decomposition tools, as described in chapter 4. Generating the 

meshing recipe at the CAD level allows the advanced geometric manipulation capabilities of 

the CAD system to be used and gives access to functional information and the parameters 

contained in the feature tree.  

The decomposed model can then be transferred to the non-manifold CAE environment for 

meshing. No new faces need to be inserted into the model during the transfer since all the non-

manifold interfaces had an explicit representation in the CAD. Therefore, the re-mapping of 

entities with the database is straightforward. Depending on the CAE package used, the cellular 

model can automatically specify the pairs of faces to join to re-assemble the model if 

necessary. A hex-dominant mesh can then be generated after the mesh controls that have been 

identified in the meshing recipe have been applied. The Figure 2-7 shows the result of applying 

this workflow to a mock-up of an aero-engine compressor casing, producing a 75% hex-

dominant mesh within 98 seconds, made of 57,000 elements. 
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Figure 2-7. Automatic decomposition and meshing of an aero-engine casing mock-up. (a) design CAD model, 

(b)manifold decomposition, (c)automatic mesh result. 

2.2.3 Limitations 

While this workflow example can successfully generate meshes for simple models, it is not 

appropriate for a robust automatic meshing of generic complex geometries and assemblies. 

First of all, implementing a database and tracking interfaces only automates the interface 

specification task identified in Figure 2-1. Processing more complex models still requires the 

user to monitor the quality of the geometry during the decomposition and transfer across 

packages, which involves a lot of manual intervention. This is because the geometric 

tolerances used in all CAD and CAE packages results in geometric decompositions being 

prone to unwanted geometric artefacts, such as redundant vertices and sliver faces being 

generated. Secondly, since all the splits are done at the end of the identification process and 

since one split operation can result in more than two bodies and multiple interfaces, the 

matching of interfaces is expensive due to geometric and topological grouping of interface 

entities (faces, edges and vertices) into manifold pairs. The scaling of the workflow to larger 

and more complex models will undoubtedly induce prohibitive execution times. Finally, this 

workflow is limited to the two decomposition tools described and lacks the flexibility to 

integrate other decomposition methods that would enable to tackle geometries that are more 

generic.  

From this example, it can be seen that using a manifold decomposition to generate a mesh can 

be very difficult, because of the loss of interface information. Rebuilding the associativity 

between disconnected bodies is not straightforward, especially as the decomposition does not 

take into account downstream mesh constraints on interfaces. This loss of associativity is the 

main bottleneck towards end-to-end automation of the process. This is because each stage of 

the decomposition process is effectively operating on independent manifold models that need 

to be reconnected. With this approach it also becomes more difficult to link the final analysis 

configuration to the design model. 
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Furthermore, in the event of a design change, which is possible since the original construction 

tree of the model remains available after the geometric decomposition in the CAD, the 

decomposition and mesh cannot be updated. Independently from the model or the ability of 

the CAD modeller to propagate design modification, the main reason stems from the cutting 

faces that have been generated by the automated tools to create the split body operations. 

Cutting faces correspond to either sweep operations or surface passing through curves and 

uses a combination of original edges that will automatically update and newly created curves 

that are not associated with the model. As a result, even a small parametric perturbation of the 

model can result in an ill-defined cutting face, and any cutting face that is out of place can 

result in a failed geometric split operation if it is not intersecting the model correctly. Design 

modifications introducing topological changes that do not affect the cutting face can result in 

extracted regions which cannot be swept meshed (e.g. thin-sheet with non-mappable triangular 

wall face). Besides, intermediate entities that were first generated by the thin-sheet tool and 

then further decomposed by the long slender tool are lost. Hence, propagating a design change 

would require the process to be re-started from scratch and the mapping between designs will 

be lost. This would make the mapping of the simulation models and the re-use of parts of the 

mesh that have already been created impossible. 

Six generic challenges in integrating different tools have been identified from the successes 

and failures of this preliminary geometric approach, which are: 

 Geometric quality: Geometric split operations in CAD and CAE tools can create 

geometric entities that are of poor quality. These can prevent the next tool in the 

workflow from performing as expected and propagate in the incremental process. In 

Figure 2-1, the new surface definitions generated after the face split operations 

introduce short edges below the appropriate mesh size, that need to be removed before 

subsequent operations.  

 Decomposition compatibility: Successive decompositions can make a meshing 

strategy invalid. For example, when a face between a sweepable body and a body 

being decomposed can be split in a manner that makes the first body not sweepable 

anymore. This becomes extremely difficult to manage in complex decompositions 

with many-to-many sweepable domains. 

 Tool compatibility: Tools need to be able to run one after another without user 

intervention. This means that after one decomposition tool has been run, the resulting 

model needs to have a valid geometric description for downstream processes to work 

on.  
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 Environment compatibility: Modelling environments for B-Rep models can be 

manifold or non-manifold. Therefore, it is vital that relationships between equivalent 

manifold and non-manifold model are identified and maintained. 

 Platform compatibility: It is necessary to ensure that no implementation issues prevent 

the data from being transferred from one tool to another, such as the format of file 

used or the geometric kernel specificities. Neutral CAD formats should be used to 

transfer geometric data between platforms. 

 Interface compatibility: Geometric splits within mainstream CAD packages which use 

a manifold boundary representation (see section 1.2.4) introduce two distinct faces at 

the interface. Hence, the interface definition is not unique, is difficult to maintain and 

can become redundant after successive splits. Interface information management is 

essential to guarantee that a good quality mesh can be generated downstream. 

This preliminary work has identified the need for a framework to integrate the different pre-

processing tools while forming relationships between design and analysis representations to 

allow the process to be automated from the CAD design model through to mesh generation. 

This need is supported by the analysts desire to produce structured meshes of low order 

elements, as shown in a recent survey of user preferences regarding CFD mesh generation 

[104], where block-structured meshes are still preferred over unstructured meshes.  

The terminology “reasoner” is introduced in this work to describe algorithms that process data 

(e.g. topological and geometrical information) to create new knowledge (e.g. identify a 

region), from within the same framework, using a generic data structure that can be easily 

accessed. As such, a reasoner needs to be platform-independent. Cellular models defined in 

an external data structure have shown promising results in their ability to transfer data between 

the various components of a workflow, as every relevant entity can be assigned attributes that 

are easily accessible [40]. In particular, maintaining links between the representations at 

various stages of the process is a key enabler for automation. The limitation stemming from 

geometric partitioning can be overcome using virtual topology, and a non-manifold virtual 

cellular model can be constructed as the model is decomposed, rather than trying to convert 

from manifold to non-manifold at the end as presented in the example.  

2.2.4 Dependencies for flexible CAD-CAE integration 

Establishing a framework to integrate various commercial software packages as well as some 

custom geometric reasoning tools requires mapping the model data from one environment to 

another. This is especially challenging in the case where the model is converted between 

packages that use different underlying geometric kernels. Different kernels may utilise 

different underlying parametrisations, meaning there can be a mismatch between how shapes 
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are geometrically and topologically represented, see section 1.2.2. Therefore, special care 

must be taken when transferring the model to ensure any new vertex, edge or face inserted 

during the translation can be mapped back to the original model. Automatic workflows require 

this equivalence to be associatively stored. 

Different methods for representing geometry between packages can also create issues when 

transferring the model. For example, the B-Rep from the native CAD environment where the 

part has been designed can be converted to a polygonal representation in the CAE 

environment, meaning that CAD faces and edges need to be mapped to their triangulated 

counterparts. In some instances, this conversion can introduce poor quality geometry and 

small entities close to the modeller’s tolerance that impede having a one-to-one mapping 

between the two representations. Clean-up and virtual topology operations are required to 

recover the mapping. Dedicated automatic reasoning tools need to be added in the framework 

to compare the representations and fix the discrepancies.  

Since the objective of the framework is to produce a non-manifold simulation model from a 

manifold CAD model, both representations need to co-exist within the framework. Non-

manifold modelling can handle manifold models, but not vice-versa. Therefore, a non-

manifold representation of the model should exist alongside the manifold CAD in order to 

exploit the non-manifold interface information. Virtual topology operations are used to 

maintain and build-up a non-manifold representation of the analysis topology, which will be 

compatible with downstream meshing packages. Recording the history of these operations is 

essential to maintain the link between the manifold CAD model and the analysis topology. 

2.3 Common Data Structure 

The first step to define a framework for automatic meshing is to define a data structure to 

record and manage all the necessary information. While various data structure can be used, 

such as oriented graphs, it needs to be easily accessible for the different components of the 

framework. In this work an external common data structure (CDS) is stored in a SQL relational 

database, as proposed by Tierney et al. [21]. Various topological relationships and attributes 

are stored as relations, allowing to link different topological representations of a model and 

store analysis attributes attached to its entities, as described in the rest of this sub-section. The 

Figure 2-8 shows the principal relations contained in the database, grouped by functions. 
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Figure 2-8. Common data structure architecture. 

In the proposed architecture, the data is processed outside of the CDS, and all the necessary 

operators to access, update and maintain the data consist in SQL queries. These queries range 

from simple entity insertion requests, to identifying entities corresponding to a specific 

configuration (see examples in Appendix C). This architecture enables various tools such as 

reasoners for region identification or virtual topology operators to access and exchange 

information. It is also possible to add new operators by writing new SQL queries, while SQL 

queries can also be used to add relation if needed.  

Other data that does not fit within the CDS (e.g. geometric definitions) is stored in CAD or 

CAE and is transferred using neutral formats. For example, curves can be transferred using 

the STEP or Parasolid formats. Having the geometric definition stored within a geometric 

kernel and the topology in the database ensures both can be edited independently, as required 

for virtual topology. Meshes are stored using formatted text files, such as bulk data files that 

contain nodal information and element connectivity. 
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2.3.1 Mapping relations and identifiers 

Mapping relations are used in the CDS to map topological entities between the cellular model 

and the various CAD and CAE packages robustly. Various packages use different referencing 

systems to access and track their geometrical and topological entities, such as different types 

of tags and attributes (e.g. name, RGB colour information). Moreover, some of the identifiers 

are often lost when the model is transferred from one package to another. To accommodate 

this variability, the CDS needs to record every identifier available, such as native tags, entity 

attributes, and geometrical identifiers for entities. This ensures that the correct CAD entity can 

be identified from the framework data structure.  

In the CDS, the entity relation contains a unique label for every topological entity, which is 

the primary key and is used throughout the CDS to reference the entity. It is referred to as the 

CDS identifier throughout this work. This allows topological entities to exist within the data 

structure without having to exist in the CAD or CAE package. It also stores the manifold 

dimension of the entity (0 for vertices, 1 for edges, 2 for faces and 3 for bodies). The entity 

relation also stores the coordinates of key points on the entities, that enables to identify entities 

geometrically, using point-containment or bounding box methods for example. These key 

points include: 

 Coordinates of vertices. While this identifier is not unique (i.e. several vertices can 

have the same coordinates), coincident vertices can be easily identified. They can then 

be either differentiated based on the entity they bound, or indicate entities to be 

combined in a non-manifold representation. 

 Coordinates of the mid-point of an edge. Combined with the coordinates of end 

vertices, this ensures that two edges with the same end-vertices (e.g. two semi-circular 

edges connected) can be differentiated, while two edges with the same mid-point but 

different lengths are differentiated by their end-vertices. 

 Points lying inside a face or inside a body. This is used to match entities using point-

containment methods. Higher dimension entities (faces and bodies) can also be 

identified by combining the geometric identifier of their bounding entities and 

topological orientation. 

Tags assigned in the geometric kernel and other attributes that can be uniquely assigned to 

topological entities are stored in the manifold relation of the CDS. Since tags are different 

from one package to another, attributes that are compatible with neutral STEP format (name, 

colour) are assigned automatically in the CDS, facilitating the manipulation of entities across 

packages. In the rest of this work, attributes that are uniquely assigned to entities and that 

persist between modelling sessions are referred to as name attributes. 
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There are several benefits to maintain name attributes alongside geometrical identifiers in the 

CDS. This makes the transfer between different packages and manifold/non-manifold 

representation more robust, since referencing errors and lost links between entities can be 

recovered by comparing the various identifiers. Secondly, the persistence of the tags and 

attributes assigned in geometric kernels varies depending on the geometric operations 

executed. For instance, in some packages one of the subsets of an edge that is split can inherit 

the original tag from its parent while a new tag is created for the other subset. Inheritance rules 

are handled in the CDS in this work, ensuring the same result are obtained for virtual topology 

operations applied in different geometrical kernel. Finally, the ability to compare geometrical 

identifiers and name attributes on topological entities enables to detect design modifications, 

provided they are processed within a same package. This hypothesis is required to ensure that 

translation errors are not identified as intentional design modifications.  

2.3.2 Topological relations 

Topology relations are used to store cellular topological representations of the model. These 

can be manifold or non-manifold topological descriptions, or both. Each body cell contains 

the list of face cells that form its boundary, along with the relative orientation between 

bounded and boundaries (the relative orientation is described in section 1.2.2). A face cell 

contains in turn its boundary edges, and edge cells are linked to their boundary vertices. The 

original topology is used to store the topology of the model when the database is initialised 

and before the pre-processing. This topology is referred as the design topology throughout this 

thesis. It is not modified unless the design model is modified in the CAD system. The analysis 

topology relation stores the result of applying virtual topology operations on the design 

topology during the pre-processing stage. It contains the topological representation of the 

analysis model that will be used for meshing. Therefore, adjacency information for the 

decomposed bodies is automatically retained and interfaces are captured in the analysis 

topology due to the non-manifold nature of the cellular model. Additional topological relations 

are used to store specific configurations such as inner loops and periodic entities, where the 

boundary of entities can consist of several disconnected groups of lower dimension entities. 

An example of an SQL query on the analysis topology is given in Appendix C.1.  

The virtual topology relation in the CDS records the history of the decomposition by mapping 

the analysis topology to the original design topology. This will also link the analysis model 

used for simulation with the design model once the process is completed. The virtual topology 

relation contains the link between the virtual entities (subset or superset depending on the 

virtual split or merge operation) and their host entities.  For example, partitioned edges, faces 

and volumes are stored as subsets of their original host entities. An example of SQL query on 

the virtual topology is given in Appendix C.2. 
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2.3.3 Mesh relation 

Mesh relations include a mesh strategy relation and a mesh attribute relation. Meshing 

strategies (see section 4.2.2 for more details) of regions identified by automated or manual 

pre-processing reasoners are stored in the mesh strategy relation. This relation, along with the 

cellular model of the analysis topology, informs the pre-processing reasoners and enables 

automatic identification of the meshing recipe. This meshing recipe is stored in the mesh 

attribute relation of the CDS, describing face and edge meshing constraints in terms of target 

size and number of elements respectively. 

2.3.4 Geometric relations 

Geometric relations in the CDS store all the geometric information extracted from the CAD 

model to facilitate robust virtual topology operation being carried out independently from the 

design model representation in the CAD environment. This includes lengths and angle data, 

various tangent and normal directions and edge and face types (planar, conical, cylindrical, 

etc.). These geometric relations are updated appropriately once the analysis topology has been 

modified. Therefore, further geometric interrogations can be carried out without requiring 

functionality from the CAD environment. For example, when a face is partitioned, the 

meshing strategy (paved, mapped) for the resulting subsets can be determined by interrogating 

the CDS to get the bounding topology and corner angles at vertex locations. 

2.4 Virtual topology reasoners 

This section describes the different tools that are required to populate the CDS, manipulate 

the data and implement virtual topology.  

2.4.1 Topology extraction tool  

This tool is used to initialise the CDS, by interrogating the modelling kernel of the CAD 

package containing the CAD model and extracting the original entities. The topology 

extraction aims to make available as much topological and geometrical information from the 

modelling kernel as possible in the CDS. This makes it easily accessible and editable for the 

various downstream parts of the framework.  

A unique CDS identifier is assigned for each of the topological entities in the CAD design 

model (vertex, edge, face and body). It is then linked to the other identifiers extracted from 

the CAD: name, tag and key-point coordinates (see section 2.3.1). This sets up the links 

between the CDS and the CAD model.  The connectivity between various entities is stored in 

the topological relation of the CDS, while key geometrical information such as entities types 

and dimensions (lengths, radius ...) are stored in the geometrical relation of the CDS. 
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In the case where a single component is contained in the CAD session, the topological 

representation satisfies the non-manifold condition (see section 1.2.4), hence the non-manifold 

analysis topology is obtained directly from the CAD model topology. However, in the case 

where the model is an assembly of multiple components, the topology extracted will be 

manifold and interface information is required to convert it into non-manifold. These 

interfaces can be obtained by using the non-manifold capabilities in the modelling kernel if 

available, or by using Boolean operations. This later process however can be very expensive.  

2.4.2 Virtual topology tool and operators 

This section describes virtual topology operators that can be used to generate the analysis 

topology of a model from the partitioning strategies identified by automated decomposition 

reasoners. These virtual topology operators form the VT tool in Figure 2-14. The result from 

the VT tool, i.e. the decomposition, generates an analysis topology that is stored in the CDS. 

The VT split tool also updates the decomposition history relation, while the meshing strategy 

identified by the reasoner is stored in the database to inform the meshing operations 

downstream of the process. 

2.4.2.1 Split 

The most challenging part of achieving a virtual decomposition is to ensure that the topology 

manipulations reflect the intended partition and that the analysis topology generated remains 

a valid description of the model at every stage of the virtual decomposition process. Tierney 

et al. [19], [21] described a set of operators to manipulate topology for the purpose of 

generating analysis models. The key feature to maintain a valid topological representation is 

to include relative orientation between entities in the analysis topology. This enables the model 

to be traversed, regardless if the topology is manifold or non-manifold, in order to implement 

virtual merge and split operators. After virtual operations have been implemented, the CDS 

manages the relationships between host and virtual entities. A brief description of the virtual 

split operators is described below. 

For example, when a vertex is used to split an edge, the orientation of the subsets of the edge 

is inherited from the host edge, and the splitting vertex is always positive relative to one subset 

and negative relative to the other, as defined by the underlying curve tangent, see Figure 2-9 

(b). This maintains a parameterisation consistent with the design topology, which ensures 

correct traversal of the model topology for subsequent virtual topology operations. 
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Figure 2-9. (a) oriented edge, (b) edge split by one parasite vertex, (c) analysis topology and virtual topology 

relation after the split. 

Face splitting is more challenging since the host face can contain inner loops that can be either 

divided or assigned to one of the subset faces, see Figure 2-10 (a). Periodic host face may also 

exist where partitioning needs to consider two loops of outer boundary edges. The orientation 

of parasite edges after partitioning is obtained by propagating the orientation from the 

boundary of the face (after the boundary edges have been partitioned) to the topology of the 

parasite entity. In the case where the boundary of the face contains inner loops, which are not 

connected by a vertex to the rest of the boundary, geometric considerations are used to identify 

which subset inherits the inner loops. In Figure 2-10 (b), two subset faces f2 and f3 are 

identified and share edges e5 and e6. The relative orientation of these edges is shown in the 

analysis topology relation shown in Figure 2-10 (c), with e5 and e6 negative respectively 

positive in relation to faces f2 and f3, as a result of the non-manifold representation. 

 

Figure 2-10. (a) face with inner loops partitioned by parasite edges, (b) two subset face are identified and (c) 

analysis topology and virtual topology relation after the split. 

Volume cell partitioning begins by first splitting the relevant edges and faces using the 

previously described operations. Then the boundary of the subset volume is identified using 

front propagation, starting from the group of faces which are adjacent to the parasite face. 

Propagation stops at the boundaries of parasite faces, allowing multiple partitions to be 

executed in one overall operation.  
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Figure 2-11. Cell partitioning using virtual topology operators, (a) parasite faces splitting the original body (b), 

(c) front propagation to identify subset volumes and (d) common data structure after split operation (names of 

entities are used instead of CDS identifiers for clarity). 

Figure 2-11(c) shows the entities identified iteratively from the entities in bold line at each 

step, until the subset bodies are identified, and the CDS is updated in Figure 2-11(d). The 

orientation of the parasite face relative to the subset is inherited from the bounding parasite 

edges orientation, with the virtual face normal defined as the normal between the oriented 

edges [20]. 

The Virtual Topology tool (VT tool) features all the operators described above, as well as 

merging operators enabling sub-regions to be re-united and other clean-up operations. More 

details of these operations can be found in [21] and in sections 3.2.1.2 and 3.2.2.2. 

2.4.2.2 Merge 

A virtual merge operation on the other hand groups multiple host entities into one superset by 

removing common boundary entities at their interfaces. For example, in Figure 2-12, a vertex 

v2 bounding only two edges can be removed to generate one superset edge e4. A merge 

operation is required to update a modified decomposition since it enables the recombination 

of adjacent cells locally, without having to undo the whole decomposition operation. It can 

also be used to simplify and clean the model definition, by removing redundant vertices or 

small faces in order to facilitate mesh generation. 
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Figure 2-12. Edges e2 and e3 are merged into e4 by virtually removing v2. Red entities are virtual geometry. 

Virtual parasites, subsets and orphan edges are superimposed on the CAD design model as 

virtual geometry (see section 2.5.2). Their links with the analysis model only exist in the CDS, 

and their purpose is to provide geometric information that does not exist in the original design 

model.  They are created by upstream reasoners and can be easily transferred between 

packages using a neutral format such as STEP. Once added in the CDS, they can be used to 

aid virtual topology manipulations. 

The combination of both split and merge operators facilitates the modification of the topology 

of the model and gives more flexibility to the pre-processing, since no roll-back is required to 

modify the analysis topology locally. For example, the split and merge operations described 

respectively in Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-12 can be combined to recover a single edge. The 

capability to apply order-independent operations is a major advantage of virtual topology and 

a key enabler for design update propagation, from which automated pre-processing workflows 

can greatly benefit. 

2.4.3 Virtual topology translator and queries 

Using virtual topology requires a transition from the geometrical representation to the 

topological one within the analysis topology. The VT translator helps bridge the gap between 

the different representations in order to enable the same geometric queries to be performed on 

the analysis topology as on the original geometry. Therefore, the VT translator relies on the 

geometric description of the original model and the creation of the necessary virtual geometry 

in order to link the virtual representation in the database with the reasoner and the CAD / CAE 

environment from which it is executed. As a result, pre-processing reasoners can be used in 

presence of virtual topology, which negates the need for an actual geometric decomposition 

to be carried out.  

2.4.3.1 Common geometric queries 

The VT translator can efficiently process common geometric queries by using the topological 

and geometrical data contained in the CDS along with the geometry in the CAD environment 

(virtual geometry curves and original geometry). This enables to quickly process length, area 
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and angles queries for simple configurations without having to build temporary geometric 

entities to support classic geometric queries. 

Length queries for subset entities are the simplest since they inherit their geometry from their 

original hosts. In other cases, virtual geometry associated to parasite edges can be directly 

queried in the CAD environment to provide the necessary geometric information. Area queries 

for subset entities use the geometry of their host entity. Area queries for parasite faces can be 

approximated by the area of the least square fitted surface containing all the bounding edges, 

which all have a geometric definition since real or virtual geometry curves exists for all 

topological edges in this work. Such surface can also be created using commercial tools (e.g. 

fill operation in Catia V5, N-sided surface in NX) provided the boundary edges form a closed 

loop. The resulting face, which may or may not be planar, provides a sufficient approximation 

for area queries [19], since the exact geometry is not relevant in a meshing context where 

downstream smoothing operations would deform the mesh on internal parasite faces.  

Angle queries encompass both the dihedral angle between two faces at an edge and the angle 

between two edges at a vertex. In the first case, an accurate measure of the angle can be 

obtained if all the entities are original or descend from original entities. Otherwise, the angle 

can be approximated to various levels of accuracy by the orientation of the virtual entities 

within the local topological configuration. For example, the convexity of the dihedral angle of 

a third edge linked to a vertex is used to decide which orientation to choose for an angle 

between two parasite edges. This effectively uses the topological configuration to determine 

convexity, as the face normal does not explicitly exist for parasite faces. While this method 

can introduce some variability in the result along an edge, it is sufficient for this application 

since the most important objective of angle queries is to decide the number of mesh elements 

in corners (between 0 and 4 in 2D) that are required to minimise the distortion of the mesh. 

In the case where it is not possible to use the combination of analysis topology and virtual 

geometry to obtain an answer which is unique for the queries described above, temporary 

geometrical entities (e.g. parasite faces, split operation) can be constructed to represent the 

target analysis geometry and use classical geometric queries as implemented in geometric 

kernels. 

2.4.3.2 Point containment queries 

One of the main hurdles to overcome while attempting to implement a virtual decomposition 

approach is the ability to determine the location and significance of a geometric point within 

the analysis topology. This enables the virtual geometry that is defined by the reasoning tool 

within the CAD environment to be linked to the analysis topology, and their topological 
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definition to be introduced into the analysis topology. Certain geometric interrogations are 

required in order to help identify the correct entities to be virtually partitioned. 

In geometric modelling, the point containment method is used to determine whether an entity 

lies inside, outside or on the boundary of a higher dimension entity. In this work it is used to 

identify the original and virtual entities that need to be partitioned to accommodate the parasite 

topology when this is not already specified by the decomposition reasoner. Point containment 

is also used as a method of identifying a region with a specific attribute, e.g. which subset face 

is a source or a target. Once the partitioning information has been supplied by a decomposition 

reasoner, the geometric model is interrogated to determine the location of the supplied virtual 

geometry. For example, if a point lies within an original geometric face, the virtual 

decomposition history can be interrogated to identify if the original face has been virtually 

partitioned. If it has not been decomposed, then it becomes the host of the input point. If it has 

been decomposed then it is necessary to determine which virtual subset face the point lies on, 

or within.  

 

Figure 2-13. Point containment on a virtual subset face. 

Figure 2-13 shows a simple example, where the point P is laying on the host face f1, which is 

split into f2 and f3 by the parasite edge e1. Since e1 has a different relative orientation for each 

subset face (positive for f2, negative for f3) and both virtual faces inherit the normal of the 

host face, the orientation of e1 in P being positive implies that P is laying on f2.  

Virtual geometry curves are directly queried to determine the virtual host of the input point 

and if a virtual split operation needs to be performed on an edge. Point containment in a subset 

volume or in a parasite face is more complex and require the implementation of point-in-

polyhedral methods such as the ones presented in [105]. Closest entity queries are similar to 

point containment, since they can be recovered from the original host entities. 

2.4.3.3 Other queries 

Specific queries can be defined in the VT translator to accommodate a pre-processing 

reasoner. For example, geometrically traversing a model in the presence of virtual entities to 

identify long-slender regions requires special handling from the VT translator, described in 

section 3.2.2. Finally, the VT translator can interrogate the underlying geometric kernel of the 
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active environment for complex geometrical queries such as imprints and ray tracing. This is 

however computationally expensive when a model has been heavily modified virtually, since 

only original entities are returned from the kernel and additional queries are required to 

identify the correct subset or superset entity. 

2.5 Virtual topology framework and workflows 

2.5.1 Virtual topology framework description 

The virtual topology framework aims to contain an ecosystem of reasoners that can automate 

the various tasks involved in the pre-processing of CAD models when preparing them for 

simulation. This framework ensures their interoperability by robustly controlling data transfer 

between the reasoners, the analysis topology that they generate and the original design 

topology. Virtual topology enables the creation and operation of a non-manifold 

representation of the model, which is compatible with downstream meshing environments and 

enables the interfaces required for conformal meshing automation to be stored. 

The main components of the framework are: 

 A common data structure (CDS): Contains a non-manifold cellular model equivalent 

to the design model and keeps the history of the pre-processing operation carried out 

on the model (see section 2.2.4). This data structure acts as the backbone for the 

framework, as it can store and exchange information with all the other components of 

the framework. The analysis topology is generated within this data structure by 

applying successive pre-processing reasoners.  

 CAD environments:  Host the design model and provide a geometric toolkit allowing 

for geometrical queries. The initial design topology is extracted from the CAD 

environment into the CDS. It also allows the creation of new geometric entities that 

are independent from the design model such as virtual geometry curves (see section 

2.5.2). These curves can be used to provide a simple geometric definition to parasite 

entities and are required for creating and updating virtual geometry partitions. 

 Pre-processing reasoners: algorithms that apply specific operations used to build the 

analysis model. These operations include de-featuring, idealisation and 

decomposition. More details are provided in chapter 3. 

 Virtual topology reasoners: tools and reasoners that are used for data transfer and for 

building the analysis topology through virtual topology operators. They are also used 

to link the topological representation contained in the CDS with the geometrical data 

contained in the CAD environment. 

 Meshing environments: These are non-manifold CAE environments where a mesh 

can be automatically generated. Once the model has been virtually de-featured and 
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virtually decomposed, it is transferred here, where the B-Rep entities match the 

entities of the analysis topology in the CDS and can be meshed. 

 Meshing reasoners: automated reasoners that identify meshing recipes and apply 

meshes on the simulation model. More details are provided in chapter 4. 

Figure 2-14 shows the structure of a common pre-processing workflow within the virtual 

topology framework. A generic workflow includes an initialisation step, a virtual pre-

processing step, a translation step and a meshing step.  

The initialisation step consists in creating the equivalent representation in the CDS. This is 

achieved through a dedicated topology extraction tool.  

 

Figure 2-14. Workflow for automatic meshing based on reasoners. 

The virtual pre-processing applies a pre-defined sequence of pre-processing reasoners to de-

feature the model and generate a decomposition. The aim of the decomposition is to identify 

volume subsets that comply with the requirements of pre-defined meshing strategies such as 

sweeping. The order of the pre-processing reasoners will have a direct impact on the resulting 

mesh, since different types of features can be removed during defeaturing, while the 

incremental decomposition implies that it will only be possible to identify some regions after 

others have been removed, resulting in different decompositions. The ability to adjust the order 

and parameters of reasoners, combined with a sufficient range of different reasoners expends 

the applicability of the framework to different models. However, processing a new class of 
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models might require to identify the appropriate sequence of reasoners manually, which can 

then be captured as best-practice and re-used for different models. Additional details on the 

order of the reasoners are given in section 3.6.  

These reasoners first collect geometric and topological information through a VT translator 

tool in order to interrogate the analysis topology. The implementation of a VT translator 

between the CAD environment and the CDS enables the reasoners to be platform independent 

and to be used in the same workflow without costly manual intervention. The information is 

then processed to identify suitable regions and to define appropriate parasite entities in order 

to extract the regions of interest. Unlike the previous workflow described in section 2.2.2, 

where the decomposition tools directly used the parasite entities to geometrically decompose 

the model, the partitioning information is passed to a VT tool to virtually decompose the model 

and generate the analysis topology. All the pre-processing reasoner transfer splitting 

information using a same data structure to ensure compatibility, see Appendix B. The VT 

translator converts the geometric output of the reasoners to appropriate virtual geometry. The 

ability to query the virtually decomposed model allows the model to be incrementally 

decomposed using different reasoners, while the previous workflow needed an explicit 

geometry input (without VT) for each decomposition tool, which required cleaning the 

geometry between tools. Virtual topology does not have the same limitations. It is also more 

flexible, since the decomposition can be adjusted without having to redo all the splits.  

After the pre-processing stage, the CDS contains a virtual representation of a mesh-able 

model, which can be used to automatically define the meshing recipe to apply. The translation 

step corresponds to the transfer from the CAD environment to the CAE environment, which 

is necessary in the absence of virtual meshing capabilities (see Future work section). The result 

is a mesh-able analysis model in the CAE environment that matches the representation 

contained in the CDS and to which the meshing recipe can be applied. Finally, the meshing 

step applies meshing strategies identified during the virtual pre-processing to generate a mesh 

automatically, while the mesh had to be applied manually in the previous workflow. These 

steps are further detailed in chapter 4. 

This framework enables the pre-processing steps to be captured without modifying the initial 

CAD model. As such, the parametric CAD models maintain their construction trees and future 

design modifications are still possible. As a result, design modifications can be tracked and 

propagated to automatically update the analysis topology and the resulting mesh, as shown in 

chapter 5. 
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2.5.2 Virtual Geometry 

By definition, virtual topology operations do not modify the geometry of the CAD model. Any 

virtual entity created by a reasoner can inherit its geometric definition from its host entities 

[99]. For example, a parasite edge splitting a face has its underlying curve defined by the 

surface definition of the face. However, the reasoners contained in this framework can trigger 

a large number of successive virtual operations, making this geometrical link difficult to track. 

Virtual geometry entities are inserted in the CAD environment to provide a geometric 

definition for the virtual entities resulting from the pre-processing of the model.  These entities 

are not actually connected to the design model and exist as overlying entities. This means that 

they can be easily queried and updated. Since the connectivity of virtual geometry curves is 

handled in the CDS, they can be used to provide geometry for the non-manifold model even 

though they exist in a manifold environment. 

 

Figure 2-15. Original model, virtually decomposed model with virtual geometry curves in red, equivalent mesh-

able model. 

Figure 2-15 shows the model of a simple component being virtually partitioned. The red 

curves in Figure 2-15 (b) are virtual geometry curves generated on top of the model after the 

virtual splits have been introduced. The Figure 2-15 (c) shows the equivalent decomposed 

model.  

The creation of virtual geometry is required to: 

 Perform geometric tests on the analysis topology, e.g. for evaluating proximity to 

virtual entities. 

 Help the user visualise the analysis topology. 

 Provide the geometric definition to perform the final decomposition directly prior to 

meshing. 

In this work, curves are the only virtual geometry entities used. An exact definition of parasite 

face geometries is not required since the de-featuring reasoners can create parasite faces by 

surface fitting. A virtual cutting face is defined by its bounding virtual curves. If required, 

virtual face geometry could be generated by fitting a surface through its virtual and original 

boundary curves. 
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Parasite virtual curves are either generated by the VT translator by fitting a curve through 

points supplied by the decomposition reasoner, or directly created by reasoners and translated 

using neutral formats to the appropriate CAD or CAE environment. Virtual curves of subsets 

and superset entities are created when the virtual operation is applied. During pre-processing, 

this virtual geometry is not actually used to partition the original geometry, but to provide the 

necessary geometrical information for implementing virtual partitioning. Direct geometric 

partitions are only performed once all the pre-processing steps are complete and the desired 

analysis topology has been generated. In the future it is hoped that this step can be avoid by 

directly meshing the virtual topology, see future work section. 

2.5.3 User Interface 

In the CAD package hosting the model, the virtual geometry curves are not directly part of the 

model, therefore any tool used directly from the CAD environment cannot be used to operate 

on the virtually modified model. Using these tools can damage the link between the original 

model and the analysis topology and makes the model unusable. To this extent, functions in 

the CAD that are used to prepare the model for simulation need to be embedded in a code that 

is coupled with the VT translator tool. The current implementation has a small GUI to set 

simple parameters, as shown in Figure 2-16 (a). However, if these tools are used for an 

intentional design modification, then the analysis topology can be updated as described in the 

chapter 5. This can handle any modification made to the model, even ones made outside of 

the native CAD package. 

 

Figure 2-16. (a) Example of GUI in NX, (b) volume subset highlighted by the virtual topology viewer and (c) 

topology graph example for a cube. 
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In a similar way, the sub-regions of a virtually decomposed model are difficult to identify 

when a large number of overlaying virtual geometry curves are present. To enable the user to 

visualize the analysis topology, a virtual topology viewer has been implemented, which 

highlights the wireframe of each virtual cell from the analysis topology, Figure 2-16 (b). This 

viewer is also capable of highlighting any virtual edge, or the boundaries of virtual faces and 

virtual bodies. It can therefore be used to validate the analysis topology by viewing all 

supersets, subsets and parasite entities. The CDS being based on an SQLite database, the user 

can also browse the different relationships stored using a dedicated tool outside of any CAD 

or CAE package and edit relations to modify the analysis topology or the meshing recipe 

manually for example. 

Adjacency graph visualisations can be generated automatically from the CDS for either 

topological relation (bounded/boundary) and also the virtual topology history (host/subsets), 

as shown in Figure 2-16 (c). This is achieved using a dedicated database interrogation tool 

coupled with the GraphViz[106] library. These graphs enable the user to visualise any 

connectivity issues and to assess the quality of the analysis topology produced. 

An overview of the implementation of the framework is given in Appendix D, with entry 

points specified for user interaction within the GUI of a hosting CAD environment, or for 

batch execution of pre-defined workflows. 

2.5.4 Robustness 

Due to the large number of complex processes involved in the application of the virtual 

topology framework, the question of its robustness arises. The pre-processing reasoners being 

designed to be applied in any order, their robustness is the least critical, since the modifications 

can be rolled-back to the state before the reasoner was applied should it fail. The successive 

reasoners are meant to identify and remove parts of the model to reduce the complexity 

incrementally. If no result is obtained, another reasoner could be applied. As a consequence, 

early prototypes tools can be added without jeopardising the framework, but the variety of 

pre-processing reasoners available need to be sufficient to process different models. In the 

worst case scenario, more robust but less desirable mesh will be produced using tet-elements 

everywhere. 

The main challenge is to ensure that the virtual split operations are processed correctly and 

result in a non-manifold model that corresponds to the intended decomposition. While the 

virtual topology partitioning has been demonstrated on different models of various 

complexity, the ability to generate a result that can be used not only for meshing but also for 

further reasoning is a new requirement. As such it still has to be validated for generic industrial 

cases to ensure that the best results will be obtained.  
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Currently, the requirement for the model to be geometrically decomposed in the CAD for 

meshing is another potential source of issues. While limited by the capabilities of the CAD 

environment, this is mitigated by ensuring that the order in which the geometric bodies are 

extracted will avoid non-manifold configuration in the CAD. In the future, this dependence 

on geometric splits in CAD will be removed either by using directly virtual geometry to 

generate the mesh, or using a modelling environment that supports non-manifold models and 

allow their partition. 

Finally, the robustness of the method used to propagate design modifications relies on the fact 

that meshing strategies identified on different regions will persist in areas without topology 

modification. Therefore, the meshing strategies are used to guide the update rather than trying 

to re-play the splitting operations, which would not be robustly updated. In the worst case 

scenario where no region with a valid mesh strategy remains, the process can still be restarted 

from the beginning. 

2.6 Conclusion 

The virtual topology framework presented in this chapter has shown that: 

 A virtual non-manifold analysis model existing alongside the manifold/non-manifold 

CAD model enables the integration of CAD and CAE environments.  

 Virtual topology operations can be used to prepare the model and maintain interfaces 

in the non-manifold model. 

 The non-manifold analysis topology matches the topology of the final CAE model 

and decomposition reasoners can account for downstream meshing constraints. This 

also enables the generation of meshing recipes outside of the meshing environment. 

 Virtual geometry enables geometrical queries to be used in the presence of virtual 

topology. This allows virtual topology to be used at every step of the pre-processing 

of a component. 

 End-to-end automatic workflows can be defined for analysis pre-processing, using the 

CDS for enhanced information storage and management and to allow different tools 

to seamlessly interrogate and manipulate the same analysis topology definition. 

 Robust mapping across representation open the way for automatic design variation 

and update within the framework.  
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3. Virtual topology-based reasoners for model pre-processing 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents nine reasoners that have been created and/or adapted to support virtual 

topology-based workflows for automatically converting a design CAD model into an analysis 

model ready for meshing (see Figure 3-1). These include decomposition reasoners for 

sweepable and block regions, idealisation reasoners and virtual topology editing tools. 

Decomposition reasoners identify and isolate sub-regions that are suitable for a specific 

meshing strategy. Idealisation reasoners reduce the complexity of a model by removing 

features below the scale of interest or reduce the dimensionality of specific regions. Most of 

these reasoners are either derived from separate tools available in existing CAD or CAE 

implementations, or prototype tools from previous research. As such, they cannot be 

integrated seamlessly within the same workflow. In addition, existing implementations are 

unable to operate in presence of virtual topology in a manner that makes their output usable 

for other tools. For example, in the Siemens NX environment used here, their virtual topology 

is applied to a facetted CAE representation and no record is kept of its application.  

This chapter describes how the reasoning part of these tools is captured in a more generic way, 

facilitating interfacing with the virtual topology tools described in chapter 2. This enables 

these reasoners to operate within a virtual topology workflow. Rather than being an exhaustive 

list of reasoners, this chapter defines how reasoners need to be created in order to fully 

automate a meshing workflow. 

 

Figure 3-1. Various pre-processing reasoners integrated in a common virtual topology framework. 
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3.2 Decomposition reasoner for sweepable regions 

Decomposition reasoners are the key to the incremental hex meshing approach presented in 

this work. Multiple different decomposition reasoners may be used to identify and isolate 

regions with specific geometric and topological characteristics. To provide the maximum 

versatility, they need to be applicable in any order and without any dependencies on the 

preceding decompositions or on the package where the CAD model is hosted. These reasoners 

provide two main functions: 

 Identify regions that can be assigned a specific hex-meshing strategy. 

 Provide the topological and geometrical information to create the partitioning entities 

necessary to extract such regions. 

The workflow for applying a pre-processing reasoner within the VT framework is described 

in Figure 3-2. Decomposition reasoners operate on the analysis topology contained in the 

CDS. Topological queries are carried out directly on the analysis topology, while geometrical 

queries are handled by the VT translator tool, since the analysis topology does not have an 

explicit geometric representation. The ability to interact directly with the analysis topology is 

essential since previous reasoners applied to the model may have triggered virtual topology 

operations. These operations will have uncoupled the topological representation of the model 

from the original CAD one and possibly inserted new virtual entities. 

 

Figure 3-2. Pre-processing reasoner workflow. The VT translator interface the reasoner with the CAD 

representation, while virtual topology operations are managed by the VT tool. 

The result of the queries is processed to identify specific topological and/or geometrical 

configurations that corresponds to a targeted region. The analysis topology is enriched by 
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attributes stemming from previous reasoners to help with the identification process, e.g. the 

source face of a sweepable region is assigned an attribute. Certain reasoners need to exploit 

specific functionality available in commercial packages as part of their process, for example 

thin-sheet identification requires the identification of face-pairs (green cells in Figure 3-2). In 

these cases, the reasoner exploits the scripting capabilities of the package to provide only a 

reduced dataset (geometry or information), instead of having to transfer the whole model 

between packages. Any necessary geometric constructs required are created using common 

CAD modelling techniques available in the environment hosting the CAD design model. 

Decomposition reasoners output partitioning information that is processed by the VT tool to 

identify and apply the necessary virtual topology split operators to the analysis topology. 

Necessary geometric information is also stored as virtual geometry independent from the CAD 

model B-Rep. The meshing strategy identified for the region is stored in the CDS to feed the 

downstream automatic meshing reasoners. This section describes reasoners that identify 

regions suitable for sweep-meshing, while section 3.3 describes reasoners for mapped-

meshing techniques. Regions for which no hex-meshing strategy has been identified, or any 

regions remaining after the decomposition are classified as residual regions.  Residual regions 

will receive a tet-mesh unless a subsequent reasoner, or manual partitioning operations, can 

identify a further partitioning and meshing strategy. 

3.2.1 Thin-sheet reasoner 

Many components, e.g. aero-engine components, feature thin-walled regions, where the 

thickness is relatively constant and is small compared to the other two dimensions. While for 

some analyses these regions can be reduced to their mid-surface and meshed with 2D elements 

(see section 3.5.2), some jobs (such as thermo-mechanical analysis) require these regions to 

be 3D-meshed. Thin-sheet regions are well suited to swept anisotropic hex elements, which 

can be stretched relative to the aspect ratio (lateral extent / thickness) of the region. This 

dramatically reduces the number of DOFs compared to a tetrahedral mesh on the same regions.  

3.2.1.1 Original method 

The reasoner presented here is based on work by Sun [82], which identifies thin-sheet regions 

by manipulating pairs of large opposing faces, or face-pairs from the geometry, Figure 3-3 

(b). It takes a CAD model along with face pair information as an input and outputs a 

decomposed model with bodies tagged as thin-sheet or residual regions. Face-pairs are 

identified using a dedicated tool in Siemens NX, but other packages can be used to provide 

similar information. The aspect ratio of the face-pairs is checked to ensure that only thin-sheet 

regions are identified. Then, the faces are projected onto one another to identify their 

intersection, Figure 3-3 (c), which is calculated in the parametric space of the largest face.  
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Figure 3-3. Virtual thin-sheet decomposition for one face-pair, (a) component geometry, (b) one face pair, (c) 

intersection of side 1 and 2 faces, (d) parasite faces identified, (e) extracted thin-sheets and (f) residual bodies 

after all the face-pairs have been processed. Note that the processing of the 9 other face-pairs is not shown here. 

Projecting this intersection back onto the original faces in the pair enables a thin-sheet region 

to be defined, which is sweepable through the thickness. Source and target faces for the sweep 

are identified, and appropriate partitioning definitions are obtained by joining pairs of opposite 

edges from the intersection projections to define parasite faces, Figure 3-3 (d). When the 

intersection of the boundaries is projected back to the parallel faces, entities that are close 

together are merged to avoid sliver faces being generated. Where possible, projections are 

replaced by existing edges to help define the partitioning surfaces. In the case where no 

existing edge is identified, projected segments are used to define the boundary of the splitting 

parasite face. Once all the parasite faces have been created, the model is geometrically 

decomposed into thin-sheet and residual regions, and source and target faces are labelled, 

Figure 3-3 (e) and (f). 

3.2.1.2 Virtual method 

In order to be integrated within the virtual topology framework, a virtual thin-sheet reasoner 

needs to be able to operate on input models in presence of virtual topology (and virtual 

geometry). It also needs to output the necessary information to apply virtual topology 

operation and generate the appropriate virtual geometry, instead of geometrical operations. 

The virtual thin-sheet reasoner is applied following the workflow in Figure 3-2, with the 
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reasoner encapsulating only the identification and processing algorithms, while inputs and 

outputs are handled by the VT translator and the VT tool. 

If this reasoner is the first used in a decomposition workflow, all the face pairs identified in 

the CAD will match the analysis topology faces, therefore an exact geometrical definition is 

available to calculate the intersection of the opposing faces. However, if the model has already 

been subject to virtual decomposition or virtual merge operations beforehand, the presence of 

virtual topology makes the identification of the thin regions more challenging. In the first case, 

if one face has already been subdivided, all the subsets will be smaller than the original face, 

hence the surface definition is available. The bounding edges of the subset face belonging to 

the body being decomposed are used for the intersection. The situation is more complex when 

the external face-pair finder identifies faces that have been merged, as there might be no 

surface large enough to capture the thin-sheet region formed by the pair of opposite supersets. 

Virtually removing features can also trigger such a situation. In both cases, the various 

underlying surface patches of the faces hosting supersets need to be assembled to generate a 

single parametric space where the intersection can be processed. Although commercial 

packages (e.g. CADfix) have capabilities for doing this, it has not been implemented in the 

presented work. A workaround is to group the face pairs by supersets, calculate the 

intersections between opposite faces and process them to remove the duplicate interior edges. 

This is done by the VT translator tool.  

In Figure 3-4 (a), faces have been virtually merged by removing the orange edges, but three 

face pairs are identified on the design topology, shown in Figure 3-5 (a). From the virtual 

topology relationships of the merge operation, shown in Figure 3-5 (b), the face-pair property 

can be propagated to the superset entities in the analysis topology, Figure 3-5 (c). Note that 

the underlying surface geometry patches have not been merged since the modification was 

done virtually, Figure 3-4 (b). The intersection of the different face pairs is identified in Figure 

3-4 (c) and edges corresponding to removed edges can be deleted to identify the intersection 

of the virtual supersets in Figure 3-4 (d), with intersection curves joined in red. Finally, the 

intersection is projected back to the superset faces in Figure 3-4 (e) and matched with exiting 

superset edges. The resulting thin-sheet region identified is shown in Figure 3-4 (f). 
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Figure 3-4. Thin-sheet identification in presence of virtual supersets. 

 

Figure 3-5. Superset face pair identified from virtual relationships. (a) Design topology with face-pairs 

identified in red, (b) virtual topology host-superset relationships and (c) analysis topology with inherited face 

pair. 

The second major difference with the original geometric implementation is the need to output 

the partitioning information required for virtual splitting rather than explicit parasite faces for 

geometric splitting. Compared to the original implementation, the process is stopped once the 

discretised intersection of projected face boundaries is projected back onto the faces of the 

face pair, which corresponds to the step shown in Figure 3-6 (a) (corresponding to Figure 3-3 

(c)). At this stage, there is enough information to create the necessary virtual geometry, and 

the thin-sheet reasoner transfers lists of points corresponding to discretised virtual edges, 

along with the face or edge they lay on (i.e. the host of the discretised curve is known), to the 

VT translator. The VT translator generates the virtual geometry curves to support the creation 

of new virtual entities and insert them in the entity table of the CDS (they are referenced in 

the CDS for access and manipulation, but do not belong to any topology table yet). In the 

following step, the pair of opposite edges information (which can either be edges identifiers 

existing in the analysis topology or newly created virtual geometry identifiers) are passed to 

the VT tool to identify and apply virtual topology splits as shown in the workflow in Figure 

3-2. In the code implementation, the splitting information is contained in dedicated classes 

described in Appendix B. 
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Figure 3-6. Virtual geometry defined form discretised face pair contour. 

For the thin sheet reasoner, the splitting information only consists of pairs of opposite edges, 

which is insufficient to define virtual topology volume splits. Additional virtual geometry 

curves are created between the bounding vertices of pairs of opposite edges which are not 

connected by existing edges, to complete the boundary definition of the virtual parasite face. 

The VT tool then classifies all the virtual geometry curves to identify their virtual entity type 

and the necessary virtual topology operation to insert the entity in the analysis model and split 

the model. A virtual geometry curve laying on an edge is defined as a subset of the edge and 

one or both its bounding vertices trigger a virtual split operation for the host edge. A virtual 

geometry curve laying on a face is defined as a parasite curve and will triggers a virtual split 

of the host face. The boundary vertices of these curves also split the boundary edges of the 

host face where they are identified as parasite vertices using the point containment method on 

edges. Virtual geometry curves that do not have any host edge or face are classified as orphans 

and no virtual topology operation is associated. Figure 3-6 (b) shows all the virtual geometry 

curves created from the partition information of the thin-sheet reasoner. 

Once all the required virtual split operations are identified, the VT tool apply them in a bottom-

up approach, starting by splitting edges, then faces and finally volumes, as described in section 

2.4.2.1. As a result, the analysis topology is updated, with new virtual entities inserted along 

with the correct relative orientation and references to virtual geometry curves. The host/subset 

relationships are added in the virtual topology relation of the CDS, and the meshing strategy 

identified by the reasoner is applied to the new virtual subset bodies and source/target faces. 

3.2.1.3 Improvements 

One of the benefits of integrating the thin-sheet reasoner in the VT framework is the improved 

access to topological information, which enhances the tool. For example in Figure 3-7 (a), not 

all face-pairs identified are used to identify thin-sheets, as some of them would have imprints 

on their wall face from neighbouring thin-sheets which might not be compatible with the 

sweeping strategy associated with thin-sheet regions. While the previous implementation 

would have tried to introduce offsets resulting in unnecessary region, the virtual 

implementation can identify pseudo thin-sheets (where not all wall-faces connect both the 
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source and target face). This is achieved by sorting the face pairs to identify candidate wall 

faces with a concave edge normal to the sweep direction and process them once all the valid 

thin-sheet have been virtually removed. The interface information contained in the CDS help 

identify if a chain of mappable faces can be found for the invalid face-pairs, and more regions 

are identified, as shown in Figure 3-7 (b). 

 

Figure 3-7. Pseudo thin-sheet identification from un-used face-pairs (geometric splits shown for the sake of 

visualisation only). 

The dependence on tolerances of the geometric implementation can also be reduced using the 

CDS. Poorly shaped residual regions can be obtained in certain configurations, as projecting 

the boundary of a face on the other in a face-pair using the normal can create poor shapes near 

inner-loops and holes. In Figure 3-8 (a), the projection of the hollow cylinder feature on the 

opposite conical face creates a residual region with small angles which can only be meshed 

with distorted tet elements. Moreover, using a merging tolerance when calculating the 

intersection of discretised edges only moves some of the points of the projected inner-loop 

and the resulting splitting entities are poorly shaped. Using the CDS, a rule can be defined so 

that concave inner loops on a face pair are projected following the direction of the concave 

feature if it produces a better shape. This enables a much cleaner decomposition which is more 

in line with best-practice from specialists, as shown in Figure 3-8 (b), where the residual region 

under the cylinder is suitable for hex-meshing. 

 

Figure 3-8. Improved cutting surfaces using local concavities (geometric splits shown for the sake of 

visualisation only). 
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3.2.2 Long-slender reasoner 

This reasoner aims to identify regions with one dimension that is long compared to the other 

two and with a constant cross-section topology. Such regions can easily be hex-meshed by 

sweeping a 2D mesh of the cross-section along axis of the region. This reasoner is particularly 

useful in components that have had their thin-sheet regions removed, as the residual regions 

typically features many long-slender regions. 

3.2.2.1 Original method 

Sun [84] demonstrated the use of loop of long edges that are nearly parallel to identify long-

slender regions. Edges are first classified as long (blue in Figure 3-9 (b)) based on the ratio of 

their length to the lateral width of the two faces they are bounding for the given body. The 

lateral face width is given by the length of the curve (red in Figure 3-9 (b)) generated by the 

intersection of a bounded face with a plane normal to the edge generated at its mid-point. The 

boundary/bounded topology relationships between long edges and faces are stored in 

dictionaries, to identify sets of candidate faces. Then, loops of candidate faces (light blue faces 

in Figure 3-9 (c)) are identified in the set using a geometric check. Starting at the mid-point 

of the shortest long edge bounding the set of candidate faces, a slicing plane is generated 

normal to the edge. The intersection of this plane with the faces in the set results in a collection 

of curves (red in Figure 3-9 (c)). If the intersection curves form a closed loop, it identifies a 

loop of faces which correspond to potential long-slender regions. Another method to identify 

long-slender regions based on the ellipsoids generated for each edge has been described in 

[83].  

 

Figure 3-9. Long-slender extraction for one loop of long edges, (a) component geometry with thin-sheets removed, 

(b) long edges identification, (c) loop of candidate faces identifies a long-slender region, (d) source and target 

identification, (e) cutting surfaces and (f) extracted long-slender region in blue. 
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The next step is to define the source and target faces or cap faces to extract the region. A mid-

plane that is normal to the long edges is created at the centre of the candidate long-slender 

region to help group the vertices of long-edges on either side of the long region. For each side, 

the closest vertex to this mid-plane is used to generate a normal plane that will be used to 

guide the traversal of the long faces to define the cap, Figure 3-9 (d). Starting from the closest 

vertex, the reasoner tries to identify a path to the next long-edge by traversing the edges on 

the current face. In the case where a face has no original edges to traverse, a parasite edge is 

created on the face and the traversal can continue. Then, the process iterates around the loop 

of faces. If the traversal reaches the starting vertex, all the bounding entities of the cap face 

have been found and the cap face is created, Figure 3-9 (e). If there is already a face existing 

that is bounded by these edges, it is used instead. The corner angles of each long face are then 

checked to ensure that all the long faces will be mappable, which is a requirement for sweep 

meshing. If there is a small angle that will introduce poor quality elements, the cap face is 

offset. Once all the parasite faces have been created, the long-slender regions are geometrically 

extracted and source and target faces are labelled.  Figure 3-9 (f) shows one long-slender 

region and two residual regions resulting from the decomposition of the residual region 

obtained after thin-sheet extraction in Figure 3-9 (a). 

3.2.2.2 Virtual method 

 

Figure 3-10. Virtual long-slender extraction for one loop of long edges, (a-b) component geometry with thin-

sheets virtually removed, (c) long edges are traversed to generate a loop, (d) cap faces identification. 

Since this reasoner is often used after thin-regions have been extracted by the thin-sheet 

reasoner, the input when integrated within the virtual topology workflow is very likely to 

contain virtual topology operations and virtual geometry curves, see Figure 3-10 (a). The 

original implementation involves a very large number of geometrical queries that use 

temporary geometrical constructs. For example, calculating the aspect ratio of all the edges 

requires each face to be intersected with a plane at least once for each of its boundary edges. 

It may not be possible to calculate exact intersection curves for virtual parasite faces, and using 

the VT translator to create a temporary geometric surface would create an approximation while 

resulting in increased computation times. Instead of simply using the VT translator to process 
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geometric queries, the process of identifying candidate long-slender regions is modified to 

fully benefit from the VT framework. 

In the virtual implementation, the long edges, loops of long edges and loops of faces are 

identified simultaneously, by using the topology information contained in the CDS (which 

reduces the amount of temporary data compared to the original implementation) and dedicated 

geometric queries from the VT Translator. Identifying loops of entities within the model 

requires traversing faces from one edge to the opposite, which is equivalent to querying the 

closest edge on a face for a given point on an edge bounding this face. A 4-dimensional tree 

[107]  hosting a discretised representation of the edges is implemented within the VT translator 

to improve the efficiency of the search. All the edges (original or virtual geometry) of the body 

to be decomposed are discretised to create node vectors related to the edge. Each node vector 

has its coordinates for the first 3 dimensions and is labelled after its parent edge. The 4th 

dimension is the label of the face bounded by the edge and weighted by the maximal 

dimension of the model. As a result, each edge is inserted once for each face that it bounds. 

This allows a nearest neighbour search to identify which edge of a specific face is the closest 

to the input point. 

Edges are first ordered by lengths from the geometrical information contained in the CDS. 

Starting from the mid-point of the shortest edge, a normal plane is created. The aspect ratio of 

the edge is calculated by approximating face width by the distance to the closest edge that is 

part of the boundary of the first bounded face. If an edge is long with respect to the face, the 

next edge used for the face width calculation is the next candidate and the face is added to a 

loop until the next edge is the starting edge or an edge is not long. Figure 3-10 (c) shows a 

loop of long edges identified in blue. Thin-sheet attributes of neighbour regions can also 

ensure that the aspect ratio of the parasite faces tested will be high.  

The process of identifying cap faces is similar to the original implementation, using the VT 

translator to process the geometrical queries and the CDS for topological relationships and 

vertex angles, as shown in Figure 3-10 (d). Unlike the virtual thin-sheet reasoner, virtual 

geometry curves are directly created by the reasoner through the VT translator. Following the 

workflow in Figure 3-2, these virtual geometry curves are passed to the VT tool for 

classification. The host face and edge information is recorded by the reasoner for each virtual 

geometry curve and its bounding vertices. Virtual geometry curves can be subsets of existing 

edges or parasite edges. Virtual geometry curves classified as parasites of virtual parasite faces 

are also orphan and are often straight lines through the model since there is no underlying 

geometry to define them. 
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Once the processing of virtual geometry entities is done, the VT tool applies the virtual 

topology operation and update the CDS following the same method as for the thin-sheet 

reasoner, with long-slender and source/target attributes assigned. 

3.2.2.3 Improvements 

The main benefits of the new implementation include the ability to process virtual topology 

entities to build on previously decomposed model, thus negating the need for geometric splits 

or manual intervention in between reasoners. This is a key enabler to fully benefit from virtual 

topology in decomposition workflows. Reasoning on a non-manifold model also ensures that 

the result will be suitable for automatic meshing. 

Regarding the identification algorithm, the closest edge on a face to a point query improves 

face loop identification, since faces can be traversed while checking the face width. As result, 

all the loops of long faces are identified while searching long edges and the number of face-

width queries is cut by half.  

Similarly, identifying the cap faces (source and target faces) of a long region in presence of 

virtual topology requires existing parasite and other virtual entities to be considered during 

the traversal of edges. This traversal is made more efficient using the topological data from 

the CDS, and virtual geometry curves can be created to complete the boundary definition of 

the virtual parasite face identified as a cap in more complex configurations. In Figure 3-11, 

the traversal has created a parasite edge in red for each cylindrical region being extracted, to 

define two mappable faces from the top cylindrical face.  

 

Figure 3-11. New parasite edges created from concave vertex angles on the face boundary. 
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3.2.3 General sweep reasoner 

Many approaches for the automatic identification of sweepable regions rely on processing 

sub-mappable faces to identify chains of linking faces that define a sweeping direction 

[50][85]. These methods are well suited for generic geometries, e.g. models without any 

distinctive geometry such as thin-walls or symmetries, but cannot handle complex models. In 

the case where thin-sheet and long-slender regions have been extracted first, many residuals 

can be processed with this reasoner, resulting in largely hex-dominant or fully hex-meshed 

models. 

3.2.3.1 Original method 

This reasoner is based on the work of Fogg et al. [108], which proposes the use of the net 

number of singularities (see section 1.4.1) on each face to find sub-mappable faces that can be 

used as wall faces for sweepable regions. After the sub-mappable faces have all been 

identified, the chains of linking faces are identified using a 2D parametric space as described 

in [50]. This parametrisation, along with angles at vertices and dihedral angle at edges, is used 

to define the source and target faces. These faces can have an arbitrary mesh. 

3.2.3.2 Virtual method 

In the case of the virtual implementation, the angles calculated when generating virtual splits 

and recorded in the geometric relations of the CDS are queried through the VT translator to 

classify the vertices on the boundary of the face by angle and identify the net number of 

singularities as described in [109]. 

3.2.3.3 Improvements and extension of the method 

At this stage, all bodies that are candidates for sweeping have been identified, along with their 

source and target faces. However, the candidate region may need more processing to match 

the requirements of generic sweep-meshing tools. For example, most meshing packages do 

not support multi-sweeps (many-to-one or many-to-many sweeping). To decompose multi-

sweeps into a set of simple sweeps, the reasoner creates the necessary parasite entities by 

traversing the edges aligned with the sweep direction from source faces to target faces. The 

sweeping direction is used to create new parasite edges that bridge any topological gap and to 

define parasite faces. In the example in Figure 3-12 (b), there are two sources and two target 

faces, shaded in orange and purple respectively. A virtual parasite face is created following 

the method mentioned above, with the red parasite edge created by following the sweep 

direction to complete the parasite face boundary, Figure 3-12 (c). The region is decomposed 

into 2 simple sweepable regions by the parasite face in grey in Figure 3-12 (d).  
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  Figure 3-12. Many-to-many sweepable region decomposed into two one-to-one sweeps. 

 

Figure 3-13. Submappble linking face divided into mappable faces. (a) face with concave corner, (b) 

decomposed face, (c) sweepable region identified and (d) equivalent meshable representation.  

One limitation is the ability of meshing packages to apply a structured mesh on the 

submappable linking faces, which is necessary for the sweeping of solid elements to be 

successful. In Figure 3-13, the top linking face has an imprint that makes it sub-mappable. 

Such features can make a sweep-meshing tool fail. A virtual quad-block decomposition of the 

linking face is obtained by applying strategies similar to the one contained in the 2D Crossfield 

reasoner (see section 3.3.1) and all the linking faces become mappable.  

Another benefit of the virtual topology framework proposed is that the non-manifold cellular 

model can be used to enhance the identification tool by providing information on the interface 

of a region from the meshing strategies applied to neighbouring cells. For example in Figure 

3-14, the residual region left after the virtual thin-sheet extraction is bounded by edges that 

form inner loops on the thin region, and all the interface between the bodies are wall faces 

which are mappable. Therefore, a loop of mappable faces exists and a sweepable region can 

be extracted from the residual region, Figure 3-14 (c). It is important to note that this additional 

decomposition gives more freedom to decompose the new residual region and there is no risk 

of inserting a singularity on a wall face which would make the sweeping of the thin-sheet 

region invalid.  
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Figure 3-14. Sweepable region identified and extracted from the meshing strategy of the neighbour thin-sheet 

region information. 

 

Figure 3-15. Interface meshing strategy used to decompose a multi-sweepable region in simple sweeps. (a) 

Decomposed model with residual region, (b) mappable interfaces on the residual region (in red), (c) sweepable 

domain identified from mappable faces, (d) sweepable domains extracted and (e) simplified residual identified 

as sweepable. 

Figure 3-15 shows another example of taking the meshing strategies of neighbouring regions 

into account, where all the mappable interfaces shown in red can be used to extract simple 

block regions (which are sweepable in any direction) from a residual region, making it suitable 

for sweeping. In this example, a chain of three mappable faces that connects to a same 

mappable face (in orange) with convex edges indicate a potential block region, Figure 3-15 

(c). The free edges of the chain of the mappable faces are then used to guide the sweep of the 

unused boundary edge of the orange face and generate a parasite face that is mappable and 

splits the region. Additional patterns can be added to identify more sweepable region from 

interface properties. In all the cases presented above, the decomposition of the sweepable 

region is done virtually by the VT tool, which then assigns the relevant meshing strategy to 

each subset. 

3.3 Decomposition reasoners for block regions 

While the decomposition reasoners presented in section 5.2 are aiming to identify sweep-

meshable regions, the following reasoners aim to identify regions topologically similar to a 
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cube (i.e. with 6 faces and 12 edges), defined as block topology or block. These blocks are 

effectively sweepable in all three directions and thus suitable for mapped meshing. 

3.3.1 2D Cross-field  

For swept meshes, the quality of the elements comes mainly from the structure of the quad 

mesh applied to the source face. A 2D blocking tool can be used to decompose these source 

faces into quad blocks. The quad blocking on the face can then use the sweep direction to 

generate a 3D blocking of the region. Cross-field methods have proved to be quite successful 

for decomposing surfaces into blocks [110]. Cross-fields can be generated using a triangular 

mesh, by setting crosses orientations at the boundary of a face and minimising an energy 

function to align crosses on the interior of the face. The cross-field obtained describes the 

directionality of a quad mesh, and is used to partition the face into blocks with orthogonal 

corners. 

In Figure 3-16, further decomposition of thin-sheets can be achieved by extracting and 

exporting the source faces to a package containing 2D blocking functionalities. For the 

example in Figure 3-16, the Siemens NX CAD environment is the package hosting the design 

model, and the CADfix [35] implementation of cross-field is used to specify the block 

decomposition. The source faces extracted from NX are transferred to CADfix using the 

Parasolid format. The partitioning curves identified in CADfix can then be reimported in the 

CAD model (existing in Siemens NX) as virtual geometry. If the source face is a virtual subset, 

the host face is extracted and geometrically partitioned using the virtual geometry of the 

parasite edges before the explicit subset is exported. If the source face is a virtual parasite, a 

surface is fitted through its boundary edges (real or virtual geometry) and exported. In both 

cases, these operations are done through the decomposition tool presented in section 4.5.1. 

 

Figure 3-16. Mesh structure result after thin-sheet and long-slender extraction (orange arrow) and when 

Crossfield decomposition is used on the thin-sheets (blue arrows).   
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These virtual geometry curves can be used to topologically decompose the host face directly, 

creating a block structured quad mesh on the source face that can be swept into a hex mesh. 

Alternatively, the reasoner can use the sweeping direction identified by previous reasoners to 

guide the projection of these curves and generate virtual geometry on the target face. Pairs of 

projector and projected virtual geometry curves are then used to define virtual parasite faces 

that partition the domain into 3D blocks. Virtual topology operators are applied through the 

VT tool to generate the virtual blocks and update the analysis topology. Subset faces of the 

initial source and target face inherit the meshing attribute derived from their hosts and all the 

blocks created are assigned the meshing strategy of their host region. Alternatively, a different 

meshing strategy more suited to blocks can be applied. 

Although this reasoner is limited to sweepable volume regions, it can also be used to improve 

the mesh structure used in dimensionally reduced models, where surface meshes are used to 

approximate 3D behaviour. 

3.3.2 3D blocking 

While there is currently no robust tool capable of blocking generic geometry models 

efficiently, some give promising results when applied to simple regions such as the residual 

regions left over from other decomposition tools implemented in this work. This section 

demonstrates how such tools can be fitted within the proposed virtual workflow, even though 

they are not fully integrated currently. 

CADfix features a built-in “Max-Hex” decomposition tool which is based on the medial 

object. The medial object or medial surface is defined as the locus of the centre of an inscribed 

sphere of maximal diameter rolling inside an object [57]. The medial object holds a unique 

representation or skeleton of the model. The max-hex tool identifies blocks by projecting and 

processing the medial entities back to boundary of the model. However, generating a medial 

object of sufficient quality is challenging and requires the body to have an explicit geometrical 

representation, which is not the case for bodies that have been decomposed virtually. This last 

issue can be avoided by locally extracting the virtual subset (see section 4.5.1), creating a 

geometric definition that can be exported to CADfix for decomposition. 

Once the different blocks have been identified they can be imported back to the hosting CAD 

environment. Curves are extracted from all the interfaces between blocks to create the virtual 

geometry necessary to support the virtual decomposition. The geometric blocks can then be 

discarded, as the virtual representation is meshable. The Figure 3-17 shows the virtual 

geometry created after decomposition of a residual region and the equivalent geometric 

blocks. Note that some corners are missing since a block topology was not created for them 

by the max-hex tool. 
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Figure 3-17. Residual blocks decomposed externally in CADfix.  

Another possible approach is the use of a combination of frame-fields and medial object to 

help create the blocks, [111]. This approach has been implemented in CADfix, and is also 

dependent on the ability to generate a medial object for the region. Both the transfer of virtual 

geometry and the application of the virtual topology split operation are implemented in the 

same way as for the Max-Hex approach. One major benefit of the VT framework is that these 

virtual geometry curves can be translated between packages without having to worry about 

the geometric issues associated with translation. This is because the decomposition performed 

using these virtual geometry entities will be purely topological. 

Various other tools to generate blocks can be implemented in the proposed workflow. Mid-

Point subdivision [62] is another possible approach to decompose small residual regions into 

blocks. 

3.4 Idealisation Reasoners 

In many cases, small functional or manufacturing details are removed from the design model 

for the simulation. This could be because they are below the scale of interest for the analysis, 

may impact the quality of a simulation model and the time to run it. Such idealisations are 

made based on a set of assumptions made by the user. Then, a combination of engineering 

judgment and manual intervention is necessary to create the model. In the case where the 

package used to prepare the idealisation offers virtual topology capabilities, these 

modifications are limited to the last step before meshing and usually no record is kept of the 

modifications made nor the order in which they are performed. This makes it extremely 

difficult for different analysts to share models within a concurrent analysis workflow. In the 

case where the design model has to be modified, the associativity with the design model may 

be lost and the analysis model might have to be rebuilt from scratch. This section presents 

how such shortcomings can be avoided using the proposed virtual topology framework. 

3.4.1 Virtual topology manipulations 

One obvious benefit of having a virtual-topology workflow is the ability to apply simple 

topological modifications at any stage of the model preparation process and in any order. 

These include virtual edge removal and virtual face partitioning. Virtually removing edges is 
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equivalent to virtually merging faces and allows more freedom for the placement of mesh 

nodes. Virtual face splitting allows faces to be imprinted in order to constrain mesh nodal 

positions.  

 

Figure 3-18. Virtual merge operation. (a) Plate with split faces, (b) virtual decomposition resulting in 3 sub-

regions, (c) orange edges are removed by virtually merging faces and (d) single thin-sheet body identified. 

An example of the virtual merge operation is given in Figure 3-18. Edges with a dihedral angle 

between connected faces close to 180º (i.e. two hex elements will meet at this edge) are 

automatically removed to create superset faces, which will allow more freedom for mesh 

generation. The faces connected to a virtually removed edge are merged into a virtual superset 

face. Depending on the configuration and requirements, it may be possible to remove the 

vertices bounding the removed edges as well, meaning the connected edges are merged. To 

maintain the connectivity of the topology, only vertices which bound two edges can be 

removed, and it is desirable that the edges are continuous and tangent at the vertex. This 

ensures that the modification does not propagate to any adjacent edge or face and that this 

operation can be applied to large decomposed models without modifying the existing meshing 

strategies. As a result for this example, one single thin-region is identified by the thin-sheet 

reasoner in Figure 3-18 (c-d) instead of three in Figure 3-18 (b), allowing more flexibility in 

the downstream mesh generation. 

Periodic faces can be automatically split in order to meet the requirements of certain 

decomposition reasoners. For example, the thin-sheet reasoner needs periodic entities to be 

split to ensure that the parametric mapping of entities on opposite faces can be achieved. In 

Figure 3-19, the opposing periodic edges on either side of the plate cannot be directly 

intersected in the parametric space. The cylindrical faces can be identified from the CDS, and 

their axis is extracted to define the necessary cutting planes, Figure 3-19 (b). An SQL query 

example for identifying periodic faces in given in Appendix C.4. Intersections of these planes 

with the face define parasite edges that are used to partition the periodic faces and edges, 

Figure 3-19 (c). The thin-sheet decomposition reasoner can then be applied, Figure 3-19 (d), 
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with the equivalent decomposition shown in Figure 3-19 (e). Note that this is another example 

of the benefits of being able to apply the thin-sheet reasoner in the presence of virtual topology.  

This operation also benefits the long-slender reasoner, as the identification of long cylindrical 

regions requires long edges, which are not present on periodic faces, to be found.  

 

Figure 3-19. Periodic faces are virtually split to ease the parametric intersection of opposite circular edges. 

3.4.2 De-featuring reasoner 

De-featuring consists in removing some features from the model in order to facilitate the 

creation of the mesh. The most commonly removed features are small holes and fillets. These 

features introduce high curvature regions which are difficult to discretize without adding a 

large number of small elements. These small elements reduce the time step for non-linear 

transient analysis and increase the number of DOFs, therefore increasing the computational 

time. Although identification and removal of such features is commonly available in 

commercial packages, the topological changes introduced by such operation makes 

automation of the downstream meshing very difficult. Nonetheless, de-featuring is essential 

to convert a design model into an analysis model of good quality. 

3.4.2.1 Virtual hole removal 

Hole features can be easily identified from the CDS by querying groups of faces that are 

bounded by edges that are part of an inner loop in the analysis topology. Additional conditions 

are applied on the face and edge types to determine which type of hole feature is matched 

(through holes, blunt holes, square holes, etc.). For example, two sets of circular edges 

bounding a cylindrical face, where each set forms an inner loop of two connected faces 

represent a through hole. Geometrical data stored in the CDS along with a pre-defined size 

target are used to determine which hole features are below the scale of interest and need to be 

removed.  

The key contribution of the virtual topology implementation proposed is that hole features 

identified are removed from the analysis topology contained in the CDS but not from the CAD 
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model. This is achieved by identifying the entities that define the hole features and removing 

them from the analysis topology relation. Subsequent decomposition reasoners will not be 

affected by the removed holes since all the necessary queries are made on the analysis 

topology. In the case where the boundary topology of the hole was used to define virtual 

entities for previous reasoners, new virtual entities are created to bridge the gap created by the 

hole removal. If no solution can be found for this last step, the part of the boundary of the edge 

that was used for the virtual entities is kept. For visualization purposes in the implementation 

developed, removed faces are shaded in red in the CAD model. In practice, these faces will be 

removed from the geometrical model just before the meshing step. When the geometric 

representation of the idealised model is required, the underlying surface of the faces is 

extracted and trimmed using only the entities present in the analysis topology, i.e. with the 

ignored inner loops removed. Therefore, the holes that are kept are reconstructed and the new 

faces created are used to replace the faces with the small holes.   

In Figure 3-20, a small hole is removed using virtual topology and the equivalent thin-sheet 

region is simplified. In the CDS, the face, edges and vertices describing the hole feature are 

removed only from the analysis topology, Figure 3-21, and the design topology remains 

unaltered to maintain the link with the original design. More complex configurations such as 

holes lying on 2 faces (e.g. hole features centred on sharp edges) can create gaps in the 

boundary definition of the face with the hole removed, which are not currently handled. In 

that case, the underlying surface definition of the faces can be used to identify a new edge, 

either by using their intersection or tracing a curve on the surface between the free vertices if 

both faces have the same surface. 

 

Figure 3-20. (a) Original Model, (b) Small hole in red is abstracted and (c) analysis model. 
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Figure 3-21. Analysis topology before and after virtual removal of a hole (in red). 

A different way of removing holes would be to patch the inner-loops with a virtual face based 

on the underlying surface definition, hence creating a virtual volume for the hole and then 

applying a virtual merge operation to remove the hole. To compare with a traditional 

workflow, this last method corresponds to a virtual topology manipulation whereas the 

previous method presented reconstructs the geometry without a hole like a feature removal 

tool.  

3.4.2.2 Virtual fillet removal 

This reasoner identifies fillet features to remove by querying the CDS, which contains all the 

necessary topological and geometrical information. The information is processed in a similar 

fashion as in the hole removal reasoner, except that different configuration patterns are used. 

For example, a cylindrical face bounded by two circular edges that do not belong to an inner 

loop, plus two linear edges, identifies a simple fillet face. More complex fillet faces can be 

identified from different surface types (torus, blend) and different edge types and connectivity. 

This work presents two different approaches to remove a fillet using virtual topology, either 

by using purely virtual topology manipulation on the boundary topology of the model or by 

virtually removing the fillet feature (which corresponds to either virtual volume subtraction 

or addition for convex or concave fillets respectively). In both methods, the necessary virtual 

geometry entities are created by the same reasoner through the VT translator before being 

passed to the VT tool to apply the virtual topology manipulations. 
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Figure 3-22. Virtual Topology split and merge operation for fillet removal without geometric modification 

The first method is based on virtual boundary editing and corresponds to the traditional 

approach for removing a fillet in CAE using virtual topology. Figure 3-22 shows an example 

of removing a simple fillet feature from a cube. Virtually removing the fillet involves 

removing the fillet face highlighted red in Figure 3-22 (b) and its bounding entities (edge and 

vertices) from the analysis topology and inserting a new edge with new vertices. The fillet is 

topologically removed by splitting the fillet face and merging the two subsets with the 

neighbouring faces, Figure 3-22(c). The new parasite edge for the split is inserted on the 

underlying surface of the fillet and is equivalent to the parasite face. This equivalent edge 

ensures that boundary conditions can be adapted and maintain the separation between the top 

and side face of the block. However, the geometry of the analysis model is not modified and 

the curvature is still present on the superset connected edges, Figure 3-22 (d).  

The second method consists in creating a virtual volume that is added or subtracted to the 

model to remove the fillet. Unlike the previous method, the underlying virtual geometry for 

the equivalent edge and the connecting edges cannot be defined on the existing surface 

definition of the boundary. Instead, a geometric definition is inferred by extracting and 

manipulating the underlying surface definition of the neighbour faces of the fillet face. The 

surfaces of the tangent faces are extended beyond the radius of the fillet, Figure 3-23 (c), and 

their intersection curve is trimmed using the other two faces to define the curve underlying 

the equivalent edge in Figure 3-23 (d). The connected edges are copied and extended using 

the boundary vertices of the equivalent edge to become virtual geometry, as shown in Figure 

3-23 (e).  
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Figure 3-23. (a) original model, (b) fillet face identified (c) underlying surface definition of tangent faces are 

extended, (d) equivalent edge created by intersecting the surfaces, (e) connecting edges extension and trim, (f) 

virtually removed edge, (g) extension of normal faces, (h) model is rebuild from the surface definition and (i) 

analysis model. 

 

Figure 3-24. (a) Analysis topology with fillet face identified in red and (b) Analysis topology with new equivalent 

edge in green and modified edges in blue. 
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After identifying the fillets and creating the necessary virtual geometry, the VT tools applies 

the different splitting and merging operation to generate the analysis topology. For the first 

method, the connecting edges are inserted as supersets made of the existing edges and subset 

edges of the collapsed edges. The equivalent edge bounds subset faces which are merged to 

the faces connected to the fillet face. For the second method, a virtual volume is created by 

the VT tool using the fillet face and the new virtual faces that are defined from the virtual 

geometry curves created. It is important that this volume has a watertight topology, to maintain 

the validity of the analysis topology. Merging this virtual volume with the current analysis 

topology removes the fillet face and superset faces and edges are created. The resulting  

analysis topology for both methods is the same and is shown in Figure 3-24 (b), with removed 

entities highlighted in red, the equivalent edge in green and the connecting edges in blue. 

Finally, equivalence relationships are inserted in the CDS to link the removed virtual face to 

the equivalent edge and the new connected edges to their original counterparts. This records 

the fillet removal operation and maintains the mapping between analysis and design models. 

The actual removal of the fillet geometry for meshing when using the second method is 

achieved just before the meshing when the analysis model is generated (see section 4.5.1), by 

using the virtual geometry curves to re-trim the surfaces of the connected faces Figure 3-23 

(g), rebuilding the model from the new surfaces Figure 3-23 (h). Figure 3-23 (i) shows the 

analysis model. More complex fillet removal operations can also be achieved using direct 

geometry editing techniques as implemented in commercial CAD packages.  

 

Figure 3-25. Comparison of resulting mesh with or without abstracting the fillet geometry on the analysis model. 

Although virtual boundary editing is simpler, keeping the geometry underlying the fillet 

implies that any 3D blocking reasoner based on geometry (e.g. based on the medial object) 

will not take into account the fillet removal operation. The resulting mesh will also be distorted 

if the geometry is not changed, especially when the element size is equal or greater than the 

radius of the fillet (see Figure 3-25 for a comparison between the two methods). The volume 

editing method is also more in line with manual pre-processing techniques, where the model 

is often de-featured in the CAD environment to facilitate the definition of cutting faces for the 

user. However, the intersection of extended surfaces to reconstruct the volume may be 
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unpredictable in the case of complex NURBS surfaces, which limits this method on complex 

shape models. Eventually, both meshes are suitable since they serve different applications. 

 

Figure 3-26. Virtual de-featuring of a bracket before decomposition reasoners are applied. (b) small holes and 

fillet face in red are abstracted from the analysis topology but remain in the CAD model, (c) Thin-Sheet and Long-

slender decomposition, (d) Crossfield decomposition is generated without interference from small holes and (e) 

analysis model. 

The Figure 3-26 shows the process of de-featuring an L-shaped bracket by applying the de-

featuring reasoner, before applying decomposition reasoners. The result of thin-sheet and 

long-slender decomposition is shown in Figure 3-26 (c). The application of 2D blocking is 

shown in Figure 3-26 (d), where removed holes are abstracted before transferring the 

candidate source face to the external blocking tool. As a result, virtually removed features are 

not interfering with the downstream decomposition even though they still exist in the CAD 

design model. The equivalent decomposed model is shown in Figure 3-26 (e). 

3.5 Other reasoners 

This section describes two prototype reasoners that have been created from early stage 

research within the same project and as a demonstrator of the compatibility of the VT 

framework with previous work on dimensionally reduced models. 

3.5.1 Cyclic symmetry reasoner 

Aero-engine assemblies contain many quasi-axisymmetric structural components including 

features repeated around the circumference, but large parts of the component geometry are 

axisymmetric. Such properties can be used to partition the components into a minimal 
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meshable representation [112][113], which is a group of subset regions which can be 

manipulated to recreate the full mesh of a model. For components with lots of cyclic 

symmetry, the minimal meshable decomposition will be small relative to the model. This 

reasoner identifies and extracts axisymmetric regions that can be hex-meshed by sweeping a 

surface mesh around the main axis, transition regions that can be sweep-meshed in the radial 

direction and cyclic master segments that can be patterned around the circumference of a 

model. The implementation is based on [113].  

If we consider the example in Figure 3-27 (a), the resulting decomposition of the component, 

in Figure 3-27(b), enables a minimal subset of meshable cells to be extracted so that sub-

domains can be meshed individually, Figure 3-27 (c). Transformation operators extracted 

from the symmetry properties are applied to obtain the full mesh of the component, see Figure 

3-27 (d). 

 

Figure 3-27. (a) Original model; (b) Decomposed model (c) Conforming mesh on the minimised decomposition 

showing the decomposed strut; transition regions and hex-tet transition regions (d) Full component mesh. adapted 

from [113]. 

The first step is to identify cyclic faces in the model. The reasoner uses the geometric type of 

the faces of a model (i.e. sphere, plane, cylinder, cone, torus, NURBS) to classify them and 

group similar faces. Then faces are filtered by area and distance to a user-defined axis of 

symmetry zaxis. Finally, geometric properties are used to identify axisymmetric faces, for 

example cylindrical faces must have their radius, distance to the axis and scalar projection 

along the axis identical. The sorted cyclic faces can be grouped into cyclic patterns or features, 

by choosing the combination with the maximum number of edges connecting cyclic faces 

only. In the next step, axisymmetric and quasi-axisymmetric (angular sector smaller than 2𝜋 
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radians) regions are identified from the type of their surface definition and their boundaries 

(cylindrical or conical surfaces bounded by peripheral loops). Finally, pseudo-axisymmetric 

regions, which are regions with an axisymmetric surface definition but non-axisymmetric 

boundaries, are identified.  

Once the region classification has been performed, interfaces between various symmetry types 

are identified. The challenge is to ensure that the various cyclic regions identified are 

compatible and that a conformal mesh can be achieved once the model is rebuilt. For example, 

for an aero-engine compressor that has two successive stages with a different number of blades 

without common divisor, there is no solution for the interface definition between the two 

cyclic groups of blades. Such cases are handled by the reasoner by defining a transition zone 

between the two regions to accommodate the change of number of sectors. The interfaces 

between different components are also handled by this reasoner, which propagates symmetry 

attributes across the imprinted interfaces. 

Once all the identified interfaces have been processed, they are used to generate appropriate 

partitioning surfaces for the virtual decomposition. Various symmetry attributes assigned to 

the regions help define the necessary virtual geometry to achieve this, and the virtual parasite 

faces are identified. Virtual faces are defined for the cross section of axisymmetric regions. 

The various transformations required to rebuild the full model are also stored in the CDS when 

the VT tool is applied to generate the analysis topology. 

 

Figure 3-28. Cyclic decomposition enables to identify the minimum meshable representation, adapted from 

[113]. 
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This described reasoner has been developed within the virtual topology framework to make 

use of non-manifold modelling for processing interfaces, therefore it is already compatible 

with this work. Another major benefit of this reasoner is its speed, as it can greatly reduce the 

complexity of a problem within a fraction of the time other reasoners will need and therefore 

makes using the virtual topology framework to large models feasible, as shown in Figure 3-28.  

3.5.2 Dimensional reduction reasoner 

A common practice when preparing a simulation model is to dimensionally reduce anisotropic 

regions in order to use reduced elements types more suited to the geometric properties of the 

model with less DOFs. For example, a thin-sheet region can be reduced to its mid-sheet, where 

2D shell elements can be applied, while a long narrow region can be meshed using beam 

elements applied on the centreline of the region. Beyond reducing the number of DOFs of the 

analysis model, lower dimensional meshes can also be used to create mixed-dimensional 

meshes. These meshes provide scenery for a more detailed 3D mesh, where the dimensionally 

reduced regions are far from the area of analysis interest. Automatic generation of 

dimensionally reduced models has been a topic of research for many years [25] and is now 

offered in many commercial CAD packages.  

The dimensional reduction reasoner presented here is a proof of concept, to show that most 

techniques for preparing simulation models can benefit from the proposed virtual topology 

framework. Prior to dimensional reduction, the anisotropic regions must be identified using 

the thin-sheet and long-slender decomposition reasoners presented earlier in this chapter. 

In the automated workflow, the CDS is used to maintain the equivalence between a region and 

its dimensionally reduced counterpart. This enables the transfer of simulation attributes and 

results between the various representations automatically. The topological representation of 

equivalent entities is directly inherited from the analysis topology. All the parasite faces are 

reduced to edges, hence interfaces are still available as edges and not faces. The geometric 

definition of the dimensionally-reduced entities can be created as virtual geometry, or 

alternatively existing entities can be re-used with an offset applied. For example, if a thin-

sheet region is virtually reduced to its mid-surface, one of the large faces can be designed as 

equivalent to the 3D sub region, with an offset of half the thickness applied to the elements. 

Figure 3-29 shows an example of a shell mesh that has been generated directly on original 

faces of the model after it had been dimensionally reduced virtually. 
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Figure 3-29. Dimensionally reduced mesh generated automatically from a thin-sheet and long-slender 

decomposition. 

A common issue with dimensionally reduced models is the loss of connectivity, and 

generating a fully connected mesh from disjoint sheets can be challenging, as they might not 

share any boundary. Multi-point constraints (MPC) are used to define a relationship between 

degrees of freedom of various nodes and can be inserted to reconnect the idealised regions. 

Figure 3-30 shows various strategies that can be used to reconnect a T-junction after thin-sheet 

and long-slender regions have be reduced to a shell and beam model. Automatic tools to 

handle the connectivity between sheets have been developed in the past [24] and could easily 

be added to the downstream meshing reasoners since all the interface information and 

reduction decision are stored in the CDS. The cellular model in the analysis topology provides 

all of the necessary connectivity information to couple dimensionally reduced cells to their 

adjacent cells. 

 

Figure 3-30. Various methods for connecting mid-planes after dimensional reduction, taken from [24]. 
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3.6 Reasoner sequence and decomposition workflows 

The success of the incremental approach for decomposition presented here depends on the 

number of different reasoners available and the order in which they are applied. Various 

combinations of decomposition reasoners can be used to generate valid meshes, in the same 

way that different users would manually create different meshes for the same part. The choice 

of reasoner will influence the meshing method used downstream and prioritise certain meshing 

strategies over others. In Figure 3-31, various combinations of reasoners have successfully 

decomposed the same model into hex-mesh-able regions. However, the time used for the 

decomposition can be quite different and mesh results will change with the meshing strategy 

identified. Figure 3-31 (a) shows the tet mesh obtained without using any pre-processing tool, 

which can be generated very quickly. Figure 3-31 (b) shows the result of applying the thin-

sheet reasoner followed by the long slender, which identifies the anisotropy of the regions and 

reduces the number of elements, while storing the information for an eventual dimensional 

reduction of the thin region. Figure 3-31 (c) and (d) are the results of applying a single 

reasoner, but less information is identified on the model. The sweepable reasoner will 

introduce an isotropic mesh which would either be too dense or fail to capture stress in the 

thickness of the fins accurately, while the long slender reasoner only captures the anisotropy 

in one direction. 

 

Figure 3-31. Various hex-meshable decomposition obtained using thin-sheet and long-slender reasoners (b), 

general sweepable (c) and long-slender only reasoner (d). 

The choice and order of reasoners to apply can be left to the discretion of an experienced user, 

while pre-defined sequences can be defined to handle specific classes of geometries by 
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methods experts. The reasoner sequences can be chosen to match best-practice in existing 

workflows. As such, these workflows can be used to apply a Simulation Intent, enabling the 

automation of the pre-processing of classes of models for simulation. The proposed virtual 

topology framework implements all the technologies required for defining simulation intent, 

which are virtual topology, cellular modelling and equivalencing [24]. In particular, the 

simulation intent captures all the parameters required for the reasoners within workflows, such 

as aspect ratios (AR). An example of simulation intent to generate the model in Figure 3-31 

(b) in is given in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1. Generic simulation intent for thin-walled components 

Simulation Intent 

Cell Simulation Intent type Analysis Decision Analysis variables 

Thin-walled 

component 

Model clean-up Remove small holes and 

fillet 

Radii < 5mm 

Thin-walled 

component 

Sequence of 

decomposition 

reasoner 

1-Thin-sheet, 

2-Long-slender, 

3-General sweepable 

Thin AR >5 

Long AR >5 

Thin-sheet Dimensionality 3D  

Thin-sheet Mesh Type Hex Target AR=5 

Long-Slender Dimensionality 3D  

Long-Slender Mesh Type Hex Target AR=5 

Sweepable Dimensionality 3D  

Sweepable Mesh Type Hex Default AR= 1 

Default size= 4 mm 

Residual Dimensionality 3D  

Residual Mesh Type Tet 

Pyramids 

Default size= 4 mm 

Hex-Hex 

interfaces 

Interface Type Conformal mesh  

Hex-Tet 

interfaces 

Interface Type Conformal mesh Layer of pyramid 

elements 

 

An example virtual decomposition workflow for aircraft wing structural models, which are 

composed of features with different geometric properties such as spars, ribs and skins, would 

include the thin-sheet reasoner followed by the long-slender reasoner. Alternatively, truss-like 

structures would use the same reasoners but apply them in the reverse order, by extracting 

long-slender regions first and then removing stiffeners and brackets, in order to avoid 

identifying thin regions on the faces of a corner bar for example. An analysis model for 

preliminary design of an aero-engine model can be obtained rapidly after identifying the cyclic 
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symmetries, see Figure 3-32(a), and applying the thin-sheet and long-slender reasoners to the 

master cyclic segments, Figure 3-32(b). If the simulation is carried out at a later stage of 

design, de-featuring reasoners might be added at the beginning of the sequence of reasoners.  

 

Figure 3-32. (a) Cyclic decomposition of a aero-engine compressor mock-up and (b and c) master segments 

without hex meshing strategies can be decomposed using other reasoners. 

In the case where a single reasoner needs to be applied, or if manual editing is required, a 

simple user interface is available for each reasoner. This helps the user define appropriate 

workflows, as well as making the virtual topology workflow compatible with existing manual 

practices. 

3.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has shown how a range of new and existing tools have been implemented as 

reasoners which can operate in presence of virtual topology and apply virtual topology 

operators. They have been built to integrate both automatic model processing tools and 

common tools for editing CAD models in the proposed virtual topology framework. This 

enables the following to be achieved: 

 Formalise model preparation workflows and provide tools necessary for an 

incremental decomposition and meshing approach. 

 Enhance the reasoners by facilitating access to data and increasing the awareness of 

the reasoners on the final mesh. 

 Give more freedom to integrate reasoners, by reducing the transfer across packages 

and increasing their compatibility. 

 Reduce the manual effort required to enforce compatibility between different pre-

processing tools. 

While creating or adapting existing tools to fit in the presented approach can be challenging, 

there are no major roadblocks in doing so. The ability to process generic geometries depends 
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mostly on the various reasoners available within the VT framework, their respective maturity 

and limitations inherited from their original implementation and from the accuracy of the CAD 

modeller used. 
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4. Automatic mesh generation 

4.1 Introduction 

Generating a good quality mesh from a decomposed model is not straightforward, since all 

the sub-regions need to have compatible meshes at the interfaces between them. These 

interfaces must be clearly defined and have matching geometrical and topological definitions 

to generate a conformal mesh. This allows the assembly of sub-meshes to represent the entirety 

of the design part. Hex elements impose constraints on the structure of the mesh that propagate 

throughout the sub-region assembly and can be hard to track and satisfy at the interfaces. 

However, if interfaces and meshing constraints are identified and recorded while decomposing 

a model, this information can be used to automate structured mesh generation.  

This chapter describes the process and prototype tools designed to automatically generate a 

mesh automatically for a model that has been decomposed and pre-processed within the 

virtual topology framework introduced in chapter 2. Figure 4-1 gives an overview of the 

automated meshing workflow. The various meshing strategies identified by the different pre-

processing reasoners from chapter 3 that have been applied are used to derive a meshing 

recipe using a dedicated reasoner. The meshing recipe combines hex-meshing constraints and 

integer programming to identify the appropriate mesh sizing, driven by target aspect ratio for 

anisotropic regions and default target element size. Then, using a geometric decomposition 

tool, the analysis CAE model is generated from the analysis topology contained in the CDS 

by applying the partitioning strategy recorded during the pre-processing of the model. The 

analysis model is then transferred to the desired meshing environment and meshed 

automatically using the meshing reasoner.  

 

Figure 4-1. Overview of the meshing recipe reasoner structure within the automated meshing workflow. 
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4.2 Meshing strategy processing 

4.2.1 Meshing recipe definition 

The meshing recipe in this work is defined as a collection of mesh controls that are assigned 

to bodies, faces, edges and vertices of the analysis topology. These mesh controls include a 

meshing method, such as paving/mapping for a face, and an associated meshing attribute, such 

as a target element size for paved faces, or the number of elements on an edge. Vertices can 

be used to define areas to refine. These mesh controls and their meshing attributes represent 

common capabilities available in commercial meshing packages in a generic format that can 

be stored within the CDS in order to inform the downstream meshing process while being 

compatible with various meshing environment. Consequently, a meshing recipe will always 

produce the same mesh independently from the meshing environment used. The analysis 

topology contained in the CDS contains all the adjacency information required to understand 

the interaction between the various meshing strategies. This is used to inform an automated 

process for identifying a suitable meshing recipe from the meshing strategies identified by 

upstream reasoners and user-defined parameters associated with these meshing strategies. 

The different meshing strategies assigned to regions of the model need to be converted to mesh 

controls to identify a meshing recipe that can be used to build a mesh in the downstream 

process. Examples of mesh controls are given in Table 4-1. Meshing methods are identified 

from local topological configuration as described in the section 4.2.2, using the meshing 

strategies assigned to the bounded entities. Mesh controls on edges are identified before those 

on faces as they will constrain the mesh control on the faces. These will in turn constrain the 

mesh control on the bodies.  

Meshing attributes such as the number of divisions, or target element size on faces, are 

initialised as described in section 4.3.2 and attached to the mesh control. This is then 

optimised in a later step to generate the final meshing recipe.  
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Table 4-1. Mesh controls identified from cellular model interrogation. 

Mesh control Meshing method Meshing attribute 

B Bias on Edge 
Growth ratio to limit aspect ratio of elements 

near the connected ends of a long slender 

G Edge density 
Global size based on smallest local size and user-

defined default size 

HS Edge density Hard set number through thickness of thin-sheet 

L/L* Edge density 

Local size based on nearby thin-sheet (*if no 

thin-sheet connected, long-slender use their own 

aspect ratio) 

M Mapped mesh Sets of opposite edges 

T Size transition 

Transition zone required (potential offset) for 

structured meshes, growth ratio for unstructured 

meshes (0.2 default value) 

P Paver Mesh size 

Py Tet mesher Pyramid transition elements  

S Sweeping Source and target faces 

SO Sweeping Sweeping order for chains of sweepable bodies 

 

4.2.2 Meshing strategies 

After the model has been idealised and/or decomposed, each volume cell has a meshing 

strategy assigned. The meshing strategy defines how the region can be meshed with tetrahedral 

or hexahedral elements, along with information required for the specific meshing methods, 

such as the source and target faces for swept-meshed regions. However, this information alone 

is not sufficient to define the final mesh, as neither compatibility constraints between meshing 

strategies nor the size of the elements is taken into account.   

The various meshing strategies identified from the decomposition reasoners presented in 

sections 3.2 and 3.3 are given in Table 4-2. Each meshing strategy has an element type 

assigned, a method to generate the elements and analysis variables to store required parameters 

such as the aspect ratio of the identified region. Additional meshing strategies can easily be 

included in this structure to accommodate other decomposition reasoners or achieve specific 

mesh features. The meshing strategies presented in Table 4-2 can also be defined manually by 

the user, if all the analysis variables are set so that the meshing strategy can be automatically 

processed and applied. 
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Table 4-2. Meshing strategies identified by the different pre-processing reasoners. 

Meshing strategy Element type Method Analysis variables 

Thin-sheet (TS) Hex Sweeping 
AR, number of elements through 

thickness 

Long-slender (LS) Hex Sweeping 
Sweep direction sizing inherited 

from TS or defined from AR 

General sweepable (GS) Hex Sweeping 
Sizing inherited from adjacent 

cells or default size 

Block Hex 
Sweeping / 

Mapping 

Sizing inherited from adjacent 

cells or default size 

Residual (R) Tet 
Automatic 

Tet 

Sizing inherited from adjacent 

TS and LS or default size 

Source faces Quad 
Mapping / 

paving 
AR/size on face 

Wall faces Quad Mapping Number in thickness 

 

The meshing method is directly linked to the meshing strategy identified, as decomposition 

reasoners are designed to identify and extract regions that are topologically and geometrically 

compatible with the requirements of specific meshing methods. In the incremental hex-

meshing approach described in this work, one-to-one and many-to-one sweeping are the 

principal meshing methods used for individual sub-regions. Block regions are treated as 

sweep-able regions with an arbitrary choice of the sweeping direction. Only residual regions 

are tet-meshed, as they do not have any simple hex-meshing strategy attached. A layer of 

pyramid elements is inserted at interfaces between tet and hex-meshed regions to ensure that 

a conformal mesh is obtained. Since the structure and size of a solid 3D mesh of a sub-region 

is constrained by the 2D surface meshes on its boundaries, meshing strategies need to be 

attached to the boundary faces to help identify appropriate mesh controls. These surface 

meshing strategies are inferred from the strategies of bounded sub-regions to ensure they 

comply with the meshing methods assigned to the different cells. For example, all wall faces 

need to be mapped meshed to comply with sweeping constraints. Source faces can either be 

mapped or paved, depending on the mesh structure requirements and the flow of mesh 

constraints identified by the meshing recipe generator (see section 4.2.4). Mappable source 

faces can be identified from the CDS, using SQL queries similar to the example in Appendix 

C.5. More details on the meshing methods are given in section 1.4.2. 
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Analysis variables contain data that can be used to adapt the meshing method to the geometry 

of the sub-regions. For example, anisotropic regions such as thin-sheet regions can be meshed 

with stretched hex elements to limit the number of DOFs in the final mesh applied to the 

region. The target aspect ratio for the element and the desired number of elements through the 

thickness combined with the aspect ratio of the thin-sheet region and its measured thickness 

is used to define a target element size for the region (see section 4.3.2 for more details). In the 

case where an analysis variable is not automatically defined by the decomposition reasoner, a 

default value is used which can be updated from adjacency information, or manually by the 

user. For example, the aspect ratio of a long-slender region can be made to match the one of 

its neighbouring thin-sheet regions to ensure compatible sizes are identified for the two 

regions. If there is no thin-sheet region connected, the aspect ratio is identified from the default 

size on the source face and the long dimension. All the analysis variables are stored in the 

CDS along with the meshing strategies. 

The interaction between the various meshing strategies at interfaces between sub-regions need 

to be carefully studied to ensure a compatible set of mesh controls can be identified, as detailed 

in the next section. 

4.2.3 Connectivity Graph and Configurations 

In order to ensure a good quality and fully connected mesh, the sizing of the mesh must 

account for the geometry configuration, as well as the connectivity between the different cells. 

For example, an edge which is both a wall edge for a thin-sheet region and a boundary edge 

of the source face of another thin-sheet region (i.e. is a source-wall edge) identifies an area of 

the source face where a denser mesh is likely to be required. Such an edge, E*, can be found 

on the example in Figure 4-2 (a) and (c). 

 

Figure 4-2. (a) decomposed model, (b) connectivity graph and (c) configurations identified. 
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The analysis topology contained in the CDS stores all the adjacency information necessary to 

identify the graph of the connectivity between different cells, shown in Figure 4-2 (b). The 

adjacency between cells is easily retrievable since a non-manifold representation is stored. 

Using the meshing strategies identified by the decomposition tools, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 

are defined to determine what configuration corresponds to the connectivity pattern and which 

mesh control (Table 4-1) should be applied to initialise the meshing recipe. 

The mesh controls are applied for specific connectivity patterns. However, the number of 

possible configurations can be very large since the volume cells contained in the analysis 

topology can be connected by sharing either a vertex, an edge or a face. Additionally, more 

than two cells can be connected at the same vertex or edge. Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 are used 

to identify the mesh control to apply on edges and faces respectively, based on the meshing 

strategy of their parent cells. 

In this work, compatible hex meshes are generated without needing to assign meshing 

attributes at volume interfaces that only consist of vertices. However, such situations are 

easily identified within the non-manifold database and could be incorporated to define 

boundary conditions, such as point loads. Mesh controls are assigned to edges and faces as 

described below. 

Identifying the mesh control on an edge from the meshing strategy of the parent cells is not 

straightforward, as edges can bound any number of bodies or faces with different meshing 

strategies and therefore with different mesh controls on the edge. Edges that are not at an 

interface between bodies and therefore bound only one body are classified as free in Table 

4-3. For example, using the decomposition shown in Figure 4-2 (a), edges can bound both 

thin-sheet and/or long-slender regions, in which case they can either be in the sweep direction 

(wall edge) or bound a source or target face (S/T edge). In this example, the edges can bound 

up to three bodies with three different meshing strategies. On the connectivity graph in Figure 

4-2 (b), a face connection link implies that all the edges bounding the face are also connecting 

the two bodies, but these connections are not displayed for information. Table 4-3 shows all 

the possible configurations for edges linking 2 bodies only and the corresponding analysis 

attributes, given in Table 4-1. The total number of configurations for k-valent edges and n 

type of cells is in the order of 𝑂(𝑛𝑘), but in practice, k is rarely beyond 4.  

In the current implementation, the mesh control for an edge bounding more than two bodies 

is obtained by taking all the mesh controls for each permutation of 2 bodies and applying 

priority rules. In this work, the priority is first given to meshing strategies involving 

transformation, (e.g. cyclic meshing strategies impose that the cyclic interfaces are 

compatible to generate a conformal mesh), followed by anisotropic meshing strategies (thin-
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sheet and long slender) to limit the density of the mesh, followed by isotropic structured 

regions (sweepable). Residual regions and free edges can easily be adapted to different 

constraints and therefore have the lowest priority. Figure 4-11 shows a simple example of the 

priority applied to a model decomposed into one thin-sheet, one long-slender and one 

sweepable region. 

Table 4-3. Mesh control from edge connectivity (see Table 4-1 for details). 

Edge Connectivity 

Long-Slender Thin-Sheet General Sweepable Residual Free 

S/T Wall S/T Wall S/T Wall   

Long-

Slender 

S/T G - G HS G G G G 

Wall  L* L HS L* L* - L* 

Thin-Sheet 

S/T   L HS + T L L L+T L 

Wall    HS HS HS HS HS 

General 

Sweepable 

S/T     G G G G 

Wall      G G G 

Residual        - G 

Free         - 

 

A face can bound one or two bodies, therefore the number of configurations is much smaller 

than for the edges and an example related to the decomposition presented in Figure 4-2 is 

shown in Table 4-4. For 𝑛 different types of cells, there are 
1

2
𝑛(𝑛 + 1) configurations 

possible, since the interface is symmetric (i.e. the classification of a face between two bodies 

is the same if the bodies are swapped). In this work, there are 7 different types of face cells, 

as block topology regions are treated as sweepable regions. These are long-slender 

source/target, long-slender wall, thin-sheet source/target, thin-sheet wall, sweepable 

source/target, sweepable wall and residual. They are derived from the body cell types, plus a 

free type for faces that are not interfaces, resulting in 36 possible configurations. This number 

is reduced to 24 by removing all the configurations that do not comply with the decomposition 

rules used in our example and therefore cannot arise.  
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Table 4-4. Mesh controls from face connectivity (see Table 4-1 for details). 

Face Connectivity 

Long-Slender Thin-Sheet General Sweepable Residual Free 

S/T Wall S/T Wall S/T Wall   

Long-

slender 

S/T SO - - M+B SO M Py M/P 

Wall  - - M M M - M 

Thin-sheet 

S/T   - - - - - M/P 

Wall    M M M Py M 

General 

Sweepable 

S/T     SO M Py M/P 

Wall      M Py M 

Residual        - - 

Free         - 

 

However, the symmetry of the interface is not a valid assumption in the case where multiple 

sweep-able bodies are connected by their source and target faces. In the example of Figure 

4-3, a sweep-able body with a sub-mappable wall face is decomposed into a sequence of 

simpler sweep-able bodies, which need to share the same sweeping direction to avoid 

incompatible meshes. This issue is addressed by traversing and identifying chains of sweep-

able bodies to define a different set of meshing attributes to store the sequence for successive 

meshing (see SO mesh control in Table 4-1).  

 

Figure 4-3. Sequence of sweep-able bodies, only one source face must be quad meshed. 

The problem can also be reduced based on the decomposition rules, since some configurations 

will never occur given the decomposition strategy used (void cells in Table 4-3 and Table 

4-4). For example, two residual regions cannot share a face in our decomposition process, as 

this configuration would be automatically detected and removed by merging the two regions, 

resulting in a single residual region.  
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The classification of interfaces based on meshing strategies is important to ensure that the 

most relevant meshing controls will be applied to the decomposed model. This allows all the 

information identified during the pre-processing to be used toward generating a fit for analysis 

mesh, by automatically propagating and tailoring simple user-defined parameters (target AR, 

number through thickness and default size) to each individual cell. 

4.2.4 Constraints and flow of elements  

The principal challenge to achieve a structured hex mesh from a decomposed model is to 

ensure that individual sub-regions have compatible surface meshes at their interface and that 

the surface meshes are compatible with the meshing method of the sub-region. These 

requirements impose certain constraints on the different mesh controls identified for the faces 

and edges of a region.  

 Sweeping: Each wall face needs to be map-meshed, while source faces are obtained 

by either mapping or paving. 

 Mapping: opposite pairs of edges in a logically 4-sided face must have the same 

number of intervals. A mapped face has two pairs of opposite edges, resulting in two 

independent equality constraints. They are formulated as follows: 

 ∑ 𝑥𝑖 
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ

= ∑ 𝑥𝑖 
𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ

 (4-1) 

 ∑ 𝑥𝑖 
𝑤𝑒𝑠𝑡

= ∑ 𝑥𝑖  
𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡

 (4-2) 

 Paving: Paving algorithms for quad mesh generation impose that for each loop of 

edges, the sum of the intervals is even  [93]. As a result, all the edges bounding a 

paved face are constrained. The constraint is formulated as follows for each loop of 

edges on a face: 

 ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝

= 2𝑘;   𝑘 ∈ ℕ (4-3) 

Sub-mapping constraints, for quad meshes of more-than-4-sided faces are processed as 

mapping constraints where the decomposition history and analysis attributes stored in the CDS 

can be queried to inform which edges of the face must be grouped into pairs of opposite edges. 

For example, for any wall face of a swept region which needs a mapped mesh, sets of opposite 

edges are identified since they also bound the source or target face. Similarly, edges sharing 

the same host entity can be grouped in sets of opposite edges. This makes use of the virtual 

topology hierarchy stored during the decomposition. 
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The Figure 4-4 shows how the number of element divisions flow across a decomposed model 

by following paving and mapping constraints. 

 

Figure 4-4. Mesh constraints and resulting mesh structure. 

Additional constraints can also be specified by the user, either as a desired number of interval 

division or as a fixed target number. Some pre-processing reasoners can also add constraints 

on the edges. For example, when using cyclic symmetry decomposition (see section 3.5.1), 

periodic boundary conditions need to be created on master segments to ensure that they can 

be patterned to rebuild the full mesh. Periodic boundary conditions state that the mesh 

topology and node distribution on each cyclic interface must be identical. When cross-field 

decompositions are used on source faces of sweepable regions (see section 3.3.1), a semi-

structured mesh is obtained and irregular nodes are introduced. In that case, the face is 

effectively decomposed into 4-sided faces with 4 corners and can be treated as a mapped face. 

For the model to be meshable, a set of edge division numbers that satisfy all the meshing 

constraints must be identified. This can be done using integer programming, as described in 

the section 4.2.5. 

4.2.5 Interfaces and transition zones 

Because of the structure of the hex meshed regions, large features can often map to small 

features. This results in important element size variation between regions. In Figure 4-5, the 

thin-sheet region in the middle has small element dimensions through its thickness that 

propagate to neighbour regions. This is equivalent to the source-wall configuration shown in 

Figure 4-2. This problem can be alleviated at the meshing stage by increasing the angle 

tolerance on mapped faces and modifying the distribution of nodes on edges. However, if the 

difference of size in certain configurations is too large (e.g. one order of magnitude) and the 

mapping constraint associated is too constraining (i.e. can result in a very dense mesh 

propagating throughout the model), it needs to be corrected with a transition zone. 
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Figure 4-5. Bias applied on node placement help smearing small element edge length. 

Interfaces between thin regions with high aspect ratio hex elements and residual regions with 

isotropic tet elements also have to accommodate large size variations. The pyramid elements 

used to ensure a conformal mesh is obtained at these interfaces are prone to poor quality 

elements, since the pyramid elements have to be stretched. In some cases, these elements can 

fail quality tests, making the mesh unusable (see Figure 4-6).  

 

Figure 4-6. Excessive aspect ratio on thin regions can make pyramid transition elements fail. (a) aspect ratio 

=5, (b) aspect ratio =1, (c) failed element. 

This problem can be alleviated by inserting transition zones on the source faces of swept 

regions. The boundary edges connecting two regions that have large size differences are offset 

to define a region where the constraints on mesh structure can be relaxed. In Figure 4-7, 

explicit transition zones (in red) are automatically inserted by offsetting edges connecting 

source faces of thin-sheets to regions with a different aspect ratio. Edges suitable for offsetting 

are identified by checking local connectivity in the CDS, or during the optimisation of meshing 

constraints when the ratio between the solution for the division number and the initial division 

number assigned to an edge is an order of magnitude or more.  
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Figure 4-7.  Decomposition (left), corresponding transition zones by offset in red (middle) and resulting mesh 

(right). Transition are inserted on the side of the interface where it is easier to localise the change of size, here 

the swept hex mesh. 

The transition regions enable irregular nodes to be inserted that can redirect the flow of 

elements and refine the mesh locally. The offset distance is inherited from the target size for 

elements and the desired growth ratio.  Various combination of singular nodes can be used 

within the transition region, such as the refinement templates presented in [72] and [73] (see 

section 1.4.3). These templates ensure that the structure and constraints for the rest of the 

source face mesh are maintained. Transitions can also be inserted once the actual mesh has 

been generated. In the case where the transition is identified after the constraints have been 

identified, edges created by the offset operation inherit the division number from the original 

edge and a new division number is identified using a local integer program. If no feasible 

solution can be found, the complete integer program is started from scratch to identify a 

compatible number of divisions for both the offset edge and its original edge. Triangular 

elements can also be inserted to facilitate the transition, resulting in prismatic elements being 

generated in the 3D mesh.  

This last approach needs considerable topological modifications in the CDS. The offset tool 

used in the CAD model can create robustness issues, depending on the nature of the offset. 

Therefore, apart from simple cases where offsetting operations are applied to mainly 

orthogonal boundaries like that in Figure 4-7, the explicit definition of transition zones 

remains a challenge for future research. 

4.3 Meshing attribute assignment and optimisation 

Once all the mesh controls have been identified, all the meshing attributes associated have to 

be optimised to identify a set of values that conform to all the constraints stemming from the 

meshing methods. 
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4.3.1 Problem formulation 

The meshing attribute related to the number of interval divisions (number of elements) on an 

edge are used to formulate a linear integer program and solved [93]. This is achieved in four 

steps:  

i) The problem is initialised by finding the number of variables in the problem and 

how they should be processed (soft-set or hard-set);  

ii) Each edge is assigned an initial number of divisions, or goal, based upon the 

geometric properties and meshing attributes of the owning body as shown in 

section 4.3.2;  

iii) The constraints which control how the sizing propagates throughout the model 

are extracted from the interface information in the database and processed 

according to the mesh controls listed in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4;  

iv) The problem is solved and the results are filtered to remove unrealistic constraints 

from the model before adding them to the meshing recipe stored in the CDS. The 

aim of the optimisation is to identify a set of intervals as close as possible to the 

targets, while ensuring all divisions throughout the model are compatible. 

4.3.2 Initialisation and goals 

In classic meshing approaches, a user often defines a target global size and manually applies 

mesh controls in order to obtain a suitable mesh. Edges are assigned either a goal (soft-set) or 

a required (hard-set) number of intervals. Other sizing parameters are left to the discretion of 

the software. These often prove to be too coarse at first, as they fail to take into account 

geometrical stress concentration region and neighbour body constraints. 

In the proposed approach, all the mesh controls attributes (element size, number of elements 

on edges) are automatically initialised from the attributes identified at the previous stage 

(Table 4-2 and Table 4-1), general mesh requirements on aspect ratio or from best practice 

(i.e. three linear elements through thin wall to accurately model the stress distribution). The 

different mesh controls for edges shown in Table 4-1 are processed as follows (see Figure 4-8 

for examples): 

 HS: Required numbers of divisions assigned to wall edges of thin-sheet regions to 

ensure that a fixed number of linear elements are used through the thickness. Hard-

sets are defined as an equality constraint on edges.  

 L: Size metrics identified for the source faces of thin-sheet regions are propagated to 

their bounding edges and converted into goals (N) as shown in Figure 4-9. The target 

element size s for a source face is defined by a target aspect ratio AR for the element 

and the aspect ratio of the region ARts, in order to avoid over-stretched elements or 
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overly large elements. For edges connecting two adjacent source faces, the densest 

goal is kept to avoid elements with an excessive aspect ratio on the thin-sheet with the 

highest ARts.  

 L*: Long-slender element sizes on wall edges are obtained from adjacent thin-sheets 

when available or based on their aspect ratio otherwise. 

 G: Any other dimension (G), mostly on isotropic bodies (residual and general 

sweepable), is defined by the minimum between the length of the smallest edge of the 

sub-region and a default size value set by the user. This avoids creating unnecessary 

small elements that would affect the time step of a transient analysis or very large 

element size on small features. Since no goal are assigned to these edges, the value G 

is used as default in case no value is inherited through constraints.  

 T: Edges bounding pyramid element type or large size transitions (T) can be either 

offset or receive a modified goal, in order to limit the aspect ratio of the pyramid 

transition elements or poor quality hex elements. 

 

 

Figure 4-8. Mesh controls assigned to the analysis model. 

In the linear integer program, a variable is defined for each edge with a mesh control assigned, 

but only the edges with goals are optimised. Edges without goals ensure that different 

constraints propagate properly through the model and will inherit their number of divisions 

through the constraint. For example, bounding edges of the target face of a thin-sheet will 

have the same division number as the corresponding edges on the source face. 
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Figure 4-9. Flowchart for identifying interval division goals. 

4.3.3 Objective function and constraints 

The constraints associated with the meshing methods identified in section 4.2.4 are first 

translated into constraints between variables in the integer-programming problem using the 

equations (4-1) to (4-3), in order to ensure conformity and good mesh structure. In particular, 

paving constraints require the introduction of an extra variable for each loop of edges 

bounding paved faces according to equation (4-3). Structured mapped mesh constraints can 

be identified on the source faces in order to improve the overall structure of the mesh, but this 

can create issues since small element size can propagate through the entire model because of 

the mesh structure. In order to avoid this, any mapping or sub-mapping constraints with overly 

different goals are replaced with paving constraints. While it is a more flexible constraint than 

mapping, paving constraints can sometimes adversely affect the convergence time of the 

integer-programming problem, when many paved faces are connected to each other. 

At this stage, the CDS contains a meshing recipe with initial guesses for division numbers, 

and all the constraints between intervals have been identified. Hence, the linear problem can 

be defined and the LPSolve solver [114] is used to optimise the intervals. Any solution that 

meets all the constraints is sufficient to generate a mesh, though the mesh quality could be 

very poor. Therefore, it is important to choose an objective function, which will lead to better 

mesh quality. In our case, the difference to the goal is minimised after weights have been 

applied to encourage denser meshes [92].  
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The objective function is defined by equations (4-4) and (4-5) as follow: 

• Minimize the difference ∆𝑖 of the variable 𝑥𝑖 to a pre-set goal 𝑁𝑖 

 |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑁𝑖| = ∆𝑖 (4-4) 

• Linearize the constraints 

 |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑁𝑖| = 𝐷𝑖 + 𝑑𝑖 (4-5) 

• Variables 𝐷𝑖 ≥ 0 and 𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0 are the positive respectively negative difference 

to the goal 

• With  𝐷𝑖 ≥ 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑁𝑖  and 𝑑𝑖 ≥  − 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑁𝑖 

• Apply weights 𝑤𝑖 and 𝑊𝑖 to 𝑑𝑖 respectively 𝐷𝑖 (weight values are taken from [92]) 

 𝑤𝑖 =
1.2

𝑁𝑖−1
 and 𝑊𝑖 =  

1

𝑁𝑖
 (4-6) 

• Objective function:  

 Minimise ∑𝑊𝑖𝐷𝑖 +  𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑖 (4-7) 

 

The weights given in equation (4-6) are inversely proportional to the goals, meaning that 

reducing the difference to the goal for curves with larger goals will be more effective in 

reducing the objective function. 

In the eventuality that the linear program is over-constrained, with no feasible solution, the 

constraints can be relaxed by inserting transition zones or swapping mapping methods for 

paving methods on problematic faces. 

Once the meshing recipe has been established, it can either be used to refine the analysis 

topology by collapsing edges with zero division numbers or by introducing transition regions 

to account for high gradients of element size. Otherwise, the meshing recipe is used to inform 

the automatic meshing tool. 

4.3.4 Meshing recipe reasoner 

The meshing recipe reasoner is used to automatically process the meshing strategies attached 

to the various sub-regions, along with generic parameters related to element quality objectives, 

to generate a meshing recipe.  Figure 4-10 gives an example of how it identifies the meshing 

recipe for a simple sweepable model within the automatic meshing workflow. 
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Figure 4-10. Meshing strategies are converted into a meshing recipe by the reasoner. 

The meshing strategies assigned to individual sub-regions are first processed as described in 

section 4.2 in order to infer meshing strategies for faces and especially on interfaces. In the 

example in Figure 4-10, the paving meshing method is identified on the source and target faces 

while wall faces are identified as mappable, from the sweep meshing strategy assigned to the 

cell. In turn, the meshing attributes for each meshing method are identified to form the mesh 

controls as detailed in Table 4-1. In this example, target element size attributes s1 and s2 are 

created for each paved face since the number of division on the exterior is insufficient to 

constrain un-structured meshes and each edge receives a number of divisions ni. These 

attributes are initialised using the analysis variable associated to the different meshing 

strategy, given in Table 4-2, and the edge length information stored in the CDS. 

After the constraints associated to mapping and paving methods are identified and processed 

to generate an optimisation problem, a set of compatible values for the meshing attributes is 

then identified using the linear program. Once the size on face variables are updated from 

division numbers assigned to edge variables, the definition of the meshing recipe is complete 

and is stored in the CDS. 
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Figure 4-11. Meshing strategies processing propagate sizing between connected regions. (a) pad with imprints, 

(b) virtually decomposed model, (c) analysis model and (d) mesh with thin-sheet strategy driving the sizing of 

connected regions. 

Figure 4-11 shows another simple example of the application of the meshing recipe reasoner. 

A pad with imprints on the top face is virtually decomposed into one thin-sheet, one long-

slender and one sweepable region. All the faces are identified as mappable after the meshing 

strategies have been processed. The edge e1 in Figure 4-11 (b) connects the 3 regions and 

therefore can have two different mesh controls assigned following Table 4-3. It can either be 

assigned a soft number of divisions based on the long-slender region (L*) that can be 

optimised, or a fixed number of divisions based on the thin-sheet region (HS). In this work, 

the priority is given to constraints stemming from thin-sheet regions, to benefit from the 

anisotropy. In the same way, the long-slender region inherits its sizing in the sweep direction 

from the thin-region, and the target aspect ratio of the elements compared to the target ratio of 

the long-region defines the element size on the source face. Finally, the mesh on the sweepable 

region is fully defined from the connected thin-sheet and long-slender regions, as shown in 

Figure 4-11 (d). In this example, all the dimensions of the mesh are identified using the 

division number through the thickness of the thin-sheet and target aspect ratio for the elements 

defined by the user, without using the default element size parameter. The ability to identify 

mesh sizing automatically using the information (e.g. anisotropy or aspect ratio of a region) 

created initially to guide the decomposition is a direct benefit of improved data management 

and integration in the VT framework. 

4.4 Meshing recipe update 

In situations where a meshing recipe already exists in the CDS, it can be updated through the 

meshing recipe reasoner to accommodate local refinements (defined either manually or 

automatically), transition zones, change of meshing strategy or even design modifications. 
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Quality metrics available after the mesh has been generated can be fed back to the meshing 

reasoner and used to improve the meshing recipe locally. 

Mesh controls that are associated with all the modified entities are removed from the existing 

meshing recipe, and the entities that are at the interface between the valid part of the mesh and 

the modified part are identified to help constrain the problem. A new local integer program is 

formulated to define the appropriate number of divisions on new and modified edges. The 

updated goals are derived from the original ones by applying a refinement factor, or using the 

constraints associated with the refinement templates shown in [72]. A variable is inserted for 

each interface edge, with its current division number value fixed to ensure compatibility with 

the rest of the mesh. The objective function is defined as in section 4.3.3 and the integer 

program is solved in the same way as previously. 

In the case where no feasible solution can be identified, the interface entities are classified as 

modified. The modification is propagated through the constraints associated with these 

interfaces entities and new interfaces are identified with the unperturbed regions of the model. 

In the worst-case scenario, the meshing recipe has to be completely re-generated. Once the 

meshing recipe has been updated, the mesh can be updated either by modifying mesh controls 

in the environment where the mesh has been generated, or by using re-meshing techniques as 

described in section 5.7. 

4.5 Mesh generation 

Once the model has been pre-processed within the virtual topology framework and a meshing 

recipe has been identified, all the information necessary to generate a mesh is available in the 

CDS and the CAD model. This sub-section describes the tool used to generate an analysis 

model that can be meshed and a meshing reasoner that applies the meshing recipe to this 

model. 

4.5.1 Generating the analysis model 

At this stage, the pre-processed model exists only as an analysis topology stored in the CDS 

and the associated virtual geometry curves in the CAD environment. In order to integrate with 

existing meshing tools, an explicit geometric representation of the model is required so that a 

CAE package can identify nodes and create elements.  Therefore, the analysis topology needs 

to be converted into a geometrically decomposed model that can be used for meshing. The 

first step is to create a copy of the CAD file, to ensure that the original file will not be altered 

by the process. This copy is automatically associated to the original version in the virtual 

topology framework. The geometric decomposition tool is then used to apply the different 

virtual operations recorded in the CDS during the pre-processing of the model. The output of 
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the geometric decomposition tool is the geometric analysis model, which has a topology that 

matches the analysis topology contained in the CDS. 

The B-Rep of the model is first de-featured by removing fillets and holes that have been 

virtually removed in the analysis topology. This operation is automated using the functionality 

available in the hosting CAD environment through its API, but can also use an external CAD 

environment.  

Virtual geometry curves are then used to explicitly create all the virtual parasite faces 

generated during the decomposition process. The new faces created and their edges are 

labelled according to their virtual counterpart in the CDS, and virtual geometry curves are 

removed. Depending on the modelling kernel used, tracking attributes can be assigned to the 

different entities before geometric operations are performed. These attributes propagate to 

entities edited or generated after split operations and facilitate the identification of the resulting 

subsets. The parasite faces are then grouped into connected sets based on the interfaces 

between sub-regions and sewed together to make them usable for CAD geometry splits, see 

Figure 4-12 (b). These sets of parasite faces are used to iteratively extract individual sub-

regions, to obtain the decomposed analysis model as shown in Figure 4-12 (c). 

 

Figure 4-12. (a) Virtually processed model, (b) explicit parasite faces and (c) geometrically decomposed model. 

Once the analysis model has been decomposed, the new bodies created need to be associated 

with the virtual subsets contained in the CDS. This is done using a bottom-up approach using 

geometric identifiers such as the coordinates of vertices and edge mid-points, then propagating 

from edges to faces and bodies using boundary/bounded topological relationships. All this 

information exists in the CDS. Entities that are not matching the one contained in the analysis 

topology of the CDS indicates that the hard-geometry split operation has introduced 

unnecessary entities such as sliver faces or redundant vertices. These can be removed using 

merging operations either in the CAD environment when available, or in the CAE 
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environment. In the case where the geometric decomposition is done in an environment that 

only supports manifold representations, all the entities at interfaces between body will be 

duplicated and will be matched twice against the analysis topology entities. They have the 

exact same geometry and receive the same label, so interface entities can be associated 

automatically once in the non-manifold meshing environment. 

In the cases where only parts of the model need to be decomposed and meshed (local re-

meshing, cyclic symmetry meshing), only the sub-regions of interest can be extracted without 

having to decompose the whole model. This is especially useful when the model needs to be 

locally re-meshed, as described in section 5.7.2. Only the parasite faces corresponding to the 

interfaces of the bodies of interest are created and used to split the model. The bodies of 

interest are then identified and the remaining bodies are removed from the analysis model to 

facilitate manipulations. The residual region in Figure 4-13 (c) can be extracted without having 

to extract the adjacent thin-sheet and long slender regions first. It has all the appropriate 

imprints from neighbouring regions and therefore can be treated independently. 

 

Figure 4-13. (a) virtually decomposed model, (b) parasite faces of the residual regions created and sewed and (c) 

extracted residual with imprints. 

Once the analysis model has been decomposed and tagged appropriately, it is transferred to a 

CAE environment for meshing. The CAD model is often converted to a polygonal 

representation (faceted), which is the case when using the Siemens NX software in this work. 

Geometrical defects and duplicated interfaces resulting from manifold partitions are 

automatically removed by the tool to ensure a conformal mesh will be generated. After this 

step, the analysis model is complete and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

non-manifold representation in the CAE and the analysis topology contained in the CDS.  

4.5.2 Applying Mesh controls 

After the analysis model has been finalised, the meshing reasoner is used to apply the meshing 

recipe and generate the mesh. The first step is to apply all the mesh controls for edges 
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identified in the meshing recipe. Most controls have meshing attributes that constrain the total 

number of nodes on edge. Some controls constrain the explicit distribution of the nodes using 

bias functions, in order to ensure that the nodes verify external constraints or to smear small 

element sizes. The actual discretisation of the edge is done when generating the surface 

meshes. 

Once the mesh controls have been applied, all the interfaces are surface meshed to ensure that 

a compatible mesh will be obtained. Wall faces of swept regions are mappable and are meshed 

first, Figure 4-14 (b), since the mesh is fully defined by the number of elements on the edges. 

Long slender and sweepable regions can have interfaces that are also source or target faces in 

the case of a chain of sweepable regions. In that case, these interfaces need to have a matching 

topology for the sweep mesh to succeed. These source and target faces are ordered to identify 

a sequence of source faces. The first source face (which may not be an interface) is meshed 

first, Figure 4-14 (c), and the mesh is then mapped to each interface in the sweep sequence, 

Figure 4-14 (d). Having an explicit definition of the interface mesh between each body is 

necessary to ensure that all the sweep operations will be compatible, as all the nodes and 

elements are defined. It facilitates the manipulation of the finished mesh while also opening 

the way for parallelisation of 3D meshing, e.g. interfaces can be meshed first and the resulting 

volume meshes can then be meshed in parallel. 

 

Figure 4-14. Interface meshing for chain of sweepable bodies. (a) decomposed analysis model, (b) mappable 

interfaces are meshed first, (c) source face for the sequence of sweepable region is paved, (d) source mesh is 
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mapped onto each interface in the sequence. Note that splitting cylindrical faces is necessary to guide the sweeping 

and align source and target meshes. 

The 3D mesh is generated by applying the meshing method associated with each sub-region 

in the meshing recipe. At the beginning, only interface meshes are defined, meaning that the 

location of most of the nodes of the mesh is not defined, only the number of nodes in structured 

regions. Therefore, the sub-regions with the most stringent structure requirement need to be 

meshed first to ensure a good quality mesh. Sweepable and long-slender regions that are part 

of a sequence are meshed first to ensure that the mesh structure of the source faces is reflected 

on the target faces, see Figure 4-15 (b-c-d). Mappable regions such as blocks are meshed, 

followed by sweepable regions. A 2D quad mesh is first generated on the source face of the 

sweep, Figure 4-15 (e), before the quad elements are swept to create hex elements, Figure 4-15 

(f). This allows more control over the structure of the mesh. Thin-sheets are meshed last as 

there is more freedom to position the nodes on the large source faces. Finally, unstructured 

regions are meshed, with tetrahedral elements being applied to residual regions. A layer of 

pyramid elements is inserted on the residual side of interfaces with structured meshes to ensure 

a conformal mesh is obtained. 

 

Figure 4-15. Meshing sequence for a simple component. (a) analysis model with meshed interfaces, (b-c-d) 

sweepable region swept in sequence, (e) source face of thin-sheet region and (f) final mesh. 

Once the mesh is finalised, potential transformations can be applied to pattern the mesh (e.g. 

in the case where cyclic symmetries have been identified) and material properties are 

automatically assigned to each individual sub-region. 
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4.5.3 Mesh Export 

Once the mesh is finalised, it is exported using a neutral format such as Nastran bulk data files 

(.bdf or .dat). These files can then be used in either the same CAE environment or a different 

one, to apply boundary condition and define a simulation job. In the mesh file, elements are 

grouped by sub-regions which are referenced in the CDS. This allows for simpler access and 

provides an equivalence between the mesh and the analysis topology model. Each element 

references the nodes it is connecting, while all the nodes are stored along with their coordinates 

in a section of the file. A different mesh file with a similar structure is also created to contain 

all the 2D interface meshes, since these are not exported to a solver. This referencing of 

elements enables the manipulation of the mesh on a sub-region basis, offering much more 

flexibility to update or adapt the mesh (see section 5.7). 

4.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has described a method to automatically identify a meshing recipe from a 

decomposed model and to generate a mesh from the analysis topology of a model. The main 

benefits of this method are: 

 The meshing recipe is generated from the CDS automatically, while anticipating the 

meshing constraints at the CAD level. 

 Important mesh metrics can also be inferred from meshing strategies and best 

practices for meshing. 

 The meshing recipe fully constrains the mesh, ensuring compatibility and order 

independence, as well as repeatability of the mesh. 

 The analysis model is automatically created from the analysis topology. 

 The mesh is generated without any user intervention. 

 Associativity is maintained between the design topology, analysis topology and 

mesh topology. 
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5. Updating analysis models upon design modification 

5.1 Introduction 

Whether numerical simulation tools are used as a means of validation or for simulation-driven 

design, most analysis models will need to be updated at some stage to reflect design variations. 

These design variations may be manual design changes or automatic perturbations dictated by 

an optimisation process. Increasing the level of detail when assessing preliminary or final 

configurations also requires the analysis model to be updated. In most cases, this task has to 

be done manually since the links between design and simulation models are difficult to 

maintain. These links include the mapping between the meshed model and the analysis 

topology. Design modifications can break the mapping between design and analysis entities, 

especially when the boundary topology of the B-Rep is altered. Although the automatic 

meshing strategy presented in chapters 2 to 4 could be used to regenerate analysis models from 

scratch, a much more efficient strategy would be to identify and propagate design variations 

on the CAD design down to the analysis model. This would allow large assembly models to 

be updated using localised mesh modifications. This chapter describes how the virtual 

topology framework is extended to map design modifications at a CAD level onto simulation 

models that have been generated using a virtual topology decomposition workflow. A re-

meshing workflow is first presented, followed by a method to localize both parametric and 

feature modifications from the CDS. Then, the update of the cellular model based on the 

meshing strategy of each cell is presented. Finally, the mesh update using local re-meshing 

and interface management is explained. 

5.2 Re-meshing workflow 

Updating a history-based parametric model within a CAD system requires topological entities 

to be mapped from the original design to the updated design, in order to reconstruct the B-Rep 

model [115]. For example, updating a length parameter associated with a feature in a CAD 

model might modify an edge to which a fillet feature was applied, hence the fillet feature will 

need to be updated accordingly. Since some modifications can create new entities and suppress 

others, it becomes very challenging to reconstruct the filleting feature if the link to the 

supporting edge has been lost. For example in Figure 5-1, a fillet feature (in red), created from 

a child edge of a separate removal feature, needs to be updated after moving the centreline (in 

blue) of the removal feature. Figure 5-1 (b-d) shows different possible revaluation of the 

BRep, depending on the geometrical references used to update the fillet.  The consequence of 

these robust mapping requirements is that any attempt to automatically update a simulation 

model after modifications to the design CAD model is very challenging. 
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Figure 5-1. (a) Block with half cylinder removed and fillet applied, (b) model after moving cylinder reference 

and re-evaluating the BRep, (c and d) alternative configuration after update. 

The virtual topology framework presented in chapter 2 maintains links between different 

representations of a model, especially between a CAD design model and a simulation model. 

These links can be used to map design modifications on the CAD model down to the 

simulation model. As a result, the virtual topology framework is suitable for defining an 

automatic workflow for handling design updates. 

In the case where the simulation model is using an analysis topology generated by a virtual 

topology workflow, the analysis topology can be updated to reflect design changes. The design 

model remains fully parametrised and can be updated within the native CAD environment 

using the construction tree of the model, which is not modified within the VT framework. 

Alternatively, updates can still be performed using direct geometry editing in the case of 

‘dumb’ design models. The cellular representation of the model is used to define mesh cells 

containing the mesh of each individual sub-regions. Interfaces between sub-regions are also 

assigned individual mesh cells containing a collection of the 2D elements and nodes created 

at each interface. This allows the final mesh to be updated locally and reduces drastically the 

expense of propagating a design update to the mesh. 

5.2.1 Design modification classification 

The first step towards the definition of a workflow capable of propagating design 

modifications applied to a product model is to identify the impact of such modifications on a 

simulation model generated using the virtual topology decomposition reasoners and tools. 

Changes to the CAD model can have various effects on its B-Rep. Decomposed cellular 

models have an increased number of boundary entities due to partitioning operations, which 

have been generated by interrogating the interactions between elements of the original 

boundary topology. Therefore, changing the original topology will often change the 

interactions that define the partitions, preventing the update of the decomposition. Figure 5-2 

shows an example of a CAD model undergoing various design modifications. Any design 

changes on a model can be classified into the following types: 
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- Topology only modifications, where the connectivity of the boundary representation 

is modified but not the shape. For example, introducing imprints on a face subdivides 

the face while the underlying surface geometry remains the same, e.g. imprinting the 

bold edge in Figure 5-2 (a). 

- Geometric only modifications, e.g. Figure 5-2 (b-c) where only the geometry of the 

design is modified but all topology remains unchanged. Another example is replacing 

a fillet with a chamfer of the same size. 

- Geometry and topology modifications, e.g. where features, such as bosses, fillets etc., 

are added or removed from a model, Figure 5-2 (d), or where a parametric perturbation 

results in an additional topology change (see section 5.3.5). 

 

Figure 5-2. Design modifications for a CAD model. (a) topological only modification after imprinting, (b-c) 

parametric modification and (d) feature modification (fillet removal). 

In order to update a model that has been decomposed within the VT framework, it is necessary 

to propagate the aforementioned modifications to the analysis topology. More specifically, the 

parasite entities used to virtually decompose the model must be modified where necessary 

(alongside their virtual geometry) in order to enable the mesh to be updated. In this work, 

design modifications can affect: 

- Only the analysis model geometry. In this case it is necessary to determine if the 

virtual geometry needs to be updated, e.g. in Figure 5-3 (c) where the change in part 

length L requires the now invalid virtual geometry (dashed red lines) to be morphed 

to the new model boundary. 

- Both the analysis topology and virtual geometry, e.g. feature modifications trigger 

geometric and topological modifications to the analysis model, such as removing the 

fillet in Figure 5-5. 
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Figure 5-3. (a) initial decomposition, (b) equivalent mesh-able model, (c) geometric change triggered by 

parametric modification and desired result. 

 

Figure 5-4. Only the analysis topology is modified, one edge has an invalid projection. 

If the parametric perturbation has modified the design topology, then the analysis topology is 

also modified, since the analysis topology is linked to the design topology through the history 

of the virtual topology operations applied. However, it is possible that the topological 

connectivity of parasite entities in the analysis topology can be modified without changing the 

design topology. For example, the thickness t of the bottom pad is increased in Figure 5-4 (b), 

resulting in parasite entities whose configuration is now altered. The two parasite faces were 
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not adjacent in the original decomposition, with a subset face f existing between them. 

However, in the updated decomposition, Figure 5-4 (c), they now share a common edge (in 

dashed bold). This common edge needs to be projected to the opposite face to recreate the 

correct parasite face, which results in a new subset face f’ being inserted. These changes can 

be subtle but will have a profound impact on updating the mappings required to update the 

mesh automatically and can drastically change the downstream mesh topology and the 

meshing recipe definition. 

 

Figure 5-5. Topological modification triggered by fillet removal. 

For all the design modifications presented in Figure 5-3 to Figure 5-5, the design update is not 

propagated to the virtual geometry entities, since they are disconnected from the model. In 

some configurations, such as the case in Figure 5-3, the intuitive approach to update the 

decomposition is to re-project virtual geometry curves on their host entities. This can be done 

since the topology has not changed, hence only the virtual geometry underlying the analysis 

topology needs to be updated. In Figure 5-4 (c), the dashed edge needs to be projected to the 

adjacent boundary in order to extract a valid thin-sheet. Since the objective of identifying the 

thin-sheet region is to identify a hex-meshing strategy for this region, the projection 

relationship between edges must respect the mapped mesh constraint on the face (wall face) 

bounded by the edges, as the number of element on one edge need to project to the opposite 

edge for the sweep-meshing to be successful. In the case shown in Figure 5-5, the intuitive 

way of updating the decomposition is to project the new edge inserted after removing the fillet 

(bold in Figure 5-5 (b)) on the face where the edges removed during the design change were 

originally projected, following the black arrows. This implies that the mapping constraint 

between edges needs to be updated even in the case where some entities are removed. The 

benefit of the analysis and design topology links, virtual topology history and meshing scheme 

definitions being stored in the CDS is that the different mapping updates required can be 

inferred from the previous relationships. 
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Figure 5-6. Analysis topology before and after design modification for various configurations, with explicit 

parasite faces in shades of grey. 
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Although there is an infinite number of possible modifications for a given design, the 

aforementioned classifications and meshing strategy considerations can be used to identify 

which strategy is the best for the most relevant occurrences. Figure 5-6 is a flowchart for 

sorting a wide range of geometric and topological configurations for decomposition updates 

that can arise upon design modification, with virtual parasite faces shown in shades of grey 

for visualisation. The questions in the diamonds corresponds to the queries that need to be 

carried out to identify whether the design topology has changed, whether the analysis model 

has changed and whether the decomposition can still be used for meshing. Some 

configurations are easy to update, e.g. for a purely geometric update where both the boundary 

topology and virtual geometry have not changed. However, the top configuration is very 

challenging to update, as the bottom host face on which the boss edges were projected has 

become two unconnected faces due to the extension of the pocket. Beyond the persistent 

naming problem which implies that the mapping between the original face and the new faces 

is not straightforward [15], additional queries are required to identify which one of the face 

should be use for re-projecting the parasite entities. 

The structure of this flowchart can be used to define the scope of applications for an automatic 

updating workflow, as well as providing the basic structure of the algorithm to ensure its 

flexibility. Although only design changes involving geometrical modifications are used to 

illustrate the workflow, topological only modifications are handled in the same way. 

5.2.2 Workflow for propagating design modifications 

In order to update a virtually decomposed model after a design modification automatically, an 

updating workflow must be able to:  

 Identify the geometric and/or topological changes resulting from a design update. 

 Reflect design amendments on the analysis model by mapping the virtual topology 

relationships stored when generating the initial decomposition and the virtual 

geometry to the updated design model. 

 Update the meshing strategies identified during the initial decomposition and ensure 

they remain valid. 

 Minimize the computational expense of updating the mesh by re-using as many 

existing elements as possible. This includes re-using interface meshes to help localise 

the changes. 

 Maintain mesh quality after update. 
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These requirements can be met by extending the virtual topology framework described in the 

section 2.5 with four additional reasoners integrated into a decomposition update workflow, 

as shown in Figure 5-7. The input of the workflow is a CAD model whose design has been 

altered, the CDS associated with the initial decomposition and neutral format mesh files. The 

output is an updated virtual decomposition and an updated mesh. 

 

Figure 5-7. Re-meshing workflow. 

The ‘update decomposition’ reasoner is the key enabler for automatically updating 

decomposed models. This reasoner identifies the design modifications by comparing the 

updated CAD model topology with the topology of the original CAD model contained in the 

CDS. This enables the various entities composing the model to be classified as described in 

section 5.3. These entities are then processed following the flowchart in Figure 5-8 to update 

the decomposition. This flowchart has a switch structure based on the classification described 

in section 5.2.1 to define a single process for handling the configurations presented in Figure 

5-6. After the design modifications have been identified, the original topology in the CDS is 

updated, which enables the identification of modifications at the analysis topology level. 

Mapping constraints inferred from hex-meshing strategies are then checked to ensure that the 

meshing strategies are still valid and to inform the update of virtual geometry. The virtual 

decomposition history can be mapped to the new design by checking if all the virtual geometry 

entities geometrically lie within their hosts. More details on the update of original and analysis 

topology are given in section 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. Finally, decomposition reasoners can 

be applied locally to process new residual regions or to update regions with an invalid meshing 

strategy, as described in section 5.6. 
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Figure 5-8. Geometry and topology update workflow. 

The second reasoner of the re-meshing workflow presented in Figure 5-7 is used to process 

the updated meshing strategies to update the meshing recipe. It identifies meshing constraints 

from the interfaces between valid sub-regions and sub-regions that need to be re-meshed, to 

ensure a fully conformal mesh will be obtained. The definition of a localised mesh recipe is 

described in section 5.6.3. 

The third reasoner is used to re-mesh the model locally, by first extracting the region to re-

mesh geometrically, then mapping interface nodes from valid parts of the mesh and finally 

generating new elements.  

The last reasoner is used to read the existing mesh file and remove deprecated mesh cells so 

that updated mesh cells can be inserted. It then merges the new mesh file with the existing 

mesh file to produce the updated version of the mesh. Modification of the mesh files is carried 

out independently from any CAE package. These steps are detailed further in section 5.7. 

The structure of this workflow is suitable for the mesh types being used in this work, with the 

relationships stored within the CDS making automation possible. However, individual 

analysts may decide a different structure or ordering may be better suited to different models, 

or the requirements of their analysis.  
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5.3 Tracking parametric and feature modifications 

The CDS contains a representation of both the original design topology (independently from 

the CAD environment) and the analysis topology. Therefore, the CDS is not automatically 

updated after a design modification. The comparison of the original topology stored in the 

CDS with the new design topology in the CAD defines how the model has been modified. 

Then, the process of updating the original topology in the CDS can be used to inform the 

update of the analysis topology, as the virtual topology relationships required to transform one 

into the other are also stored in the CDS. 

All entities in the original topology and the analysis topology are linked to those in the 

CAD/CAE environment through the both a name attribute (i.e. a unique identifier assigned to 

entities in the geometric kernel) and geometrical key points (see section 2.3.1). Both identifiers 

are necessary, as structured interrogation of them allows the geometric and topological 

modifications to the design to be determined as outlined in the following sub-sections. Once 

modified entities have been identified, each entity is mapped to an entity in the analysis 

topology through a series of VT relationships and topological queries. This allows the 

modifications to be identified and the entities of the analysis topology to be classified into 

modified, original, deprecated and new entities, as described in this subsection. 

Ideally, classification should be carried out from lower dimension entities to higher dimension 

entities. This is because any modifications to the boundaries of an entity will propagate to the 

entity, while an entity can be modified without having its boundaries modified (e.g. a circular 

edge can become a line while keeping the same bounding vertices). While some CAD 

packages offer the ability to attach name attributes to vertices, other packages (including the 

Siemens NX modeller used in this work) have not implemented this capability. Coordinates 

used as geometric attributes are not enough to classify vertices in the absence of a name 

attribute, as a design change can move a vertex to the location of a different vertex that is also 

modified. However, the matching of the geometric attribute for edges includes checking the 

coordinates of both the mid-point and the bounding vertices in this work. Therefore, the edge 

classification is based on the vertex classification, but with extra mid-point attribute 

identification. In this implementation, edges are classified first, so that vertex classification 

can be guided by the classification of the edges they bound. Then, faces and bodies are 

classified. 
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5.3.1 Edge classification 

 

Figure 5-9. a) Original decomposition, b) the decomposition is not updated after a fillet insertion c) original 

entities classification and d) analysis entities classification. 

After parametric or feature modification, all the original edge entities in the CAD model are 

compared to the ones stored in the CDS and classified as follows: 

- Original edge: If both the name and geometric attributes match, then it is assumed that 

the edge has not been modified (black edges in Figure 5-9 (c)). 

- Modified edge: if the name is matched but not the geometric attributes, it is assumed 

that the edge has moved and is modified (purple edge in Figure 5-9 (c)). 

- New edge: Edge from the CAD model that is not matched to one in the CDS is 

assumed to be a new edge (red edges in Figure 5-9 (c)). 

- Deprecated edge: Edge from the design topology in the CDS not matched to entities 

in the updated CAD model is assumed to be deprecated (edge e1 in Figure 5-9 (a)).  

After adding the fillet, the two faces bounded by e1 are now bounded by two new edges. 

However, some CAD systems will create just one new edge and reuse e1 as the name attribute 

for the other. In normal workflows, this would prevent the automatic update of analysis 

models. Since e1 was previously bounding two faces in the original model that are not 

connected in the updated model, e1 is classified as deprecated to avoid any ambiguity in the 
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name attribute assignment. This is an example of how the topological connectivity of the 

original model is used to help identify modifications. 

New edges in the CAD model are grouped by the faces they bound, by querying the CAD 

model topology. This will be used later to simplify the identification of candidate for updating 

face topologies. Face tags that do not exist in the database help identify new CAD faces. 

At this stage in the process, only the modifications to the design model have been identified. 

If only the geometric attributes of edges have changed, the geometry has changed and is 

updated as described in section 5.4. Otherwise, new or missing edges indicates that the original 

topology has changed. Further classification is required to identify modified, new and 

deprecated parasite entities in order to update the analysis topology.  

Analysis topology modifications are inferred by their connectivity with original entities. For 

example in Figure 5-9, the parasite face pf1 connected to the modified edge e2 is classified as 

modified, and the mesh-mapping constraint on pf1 indicates that the opposing edge pe1 of the 

edge e2 is also modified (purple in (Figure 5-9 (d)). In other words, because the region is 

sweepable e2 was mapped to pe1 due to the source and target meshing constraint, meaning 

that once e2 is modified then pe1 must be modified as well. This enables meshing constraints 

to be easily propagated to the updated topology. 

5.3.2 Vertex classification 

To accommodate the absence of name identifiers on vertices in the geometric kernel used in 

this work, the classification of vertices is assisted by the classification of the edges they bound. 

Vertices are classified as follow: 

- Original vertex: vertices that bound original edges, or modified edges if there are 

matching geometric attributes and topological connectivity (vertex v2 in Figure 5-9 

(a)). 

- Modified vertex: vertex bounding modified edges with consistent topological 

connectivity. 

- New vertex: vertices bounding a new edge that are not original or modified vertices 

(vertex v3 in Figure 5-9 (c)). 

- Deprecated vertex: vertices bounding deprecated edges or modified edges (vertex v1 

in Figure 5-9 (a)). 

For each vertex of a deprecated original edge, the list of other bounded edges is queried from 

the CDS. If at least two of these edges still exist and share the vertex in the new CAD design, 

the vertex is still existing, otherwise it is deprecated. In this last case, a new vertex is created 
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for each connected edge and connected edges are stored along with their relationship to the 

old and new vertex to update the design topology at a later stage. 

Analysis topology edges connected to the vertex are also checked and their relationship is 

stored. In the case where the vertex previously bounded a parasite or orphan edge aligned with 

the sweep direction of a region, the eventual parasite or orphan edge connected is identified 

as deprecated. Its bounding vertices are stored to attempt to identify any new parasite edges. 

This is because these edges link the source and target faces of swept regions and topological 

modification on one face can help identify analysis topology modification on the other face. 

For example, the orphan edge oe1 in Figure 5-9 (a) is classified as deprecated since the vertex 

v1 is deprecated, hence the parasite edge pe1 lying on face f2 is classified as modified, Figure 

5-9 (d). 

5.3.3 Face classification 

Topologically modified faces in both original design and analysis topology are identified 

based on their boundary entities. This is more computationally efficient since their geometric 

definition is more expensive to query. Identification of the geometric modifications of faces 

is kept for a later stage of the process, as it will be used to assess the validity of meshing 

strategies. Faces are classified as follows: 

- Original topology faces: Faces with all their bounding edges classified as original or 

modified. 

- Modified topology faces: Faces bounded by deprecated edges or disconnected 

modified edges (face f3 in Figure 5-9 (a)), hence the boundary definition is incomplete 

in the CDS and will need to be updated. 

- New faces: Faces with a new name attribute, bounded by new edges. These are 

identified after updating the original topology in the CDS (fillet face in Figure 5-9 

(c)). 

- Deprecated faces: Faces without enough valid edges for identification (all edges or all 

edges but one deprecated). 

Faces with an incomplete boundary definition are marked as open loops and stored as a 

sequence of edges, with all vertices bounding only one edge marked as open ends. Open loops 

appear when an original or a virtual edge is deprecated. Two modified edges bounded by a 

common deprecated vertex also identify an open loop, and the vertex is stored as a double 

open-end until it is replaced by the new vertices generated at each end of the modified edges. 

However, new parasite faces cannot be identified at this stage since the new parasite edges 

will be identified when updating the design topology (see section 5.4). 
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5.3.4 Body classification 

The original body classification is derived from the classification of its bounding entities. The 

analysis body classification is based on the virtual topology relationship along with original 

bodies and meshing strategies checks described in section 5.6.1. They are classified as follows: 

- Original body: Bodies with all their faces, edges and vertices classified as original. 

- Modified body: Analysis bodies bounded by modified entities that can be re-meshed. 

- Modified topology body: body with deprecated faces. The boundary of this body must 

therefore be closed by downstream operations. 

- Invalid body: Modified body with an invalid meshing strategy. Local interrogation 

can be performed in an attempt to identify a new meshing strategy. 

- New body: New original body with a name attribute not referenced in the CDS. 

- Deprecated body: Bodies with all their bounding entities removed. 

Modified volume subsets in the analysis topology can be preliminarily identified from the 

open loop faces in their boundaries. Further identification is done during the update of the 

analysis topology. Invalid bodies describe a set of modified bodies for which the meshing 

strategy has become invalid and is identified at a later stage (see section 5.6). These bodies 

are hence deprecated and will be merged to roll back the decomposition, enabling a local 

decomposition update to be performed if necessary. 

5.3.5 Case of split and merged entities 

In some configurations, design modifications can result in new entities having a geometric or 

topological definition closely related to modified or deprecated entities. This is the case when 

two entities are merged, or one is split, after a parametric perturbation, as shown in Figure 

5-10. In these instances, the classification of the entities can depend on the way name attributes 

are handled within the CAD modelling environment and the way it handles persistent naming 

problems described previously (top case in Figure 5-6). For the example in Figure 5-10, in the 

case of a merge operation in the Siemens NX environment, the superset entity obtained from 

e1 and e3 may inherit its name attribute from e3 while the name attribute of e1 is destroyed. 

Following the classification from sub-section 5.3.1, e3 is classified as modified while e1 is 

deprecated. However, the new boundary definition of e3 needs to include v1, which was 

originally bounding e1. If another geometric kernel is used that does not transfer name 

attributes for split and merge operation, such as Abaqus, both e1 and e3 would be classified 

as deprecated and a new edge would be created for the superset. Therefore, it is important to 

capture the link existing between the entities affected by split and merge operation, to facilitate 
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the update of the decomposition and ensure the result is independent from the modelling 

approach taken by the CAD package used. This process is described below. 

 

Figure 5-10. Merged and split edges after parametric modifications. 

Once all the entities from the updated design CAD have been classified, they are processed to 

identify potential merge and split relationships. Independently from which geometric kernel 

is used, there will be at least one entity classified as deprecated for each merge operation and 

at least one new entity for each split operation.  

Boundary entities of merged entities were bounding distinct entities before the merge 

operation. Potentially merged edges are identified by looking for deprecated edges having one 

vertex classified as original or modified, that bounds a new or modified edge whose other 

bounding vertex belongs to a deprecated or modified edge. In Figure 5-10, if e1 is deprecated, 

v1 is bounding e4, which is also bounded by v4, which in turns bounds e3. The relation 

between e1, e3 and e4 can then be stored to help the update of the model.  

Similarly, boundary entities of split entities were bounding a common entity before the split 

operation. Potentially split edges are identified by looking for new edges bounded by an 

original or modified vertex that bounds a deprecated or modified edge whose other vertex is 

connected to a new or modified edge. In Figure 5-10, if e5 is a new edge, it is bounded by v2, 

which bounded e2 in the original topology.  The edge e2 was also bounded by v3 which bounds 

e6.  

Split and merged face relationships are identified in the same way, using the classification of 

their boundary entities, except the edges that are merged or split. The example in Figure 5-11 

features both split and merged configurations where f1 and f3 are merged while f2 becomes 

two faces. Merged face relationships are then used to sort merged edges relationships and 

ensure no false positive is identified. Likewise, split edge relationships are sorted based on 

split face relationships. 
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Figure 5-11. Merged and split faces after parametric modifications. 

Split and merge relationships are necessary to provide the boundary information necessary to 

process new and topology-modified faces correctly. For example, the boundary definition of 

a new face that is the result of a merge operation can be inferred from the boundary entities of 

the two deprecated faces associated with the operation and the merged edges relationship.  

5.4 Original topology update 

Once all the entities in the original topology have been classified, they can be updated in the 

CDS to match the new design contained in the CAD model, according to the flowchart in 

Figure 5-8.  

Deprecated and new entities in the CAD model indicate that the design topology has been 

modified. In that case, all the deprecated entities are removed from the CDS using a simple 

SQL DELETE statement. Deprecated end vertices are matched against existing vertices and a 

new vertex entity is created if no valid vertex is found. Bounding/bounded relationships and 

relative orientations are updated in the original topology relation in the CDS. New edges and 

their vertices that are not matched by any existing vertex are added in the entity relation using 

simple SQL INSERT statements and the bounding/bounded relation between edges and 

vertices is added to both topology relations.  

In the case where all the entities are matched, without any deprecated or new entities, only the 

geometry has changed. The design topology can be updated by simply updating the 

geometrical attributes in the CDS. Mid-points of the modified original edges are updated in 

the entity relation of the CDS, along with the coordinates of modified vertices. Updating the 

topology before the geometry enables new entities to be sorted and avoids having the same 

geometric attribute for multiple entities. 

At this point, only the edges and vertices of the design topology are updated. Edges and 

vertices of the analysis topology need to be updated (in the next section) before updating the 

original face topology, since analysis topology faces are updated simultaneously with the 

original faces. The reason is that some new virtual edges can be identified when closing loops 

of edges on the face (see section 5.5.2). 
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5.5 Virtual geometry and analysis topology update 

The next step after the design modifications have been identified and classified is to update 

the virtual geometry and the topological connectivity of modified entities in the analysis 

topology, within the CDS. Deprecated virtual geometry vertices and edges are removed from 

the topological description.  

5.5.1 Virtual geometry update 

Modified original edges in the analysis topology have already been updated when updating 

the design topology. Here, the virtual geometry subset and parasite edges are updated by 

querying the entities that have been modified and propagating the changes from the host 

entities on which they are based. 

In situations where parasite edges have been modified, their virtual geometry needs to be 

updated. If a parasite edge is bounded by a vertex in the original topology, then a one-way 

projection is sufficient to capture the updated virtual geometry. End vertices which were 

projected to create parasite edges need to be re-projected, e.g. in Figure 5-12 (a), vertices A 

and B are created by projecting existing vertices to the original face f1 and edge e1 

respectively.  

A more complicated scenario arises when a modified parasite/orphan edge is bounded by two 

parasite vertices. In Figure 5-12 (b), which corresponds to the model in Figure 4-12, the 

vertices C and D are the result of the reciprocal projection between the original edges e2 and 

e3, hence a two-way projection is required. Point containment and corner angle information 

is used to check whether the projection has succeeded and the pair of vertices are stored to 

identify new potential parasite or orphan entities. If the projection has failed, parasite faces 

adjacent to the parasite edges bounded by the vertices are classified as deprecated and the 

connected bodies become invalid.  

 

Figure 5-12. Projection of parasite vertices. 
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All parasite vertices lying on modified edges and faces are also re-projected in order to update 

their coordinates. This checks the validity of subset edges and faces. Virtual geometry is used 

to assess the point containment of parasite vertices splitting parasite edges. Parasite face 

validity is inferred from the validity of their boundary entities. 

5.5.2 Modified faces topology update 

At this stage, all the necessary information is available to update the topology of faces with 

an incomplete boundary definition, or open loops. Design topology and analysis topology 

faces are updated at the same time, as updating the design topology to match the CAD 

topology will guide the update of the analysis topology. Suitable candidate edges to close open 

loops in the design topology are found in the list of new boundary edges that have been 

introduced in the updated design. Candidates for the original and parasite loops of the analysis 

topology include new boundary edges and new virtual geometry edges. Subset faces are 

updated using the relationships previously identified between edges and their bounded faces.  

Gaps in open loops are filled iteratively by adding candidate edges at the open-end vertices 

and updating the open end until another open end is found. The process terminates when all 

the open ends have been used and all the edges belong to closed loops. Since this method can 

handle several disconnected gaps in the boundary definition of the loop, both inner and outer 

loops can be processed. In particular, the outer loop can absorb a previous inner loop if a 

feature on the face is moved to its boundary (see Figure 5-19 for example, where the rod is 

moved to the boundary of the middle rib). Such drastic topological changes completely break 

any attempt to automatically update models within current commercial solutions. 

In the case of analysis topology, mapping information from the attached meshing strategy is 

used to identify matching loops between source and target faces and identify what entities can 

be projected to complete the opposite loops. This highlights the importance of the traceability 

between design topology, analysis topology and meshing attributes. For the modification 

shown in Figure 5-9, if a new edge is added in the loop of a source face for a thin-sheet region, 

this edge can be projected to identify a new parasite edge on the target face, Figure 5-13 (a). 

If the projection succeeds, then a parasite face is created, otherwise the thin-sheet meshing 

strategy needs to be reassessed.  

Once all the open loops have been closed, Figure 5-13 (b), leftover virtual geometry entities 

are traversed to identify the smallest loops and infer new parasite faces. The analysis bodies 

can then be updated and a valid topological representation of the analysis model is obtained, 

Figure 5-13 (c). The ability to identify and insert new partitioning faces to update the 

decomposition is a key enabler to process topological modifications within update workflows. 
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Most current methods are not robust to topological changes, making the analysis model and 

its mesh redundant.  

 

Figure 5-13. a) open edge loops are closed and new virtual entities are identified from sweeping constraints, b) 

open analysis loops are closed and c) updated decomposition. 

5.6 Meshing strategies update 

Since the main objective of the decomposition is to identify meshing strategies for hex 

meshing, checks are implemented after the analysis topology has been updated to make sure 

that the model can still be meshed automatically and that the quality of the mesh is maintained. 

These checks are also used to update the classification of bodies and identify invalid bodies. 

Invalid bodies are either assigned a generic tet-meshing strategy or decomposition reasoners 

are used to locally identify new hex-meshable regions. 

5.6.1 Meshing strategy checks 

The first step is to check whether the meshing constraints associated with the meshing strategy 

of each region are still valid. For example, wall faces of swept regions, such as face f3 in 

Figure 5-18 (a), need to remain mappable for the sweep mesh generation to be successful. This 

condition can be identified directly from the updated analysis topology relation contained in 

the CDS. 

Then, the quality of the geometry is checked to ensure that no elements with poor quality (see 

section 1.4.1) will be introduced because of the update. Angles are checked at vertices of each 

region with a hex-mesh strategy assigned to identify regions prone to generate skewed 

elements, as shown in Figure 5-14.  
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Figure 5-14. Design change introducing skewed elements. 

In some cases, a less constraining hex-meshing strategy can be inferred for a cell following 

these checks, as a block topology can become a sweepable region (the region with a small 

angle in Figure 5-14 can still be swept). Short edges that require a denser mesh at the expense 

of the computation time can also be identified. This information can then be used to identify 

virtual topology merge operations to improve the mesh quality, although it is not currently 

implemented in this work. These simple geometrical tests can be performed directly using the 

information contained in the CDS.  

Moving features can create small faces, which will drive down the size of elements and 

increase computation time. In Figure 5-15, virtual geometry is moved in close proximity to 

original entities. Such configurations cannot be identified directly from the information 

contained in the CDS since local proximity of entities requires having an explicit geometrical 

definition to interrogate. Instead, the detection of close entities is carried out using the medial 

axis transform on the modified faces while taking into account the virtual geometry, since the 

proximity is a result of the decomposition. This information will be used in future work to 

decide merging operations and define whether topological updates are required to the parasite 

topologies. 

 

Figure 5-15. Medial axis (in blue) on thin-sheet source and target faces to identify close entities. 
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Figure 5-16. 2 sub-regions are merged into one residual region after parametric perturbation. 

If the hex meshing strategy becomes invalid, the body is classified as residual and connected 

residual regions are merged into a single superset. Since virtual topology is used for the 

decomposition, merging is done by altering entity connectivity and orientation in the analysis 

topology contained in the CDS, as described in [21]. Virtual geometry curves have already 

been updated when updating the analysis topology. Merging retains all the correct imprints 

from other neighbour cells that would be lost by undoing the split operations, hence the 

meshing attributes of the neighbour cells remain valid. In Figure 5-16 (a), a plate with two 

opposite bosses is decomposed into a thin-sheet and two general sweepable regions. After 

parametric modifications, the two blocks are classified as bodies with invalid topologies and 

are merged into a single residual region while the thin-sheet strategy of the plate remains valid, 

Figure 5-16 (b). 

In the case where all the subsets of a host entity are merged together, the decomposition is 

rolled back instead of merging. For example in Figure 5-17, if all the subsets of a face are 

recombined into the same face, the original topological definition of the face can be recovered 

from the original topology in the CDS and inserted in the analysis topology instead of creating 

a new superset entity. This enables to reduce the complexity of the virtual topology relation 

when large parts of the model are returned to their undecomposed state after updating the 

decomposition, by removing intermediate virtual entities. The vital links to the design 

topology are maintained. 

 

Figure 5-17. Merging and roll back comparison for a face. (a) original face, (b)virtually split face, (c) virtual 

merge to remove the split and (d) split removed by rolling back the analysis topology to the original topology. 
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5.6.2 Local decomposition 

After a valid analysis topology has been recovered, residual regions consisting of new bodies 

or invalid bodies (possibly joined in a superset) initially have a tetrahedral meshing strategy 

assigned. However, these bodies can also contain regions suitable for hex-meshing. Pre-

processing reasoning tools such as the ones described in chapter 3 can be used ‘locally’ to 

recover invalid meshing strategies, or process new residual regions. In this situation, the 

reasoner is applied only on specific bodies, while considering the current decomposition state 

to accommodate virtual splits. 

In the case where a region had a previous hex-meshing strategy that has now been identified 

as invalid, the reasoner related to this particular meshing strategy is used first. This re-uses 

information provided by tools external to the framework, such as face-pair information. In the 

example in Figure 5-18 (a-b), a plate with a boss is decomposed into a thin-sheet and a general 

sweepable region. Adding a fillet to a bounding edge of the source face of the thin-sheet makes 

the sweeping strategy invalid. The face pair initially used to identify the thin-sheet region is 

re-used to identify a thin-sheet and a new residual region, Figure 5-18 (d). The long-slender 

reasoner is automatically applied to classify this new residual as sweepable, Figure 5-18 (e), 

and the model is once again fully hex-meshable, Figure 5-18 (f).  

 

Figure 5-18. a) f1 and f2 form a face pair b) model virtually decomposed into a thin-sheet and a simple sweep, c) 

fillet insertion makes the thin-sheet sweeping strategy invalid, d) original face pair is recovered to re-identify the 

thin-sheet region, e) long slender regions is identify in the new residual and f) full hex mesh can be recovered after 

the update. 
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Figure 5-19. Local application of virtual topology decomposition reasoners. (a) Virtually decomposed model, (b) 

equivalent mesh-able representation, (c) the rod is moved after modifying the coordinates of P, (d) equivalent 

representation after the decomposition is recovered, (e-f-g) equivalent representations after virtually extracting 

thin-sheet, long-slender and general-sweepable regions locally, (h) updated analysis topology. 

In the case where several invalid bodies have been grouped into a single residual superset, the 

sequence of reasoners used to decompose the original design model can be reused on the 

updated design. In the example in Figure 5-19 (a-b), a bracket was decomposed into thin-

sheet, long-sender and general sweepable regions. After a modification of the coordinates of 

the point P, which controls the position of the axis of the cylindrical rod, the topology is locally 

modified and four invalid bodies are grouped into a single residual superset. This is done using 

virtual topology and virtual geometry manipulations only. For illustration purpose, the 

equivalent simulation model after the analysis topology has been updated is shown in Figure 

5-19 (d). The virtual thin-sheet reasoner is first applied on the residual region with the same 

decomposition parameters as for the initial decomposition. The original face pair information 
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is mapped to the residual region faces to be re-used and the updated thin-region is identified, 

as shown in Figure 5-19 (e). This is possible since the history of the initial decomposition has 

been recorded in the CDS. Then, long slender regions are virtually recovered, Figure 5-19 (f), 

and the general sweepable region too, Figure 5-19 (g). Finally, the virtual decomposition is 

updated and all the meshing strategies have been recovered, as shown in Figure 5-19 (h). 

Alternatively, residual regions may become eligible for a different hex-meshing strategy after 

a design change and different reasoners from the initial decomposition can be applied. This 

ability to localize changes reduces the rework required to generate a valid analysis 

decomposition. 

5.6.3 Meshing recipe update 

Once the decomposition has been updated with a valid analysis topology and the appropriate 

meshing strategy identified, the meshing recipe needs to be updated to inform the re-meshing 

process of the modified regions. In the case where the topology of the model has not been 

modified and only small geometric modifications have occurred, the same meshing recipe can 

be re-used provided the new elements are not overly stretched. However, bodies that have 

been topologically modified or have large geometrical modifications require the meshing 

division numbers and constraints to be adapted to the new geometry. New bodies also need 

new elements to be generated and must be added in the meshing recipe. The original meshing 

recipe stored in the CDS is interrogated and edited in order to define the new recipe. 

The meshing recipe is updated locally based on the body classification. First, all the mesh 

controls assigned to deprecated, invalid and modified bodies are removed. This removal step 

excludes the controls assigned to entities that are at the interface between the valid bodies and 

the bodies to re-mesh. These interface controls are extracted to constrain the local meshing 

recipe and ensure that the new mesh cells will be fully conformal with the parts of the original 

mesh that are kept. In the case where most of the bodies need to be re-meshed, the meshing 

recipe can also be re-created from scratch. 

The local meshing recipe is obtained in the same way than the original recipe (see section 4.2), 

by processing the meshing strategy and re-using the same meshing parameters. The number 

of element divisions on interface curves are added as fixed constraints in the integer 

programming formulation and the problem can be solved. The new mesh controls identified 

are then added in the CDS to complete the definition of the global meshing recipe of the model. 

In the case where no feasible solution can be found to the integer program, constraints need 

to be relaxed where possible. This can be achieved by extending the modification to 

neighbouring cells with a valid mesh and re-meshing them. Alternatively, further 
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decomposition can be carried out on the modified volume cells in order to create the necessary 

transition zones to remove over-constraints. 

5.7 Re-meshing 

Once the design modifications have been propagated to the analysis topology and its meshing 

recipe, the mesh can be updated. The original mesh was created from a decomposed model; 

hence, every volume cell in the analysis topology is linked to a collection of mesh elements. 

In this work, this collection of elements is referred to as a mesh cell, which is an equivalent 

representation to the geometric cell. The mesh cells are classified based on the classification 

of the volume cells during the decomposition update. Since all the modifications have been 

localised, the mesh is updated only where necessary, thus significantly reducing the expense 

of re-meshing.  

Local modification of the mesh is made possible by the robust interface management enabled 

by the CDS. When the mesh is first generated, 2D mesh cells of all the interfaces between 

sub-regions are tagged appropriately and stored in a separate mesh file, allowing interface 

information to be available and maintained when locally modifying the mesh.  
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Figure 5-20. Local re-meshing workflow. Only the modified sub-regions are extracted from the virtual 

decomposition and re-meshed in the meshing environment, after the meshing recipe is locally updated and the 

interface nodes are recovered. Then the new mesh is re-assembled in the main mesh file.  

Figure 5-20 shows an overview of the re-meshing process. Only the regions that need to be 

re-meshed are exported to the meshing environment, where they are re-meshed and a new 

mesh file is generated. Then, the deprecated elements are replaced by the new ones in the 

original neutral format mesh file. Hence there is no need to load the whole mesh. The benefit 

of doing this is trivial for this example, but will be vital in large assembly models with 

hundreds or thousands of cells. 

5.7.1 Mesh cell classification 

After the decomposition and the meshing recipe have been updated, the classification of 

bodies described in section 5.3.4 contains deprecated bodies, modified bodies, topology-

modified bodies and new bodies. This classification needs to be mapped onto the mesh cells 

to update the original mesh file. Since all the interfaces between bodies are meshed, they need 

to be updated as well, with a classification inherited from the classification of the bodies they 

bound. 

Mesh cells contained in the original mesh file and the interface mesh file are classified as 

follows: 

 Valid mesh: the topology and the nodal position of the elements contained in the mesh 

cell are not modified.  

 Moved mesh: the topology of the mesh has not been modified but all elements need 

to be to be translated by a similar quantity to accommodate rigid body motion.  

 Deformed mesh: the topology of the mesh is retained but the nodes are not moved 

uniformly.  

 Invalid mesh: the topology of the mesh is modified and the mesh cell needs to be re-

meshed.  

 Deprecated mesh: the mesh cell needs to be removed, as the body or face no longer 

exists. 

Valid mesh cells are identified by looking at cells associated to valid bodies. Moved mesh 

cells and deformed mesh cells are related to modified bodies. If a single displacement exists 

between all the entities forming a body before and after the update, then the mesh cell 

associated can be moved as well. Such a displacement can be identified using 3D shape 

registration algorithms [116]. If the transformation is a similarity (translation, rotation, 

reflection, scaling), the position, orientation and size of the model can have changed but not 

its topology, and the mesh topology is still valid but requires to be deformed to match the new 
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geometry. These modified cells can be processed by mesh morphing algorithms [98]. While 

rigid motion of the mesh can be done directly by editing the node positions in the mesh file, 

deformed meshes require the explicit geometrical representation of the B-Rep to be extracted 

to update the node positions. Currently, the implementation of a mesh-morphing algorithm in 

this workflow is left for future work and cells are treated as invalid for re-meshing. 

Bodies with a modified topology need to be re-meshed and therefore their associated mesh 

cells are classified as invalid. To complete the updated mesh, new mesh cells will be created 

when generating new meshes for new bodies and potential new interfaces. These cells need to 

be processed in a meshing environment. 

5.7.2 Meshing sub-regions 

New elements need to be generated for new mesh cells and invalid mesh cells. This is achieved 

by first extracting the geometrical representation of these regions from the CAD modellers, 

using local body extraction techniques presented in section 4.5.1. They are then exported to 

the meshing environment. 

The interfaces between the sub-region being re-meshed and the rest of the analysis model are 

recovered from the CDS and their associated mesh cell is used to identify all the interface 

nodes. These nodes are imported into the meshing environment as frozen (locked in space) 

mesh points and associated with the corresponding face geometry in order to rebuild the 

surface mesh of the interface. The labels of interface nodes and elements are then updated to 

match the original mesh labelling. This ensures that the interface nodes will not be modified 

by the 3D meshing algorithm and that the new elements can be connected to the unmodified 

part of the analysis model mesh.  

The updated meshing recipe can then be used to apply mesh controls and generate the elements 

for the model as described in section 4.5.2. Interface that may exist between re-meshed regions 

are meshed first and are exported to a new mesh file that contains the new interface mesh cells. 

Node and element indexing is automatically managed by setting the start index as the largest 

value in the current mesh file to ensure compatibility with the existing mesh and conformity 

at the interface. The 3D elements are then generated and a mesh file containing all the new 

and updated mesh cells for the relevant sub regions is exported as a neutral mesh file. 

5.7.3 Mesh manipulations 

After the modified bodies have been re-meshed, mesh files need to be updated to rebuild the 

updated mesh. Since all the elements are grouped by sub-region into mesh cells, neutral mesh 

files are re-written to include new nodes and elements. The interface mesh file is updated first, 

to identify which interface nodes need to be kept when processing the 3D mesh file. 
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The updated mesh file is first created by copying the headers until the section containing the 

nodes is reached. Nodes are read and copied to the new file, removing deprecated nodes and 

updating the modified ones. The coordinates of modified nodes are updated by applying any 

displacement or similarity transformation matrix associated identified during the classification 

of the mesh cell. Updating the coordinates of the nodes is enough to move and deform mesh 

elements in cell where the mesh topology is conserved. All the new nodes associated to new 

or re-meshed cells are then copied from the mesh file generated during the re-meshing.  

The mesh cells of each of the bodies are then transferred to the new mesh file, with elements 

and their nodal connectivity replaced in the case where invalid cells are re-meshed. Deprecated 

cells are also removed and new mesh cells are copied from the mesh file containing new subset 

meshes to re-assemble the mesh. The connectivity between volume mesh cells is guaranteed 

since they share a common nodal definition of their interfaces. Finally, the material properties 

section of the mesh file is updated and copied, and the complete mesh file is updated. 

5.8 Conclusion 

This chapter has shown how complex design modifications are handled within the virtual 

topology framework presented in this work. In particular, the re-meshing workflow presented 

has achieved the following: 

 The identification of design modifications at the analysis level by exploiting CDS 

mappings and virtual topology relationships. 

 The update of the decomposition and its analysis topology by using the decomposition 

history and meshing constraints to guide the update of virtual partitioning faces. This 

process can accommodate design topology modifications. 

 The update of the different meshing strategies and the meshing recipe to maintain the 

mesh quality and the hex-dominant mesh. Thin-sheet decompositions are updated 

without having to interrogate the face pairs again, which is a costly part of the initial 

process. 

 The local update of the mesh through robust interface management, limiting the 

computational expense by re-using as many mesh cells as possible. 

 The mesh file does not need to be loaded in a meshing environment to be updated. 

The proposed workflow for updating and re-meshing has shown that, provided a robust 

interface management is achieved, it is possible to use a cellular mesh where only the parts of 

interest are swapped. This provides the ability to investigate different possible design 

variations of a component, or even swapping components within assemblies (see Figure 5-21). 

Additional results are presented in the next section. 
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Figure 5-21. L-bracket re-meshed after various design modifications.  
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6. Results and discussion 

This chapter describes and discusses the results obtained by applying the proposed 

methodology to various industrial test cases. These include legacy aero-casings models from 

the Crescendo project and the Vesta model, all provided by Rolls-Royce plc. The VT 

framework has been implemented in the .Net framework using the C# language and integrates 

a SQLite database, Siemens NX and CADfix for the CAD environments plus Siemens NX 

CAE for the meshing environment. The outline of the code architecture for the VT Framework 

is shown in Appendix D, highlighting the separation between the package specific code and 

the package independent reasoners. The user guide associated with the prototype toolset is 

given in Appendix E. All the processing times given for the test cases are for executing the 

code (single threaded) on a Windows workstation with a 3.7 GHz Intel Xeon E5-1630 CPU 

and 32GB RAM.  

This chapter first describes the result of the application of different decomposition reasoners, 

then the automatic mesh generation method is discussed, followed by automatic update 

workflows. Finally, the extension of this work to assembly models is presented. 

6.1 Pre-processing reasoners 

6.1.1 Geometric decomposition 

Although the different decomposition reasoners presented in chapter 3 have been modified in 

this work to fit within the VT framework and create an analysis topology by applying virtual 

topology operators, they can still be used to geometrically decompose a model. This is 

achieved by directly feeding the partitioning information to the VT translator tool without 

implementing any VT operation (split, merge, etc.) within the VT tool. In that case, only a 

manifold decomposition is obtained, which cannot be hex-meshed automatically without 

identifying the interfaces and creating a non-manifold decomposition first, which is expensive 

once the model has been fully decomposed. Figure 6-1 shows results obtained from this 

geometric decomposition approach using thin-sheet and long-slender decomposition 

reasoners (see sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). The component in Figure 6-1 (b) was decomposed 

into 61 bodies within 35 seconds. Figure 6-1 (c) shows a representative aero-casing geometry 

which is decomposed and meshed. The model is decomposed into 1000 bodies in 21 minutes 

by the decomposition tools, with only 220 residual regions remaining without a known hex-

meshing strategy (less than 1% of the volume). While some of these regions are not suitable 

for sweep meshing, many residual regions are sliver volumes that are the product of ill-defined 

tolerances and manifold cutting surfaces, which should be merged with neighbour regions to 

be hex-meshed. These small regions make the meshing of the decomposition more difficult, 
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by adding constraints to the mesh and requiring the user to identify and fix them if the mesh 

is manually generated. 

 

Figure 6-1. Geometric decomposition workflow results for different components. (a) Crescendo vanes, (b) aero-

casing mock-up and (c)Crescendo turbine casing. 

6.1.2 Virtual decomposition 

Figure 6-2 compares the geometric decomposition and the virtual decomposition for a sector 

of the model shown in Figure 6-1 (c). In the geometric decomposition, there are redundant 

vertices after the thin-sheet extraction, which have impacted the results of the long-slender 

extraction by adding unnecessary residual regions.  

 

Figure 6-2. Virtual decomposition avoids geometric issues to impact the result of subsequent decomposition and 

eventual mesh. 
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Rather than having to fix the geometry manually using virtual topology, the VT tool 

automatically merges edges with redundant vertices when processing virtual splits, and a 

greater portion of the volume is identified as sweepable from the thin-sheet and long-slender 

reasoners. Small and unnecessary residual regions driving down the quality of the mesh are 

removed, enabling more freedom for the meshing tool to place the nodes. This results in a 

more robust meshing process. 

Figure 6-3 shows different models decomposed using the thin-sheet and the long-slender 

reasoners from within the VT framework, with the overlaying virtual geometry curves 

generated for the virtual split operations in red. The execution times for the decomposition 

reasoners are given in Table 6-1.  

 

Figure 6-3. Virtually decomposed models and associated analysis model. (a) bracket, (b) rib and (c) sector of 

Crescendo intercase. 
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The thin-sheet, long-slender and meshing recipe reasoners have virtually decomposed the rib 

model shown in Figure 6-3 (b) into 164 regions within 110.5 seconds, allowing the model to 

be geometrically decomposed in 50.6 seconds. Generating a similar geometric decomposition 

by hand took 4 hours, since the abundance of fillets makes the manual generation of the cutting 

surface difficult, with many repetitive projection and trimming operations required. The model 

in Figure 6-3 (c) represents a sector of an intercase from an aero-engine mock-up and is 

decomposed into 47 thin-sheet and 28 long-slender regions. These execution times compare 

with the geometric decomposition approach described in [117], as shown in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1: Execution times in seconds for virtual decomposition workflows. 

Reasoner 
Bracket 

Figure 6-3 (a) 

Rib 

Figure 6-3 

(b) 

Aero-casing 

sector 

Figure 6-3 (c) 

Aero-casing 

sector geometric 

(ref [117]) 

Thin-Sheet time (s) 14 47 44.3 50 

No. of thin-sheet found 9 59 47 47 

Long-Slender time (s) 2.6 44.5 21.2 21 

No. of long-slender found 14 73 28 28 

No. of residual regions 0 (6 sweep) 32 4 4 

No. of interfaces 52 366 249 249 

Meshing recipe time (s) 0.8 19 6.9 7 

Geometric decomposition 

time (s) 
3.9 50.6 69.9 - 

Meshing time (s) 16.1 278 63.4 239 

Total time (seconds) 37.4 439.1 216.1 317 

 

6.1.3 Reasoner sequence and parameters 

Different meshes can be generated for the same component depending on the sequence of pre-

processing reasoners applied and the meshing recipe parameters. Figure 6-4 (b) shows the 

mesh created for the thin-sheet and long-slender decomposition in Figure 6-4 (a), Figure 6-4 

(c) corresponds to the mesh for the same decomposition with the explicit offset from Figure 

4-7 applied. The different metrics for the mesh obtained are compared in Table 6-2. As 

mentioned previously, more work is required to properly define the explicit offset region and 

especially to control the element growth ratio between the regions of different mesh density. 

The use of the transition zones in this example allows the number of hex elements to be 

reduced by 30%. However, the tet elements in the residual regions still account for more than 

70% of the elements. Figure 6-4 (d) is an all hex mesh obtained after applying the thin-sheet 
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and long-slender decomposition tools with a minimum aspect ratio of 1 for the long-regions, 

followed by the identification of simple sweepable regions. The total runtime was 15 seconds. 

This mesh has 32% less elements than the mixed-mesh in Figure 6-4 (b) and gives a better 

quality mesh. This could be further improved by using transition zones. 

 

Figure 6-4. (a) analysis model, (b) mixed mesh, (c) mixed mesh with transition zones and (d) all hex mesh after 

further decomposition. 

Table 6-2. Analysis model and mesh metrics. 

Model Figure 6-4 (b) Figure 6-4 (c) Figure 6-4 (d) 

No. of thin-sheets 6 6 6 

No. of long-slenders 3 3 6 

No. of residual regions 1 1 0 (2 sweepable) 

No. of hex elements 2658 1865 4618 

No. of tet elements 4104 7121 0 

No. of pyramid elements 225 222 0 

 

However, using the long-slender reasoner to identify sweepable regions with a low aspect ratio 

cannot be robust, as cutting surfaces are identified under the assumption of a larger aspect 

ratio (3~5), meaning that invalid cutting surfaces can be created. The residual region is actually 

sweepable but is not identified as such because of the imprints from the vertical thin sheets. 

By applying the method for general sweepable identification described in sub-section 3.2.3.3, 

the submappable face with the imprints is virtually decomposed (only the residual region 

shown for clarity in Figure 6-5 (a)), and a sweepable region can be identified, Figure 6-5 (b).  
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Figure 6-5. A residual region is identified as sweepable after splitting a submappable wall face automatically. (a) 

residual region with partitioning curves from 2D blocking reasoner, (b) sweepable region identified from loops of 

mappable faces and (c) resulting all-hex mesh. 

Note that the partitioning curves have been filtered to match the sweep-direction, resulting in 

more freedom for node placement at the meshing step, Figure 6-5 (c). However, the blocking 

reasoner used to generate the portioning curves need to be improved to handle larger models, 

as it was unable to process the residual regions on the model shown in Figure 6-3 (c), which 

has the same repeated topology. 

Figure 6-6 (a) shows the mesh obtained after applying the proposed virtual workflow to the 

leading-edge section of a wing rib. Applying the de-featuring reasoner enables the removal of 

all fillets, resulting in more sweepable regions being identified, and a full hex mesh is 

achieved, Figure 6-6 (b). While being automated in the de-featuring reasoner, the removal of 

the fillets still has to be performed geometrically before meshing, which makes the success of 

this workflow dependent upon the ability of the geometric environment used to do this 

operation. 

 

Figure 6-6.  (a) Result mesh on the leading edge section of a rib and (b) result mesh with fillet removed. 
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Figure 6-7 shows the result of applying the cyclic symmetry reasoner prototype described in 

section 3.5.1. After identifying cyclic symmetries and even reflective symmetries on master 

cyclic segments, the model is reduced to 9 sweepable domains and a single master segment, 

shown in red in Figure 6-7 (b). This can then be decomposed using the thin-sheet, long-slender 

and general sweepable reasoner, to identify a fully hex-meshable decomposition, as shown in 

Figure 6-7 (c-d). In this workflow, only a small part of the model needs to be decomposed and 

meshed, making this workflow very efficient for models that feature many cyclic symmetries, 

as the reasoners operate on reduced models. Fewer thin-sheet regions need to be identified, 

whereas applying the thin-sheet reasoner directly to the original model would have required 

many more complex VT split operations. The CDS stores the equivalence relationships 

between the cyclic segments and the original model, which ensures that the full analysis model 

can be reconstructed automatically from the reduced analysis topology. While the 

decomposition is automated, this process has used a geometric cyclic decomposition since the 

virtual implementation of this reasoner needs to be further integrated in the VT framework. 

  

Figure 6-7. Cyclic master segment decomposition. (a) cyclic decomposition, (b) master segment in red without 

hex-meshing strategy, (c) virtual decomposition and (d) minimal meshable analysis model. 

6.1.4 Discussion 

While the proposed virtual topology framework has been used to successfully integrate 

various pre-processing reasoners, the challenge of ensuring that the different meshing 

strategies associated with the reasoners remain compatible in an incremental decomposition 
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workflow arises. For example, all the swept regions will force the mesh topologies to be the 

same for the source(s) and target(s) faces. In Figure 6-8, any attempt to decompose the residual 

regions must account for the matching topology of the faces connected to the long-slender 

regions. It should be noted that these residual regions could be decomposed and hex-meshed 

using the midpoint subdivision algorithm [62], which is not currently implemented within the 

VT framework but would allow a full hex mesh for this component. 

 

Figure 6-8.  Decomposition tool constraints on residual regions, interface meshes between the long-slender and 

each residual region must have matching topologies. 

For some configurations, even though the tool can decompose each region individually, no 

valid decomposition can be found when interface constraints are taken into account. As a 

result, some compromise is required on the resulting mesh structure, and either a transition 

zone can be introduced to account for the change of topology, or tet-elements are inserted.  

The incremental decomposition of a model will identify simple hex-meshable regions first, to 

which structured meshes can be applied. The geometric features more likely to require 

singularities within the mesh are pushed to the residual regions. It is therefore important to 

capture how these singularities will propagate within the decomposed model through the 

different meshing constraints and to use this information to enrich the CDS and guide the 

different pre-processing reasoners. The interfaces existing within the virtual representation 

and the analysis attributes of the adjacent cells can be used to process the singularity 

propagation in an efficient manner. This is a significant advantage of the proposed method 

over manifold geometric decomposition, as the non-manifold CDS ensures that valid 

interfaces are maintained while virtual topology operations can be adapted to further 

decompose the model, either manually or using an automated reasoner (i.e. virtual split on an 

interface which is also the source face of a sweepable region can be mapped to the target face).  

Original geometric implementations of the thin-sheet and long-slender tools [82], [84] have 

been modified to fit within the VT framework, by implementing virtual partitions and to 

operate on a virtually decomposed model as the input and to work with a non-manifold 

analysis model. However, the geometric reasoning is still limited on single bodies without 

taking into account any connected entities, meaning that the partitioning entities generated are 
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manifold. The cutting surfaces generated to extract different regions can overlap and clash, 

which was previously hidden by tolerant modelling during the geometric decomposition while 

resulting in sliver faces being generated in certain cases. Figure 6-9 shows the example of a 

sliver face created during the thin-sheets extraction for a hollow vane of an aero-engine casing. 

This issue is mitigated in the VT implementation by modifying the geometric reasoning 

according to sub-section 3.2.1.3 and filtering manifold parasites using the VT translator. The 

reasoner needs to be modified to create the cutting geometry in the non-manifold data-

structure instead, to avoid the conversion from manifold to non-manifold in the VT translator 

before applying the virtual partitioning tool. However, in most cases, modifying a tool to fit 

within the VT framework simply consists in separating the reasoning part from the code used 

to interface with the CAD package. As a result, the reasoner can be package independent and 

all the queries to specific packages are handled in the VT translator tool.  

 

Figure 6-9. Sliver face generated as the result of manifold cutting surfaces (one thin sheet is hidden for 

visualisation). 

Additionally, some decomposition tools implement geometrical parameters to help define the 

cutting surfaces. For example, the discretisation size of the boundary edges of face-pairs for 

the identification of thin-sheet region can be refined to capture small details, but at the cost of 

a longer execution time. In some cases, the user might be required to try several sets of 

parameters in order to obtain a suitable decomposition (e.g. the sliver face shown in Figure 

6-9 can be removed by increasing the merging tolerance of the thin-sheet reasoner). These 

parameters are difficult to control within automated workflows, as they introduce variability 

in the results and reflect a trade-off between accuracy and speed made by the user which is 

difficult to formalise. The choice of these parameters is made even more challenging for 

automated workflows defined within the VT framework proposed in this work, since detailed 

CAD models of large aero-engine components used as the input can have very small features 
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on very large components (e.g. few millimetre-high labyrinth air seal on a turbine disk). In the 

prototype tools developed for this project, small default values are used to ensure a correct 

decomposition will be obtained from automated workflows. These can be modified by an 

experienced user to accelerate the process or for semi-automated application of the different 

reasoners (see examples of parameters values in Appendix E). Since this issue is similar to the 

challenge of identifying the appropriate local/global mesh size faced by the analyst, sizing 

algorithms could be used to help the identification of the parameters on a global/local basis. 

The ability to process arbitrary geometry depends on the range of reasoners available and their 

individual robustness. If no region is identified by any reasoner, the pre-processing workflow 

continues and a valid analysis model can still be generated and tet meshed. However, if a 

reasoner identifies a false positive, it can either corrupt the topological definition for the 

downstream reasoners, or only make the meshing impossible. Figure 6-10 shows an example 

of a pad with a blind hole, identified as a thin-sheet by the original implementation of the tool. 

While this particular problem is easily solved by adding additional checks on the wall faces, 

methods of identification based on topological queries can fail to process inner voids, since 

they are not connected to the outer boundary. Furthermore, most of the pre-processing 

reasoners describe in this work rely on the postulate that the topology of the model is rich 

enough to identify regions and define partitioning entities. This is not the case for models with 

smooth geometries and large surface patches with a reduced number of faces and edges, which 

makes this approach unsuitable to process models used for computer graphics for example 

(e.g. Utah teapot, Stanford bunny). The reasoners described in this work mostly make use of 

simple geometrical queries on topological entities (e.g. concavity/convexity, aspect ratios, 

etc.), whereas smooth models need more robust geometric descriptors for blocking, such as 

field-based approaches [66]. Further development and testing is still required to handle 

arbitrary geometry and to process block decompositions (either interactively generated by the 

user or from a new reasoner) more robustly within the proposed VT framework. 

 

Figure 6-10. False positive of the original thin-sheet tool. 
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Finally, the main limitation of the proposed virtual topology implementation is the ability to 

apply robust virtual topology operations to the model. While this work has demonstrated 

virtual decomposition on large models with thousands of bodies, testing on models of 

industrial complexity (i.e. featuring many complex surfaces, inner loops and fillets) has shown 

the limits of the current implementation. Most of the challenge lays in the handling of inner 

loops and their assignment to the correct subset face, since new configurations can invalidate 

assumptions made when coding the algorithms (e.g. parametric bounding box for an inner 

loop on periodic faces virtually split using the method in section 3.4.1 can spread over two 

subsets faces).  

6.2 Automatic mesh generation 

Models pre-processed within the virtual topology framework can be automatically meshed 

using the reasoners and tools described in chapter 4.  

6.2.1 Hex-dominant meshing 

In Figure 6-11, the rib model from Figure 6-3 (b) is meshed with 80,000 elements including 

60% hex elements. Although the process is much faster than any manual attempt at hex-

dominant meshing, the structure of the mesh, shown in Figure 6-12 (a), could be greatly 

improved by using block decomposition on the source faces of the thin-sheet regions. 

However, the quality of the mesh is closely linked to the performance of the block 

decomposition tool, which still needs improvement to handle complex configurations. In 

particular, decomposing the source faces with inner loops on this rib example would constrain 

the placement of the nodes on the neighbouring long-slender regions under the vertical 

stiffeners, Figure 6-12 (b). The block decomposition reasoners used should be modified to 

take into account these additional constraints to ensure that a good quality hex-mesh can still 

be achieved on the long-slender regions. While a standalone tool would not be able to identify 

and accommodate constraints existing between different source faces that are not connected, 

the implementation of blocking tools within the VT framework could identify the mapping 

relation stemming from the long-slender region in the CDS and use the information to guide 

and enhance the blocking tool. 
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Figure 6-11.  Full rib mesh obtained after decomposition. 

 

Figure 6-12. Mesh structure improvement on the rib model (a) inadequate mesh structure with many irregular 

nodes, (b) 2D blocking curves are not matched across long slender region. 

 

Figure 6-13.  (a) Crescendo aero-engine mock-up, (b) decomposed sector of the intercase and (c) resulting mesh. 

Figure 6-13 shows the mesh obtained for the decomposition shown in Figure 6-3 (c), which 

enables the meshing time (see Table 6-1) to be compared with the result of a previous 

enhanced geometric decomposition approach to automatic hex-dominant meshing [117]. A 

faster meshing time for the virtual implementation is explained by the fact that the interface 

description is complete and can be meshed first, negating the need to update touching solid 

meshes in the geometric decomposition approach to ensure that the different meshes can be 

connected. However, there is still a need for geometric partitioning in the CAE environment 

to apply the mesh, which implies expensive and error-prone model translation. This also 
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means that the mesh will be identical if both the virtual and geometrical methods identify the 

same regions during the decomposition. Overall, the integration of the tools in a virtual 

topology workflow improves the meshing time significantly compared to manual application 

of the different tools as standalone applications. 

The mesh shown in Figure 6-14 was created in 28 minutes using the automatic meshing tool 

and consists of 362,000 solid elements. Even though the mesh generated can be used for 

analysis, there are 6% of unwanted prism elements (swept triangles) which are not necessary 

and reduce the quality of the mesh. It is an example where the paving tool from the CAE 

environment used for meshing has failed to generate an all-quad mesh of acceptable quality 

on the source faces of thin-sheet regions. The reasons for this failure are the complexity of the 

faces being meshed for the face f1 and f3 in Figure 6-14, and the large gradient of size caused 

by the small residual regions (in yellow) sticking out at the root of the vane for the face f2.  

These issues need to be tackled by improving the quality of the partitioning surfaces created 

by decomposition reasoners and virtually collapsing small edges. 

 

Figure 6-14. Crescendo turbine casing hex-dominant mesh and mesh detail. 

To ensure that a mesh was generated, the failed mesh controls have been modified to allow 

for more flexibility and triangular elements have been inserted, resulting in a hybrid mesh. 

However, some simulation requirements might prohibit prism elements, in which case user 

intervention would be required to ensure a suitable mesh is obtained. Failed meshes can appear 

as the geometry of elements is not available to calculate element quality when the meshing 

recipe is identified, and meshing tools are designed to fail instead of inserting overly distorted 

elements. Therefore, failed meshes can be used to indicate areas where the meshing recipe 

needs to be adjusted and adaptively refine the mesh in future work. 
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Figure 6-15. Cyclic mesh obtained from symmetric transformations. (a) Minimal mesh, (b) mesh from reflective 

symmetry and (c) mesh from cyclic symmetries. 

Figure 6-15 shows the mesh generated for the decomposition presented in Figure 6-7 using a 

prototype tool developed for the GEMinIDS project by C. Tierney [118]. While currently not 

fully integrated within the proposed method, the mesh is automatically created by propagating 

mesh controls identified on the master segment to axisymmetric regions. The minimal 

meshable representation (the minimal volume to mesh to generate the full mesh) is meshed 

first, Figure 6-7 (a), starting from the master segment with thin-sheet, long-slender and swept 

regions and finishing with the different sweepable region connected to the master segment. 

Then, reflective symmetry transformation are applied, Figure 6-7 (b), and the different cyclic 

symmetry properties are used to pattern the mesh and generate the full hex mesh assembly, 

Figure 6-7 (c). Another example of cyclic meshing is given in Appendix E section 4.4. 

6.2.2 Meshing constraint graphs 

Establishing the meshing recipe for the model in Figure 6-14 accounts for more than 20% of 

the meshing time. This is because the decomposition contains more than 1000 bodies and 

approximatively 7500 edges, resulting in a large set of meshing constraints.  

To improve the scaling of the meshing recipe reasoner on larger models, additional processing 

of the meshing constraints is required. Figure 6-16 shows the (undirected) graph of constraints 

on edges that are obtained after the meshing strategies have been processed by the meshing 

recipe reasoner for a simple example. There are 3 sets of independent constraints, meaning 

that the interval assignment problem can be decomposed into 3 sub-problems, as shown in 

Figure 6-17. The benefits of decomposing the problem for improving the interval assignment 

problem have already been described by Mitchell [93]. However, identifying independent 

groups of edge constraints can also be helpful when propagating design updates to the analysis 
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model. These constraints can be linked to the parameters on which the different edges depend 

and help identify the extent of the modification. 

 

Figure 6-16. Graph representation of the meshing constraints on edges made of 3 independent sub-graphs. 

 

Figure 6-17. The matrix of the linear program is sparse and can be reduced into a block diagonal matrix. 

Another way to in improve the meshing recipe identification is to further decompose the 

source faces that are assigned a paved meshing strategy (such as f1 and f3 in Figure 6-14) into 

blocks, as the paving constraints would be swapped for a set of simpler mapping constraints. 

The connected nature of the decomposition and meshing environment is managed using the 

VT framework to allow these changes to be adaptively processed. 

 

Figure 6-18. Edge constraints graph and candidate constraints for relaxation. 
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Manipulating the graph of the meshing constraints applied to edges can have a greater benefit, 

by helping to identify suitable constraints for relaxing the problem. Figure 6-18 shows a 

portion of the graph of edge constraints for a larger model. There are 128 independent 

subgraphs, which contain a number of interconnected edges ranging from 2 to more than 100, 

with large constraints groups stemming from large paved faces with vane imprints on this 

model. With this visualisation it is easy to identify some critical constraints for the propagation 

of interval number, by looking for equality constraints joining large groups of edges, circled 

in red in Figure 6-18. The associated edges can receive transition zones to allow for size 

variation and to prevent overly dense mesh from propagating throughout large portions of the 

model. This representation could be used to guide and further improve decomposition tools. 

6.2.3 Mesh quality 

Since the mesh is generated to be used in a simulation, it is important to ensure that the quality 

of the elements is considered in the workflow. The model in Figure 6-19 (a) shows the 

distribution of the Jacobian determinant of the elements in the mesh obtained by applying the 

virtual decomposition and meshing workflow to the model shown in Figure 6-1 (b). A 75% 

hex-dominant mesh is obtained in 67 seconds, generating 57,000 elements. For reference, it 

took approximately 5 hours for an experienced Siemens NX user to manually set-up and mesh 

the same decomposition, because of the difficulty in identifying the correct cutting surfaces 

(499 edges and 313 faces to create and combine) and to ensure the mesh is fully conformal at 

the interfaces. The overall decomposition and meshing time using the automated virtual 

topology approach is 0.4% of the associated manual process.  

 

Figure 6-19.  Jacobian determinant map and histogram for a compressor casing mock-up mesh. 

Figure 6-19 (b) shows that 91% of the elements have a Jacobian determinant value above 0.6, 

which indicates that a reasonable quality is achieved for this mesh. The mesh quality obtained 

is therefore suitable for analysis. However, more complex geometries might receive more 
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distorted meshes, in which case a feedback loop would be beneficial to automatically update 

the mesh in poor quality areas. 

6.2.4 Discussion 

Within the proposed method, the quality and suitability of the meshes produced are mostly 

defined by the meshing recipe reasoner and the way it processes meshing strategies. 

Generating a mesh that respects the meshing constraints associated with the different meshing 

strategies of individual sub-region is less challenging than identifying appropriate sizing for 

the mesh, as most interval assignment problems can be solved by increasing the number of 

elements and singularities, resulting in overly dense meshes with poor structure. 

Sizing automation is achieved by using a reduced set of default parameters (target AR, number 

through thickness of thin regions, default size), geometric information (e.g. aspect ratio of 

thin-sheet region) captured during the decomposition and priority rules (e.g. use thin-sheet to 

drive sizing). However, this approach can lack flexibility, and while the user can manually 

modify the rules from the meshing recipe reasoner GUI (see Appendix E section 3.11), 

understanding the impact of the different rules requires sufficient experience with the toolset.  

 

Figure 6-20. Meshes obtained with different processing rules applied. (a) default rules, (b) and (c) long-slender 

source size based on AR and default size on free edges disabled. 

Meshing guidelines from methods engineering experts could help provide the appropriate 

inputs. Figure 6-20 shows different meshes obtained for different sets of rules for the same 

default meshing parameters (target AR = 5, number through thickness of thin regions = 3, 

default size = 5mm). The mesh in Figure 6-20 (a) uses the default rules (meshing recipe 

identified as described in chapter 4), while source size control on long-slender and default size 

are disabled for the models in Figure 6-20 (b) and (c). Using different rules in Figure 6-20 (b) 

reduces the amount of elements and propagates better thin-sheet sizing. In presence of residual 

regions, disabling source size control on long-slender is less beneficial since the long-slender  

size has priority over the sizing of the residual regions at the interface, see Figure 6-20 (c). 
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Long-slender elements still have the required aspect ratio but the pyramid elements between 

the residual region and the long-slender region are likely to fail quality checks.  

Additionally, adding a new meshing strategy within the framework requires extensive testing 

in order to ensure that new processing rules (i.e. connectivity tables described in section 4.2.3) 

still produce good quality meshes. However, the framework is set up to allow these 

modifications to be made both to the decomposition and meshing recipe definitions. 

Setting the appropriate integer program is also important to ensure a correct sizing. Similar 

regions between the vanes on the internal hub in Figure 6-14 receive different meshes, whereas 

the geometry is cyclic-symmetric. This is one of the consequences of using an objective 

formulation given by Equation (4-7), since the fewest division number variables are perturbed 

instead of aiming for the smallest modification on each variable. However, the objective 

function based on minimising the lexicographic vector of weighted differences as proposed 

by Mitchell [93] would only alleviate the problem, as there is no guarantee that the cyclic 

occurrences of a same edge will be assigned the same number of divisions. As result, 

properties such as rotational-symmetry between components are not transferred to the final 

mesh with the current meshing recipe reasoner. Such properties could be identified at the 

decomposition stage and inform the meshing recipe to reduce the complexity of the interval 

assignment problem and achieve a consistent mesh. Finally, in this work the weights in the 

objective function are only based on the goal and therefore an overly dense mesh can be 

generated when a thin-sheet with a small aspect ratio connects to another one with a much 

larger aspect ratio. In Figure 6-14 the outer casing could receive a coarser mesh by including 

a better aspect-ratio consideration when setting the goal and the weights in the interval 

assignment problem and introducing a transition zone if required.  

6.3 Meshing and re-meshing workflows 

This sub-section presents three examples of complete meshing and re-meshing workflows, 

where an initial component is processed and meshed within the VT framework, before design 

changes are inserted by the user. The analysis model is automatically recovered and the mesh 

is updated using the methods described in chapter 5. The benefits and limitations of the current 

method are then discussed. 
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6.3.1 Rib model example 

 

Figure 6-21. Automatic meshing and re-meshing of a rib model. (a) Original design, (b) decomposed analysis 

topology, (c) equivalent geometric decomposition, (d) interfaces are meshed first, (e) resulting mesh, (f) design 

modification with topological changes, (g) updated analysis topology, (h) modified cell extraction, (i) updated 

interfaces meshes and import interfaces nodes, (j) locally re-meshed cell and (k) updated mesh.  

Figure 6-21 shows a rib model being processed within the virtual topology framework, with 

the associated metrics of interest given in Table 6-3. Thin-sheet and long-slender reasoners 

are used to decompose the model in 111 seconds, Figure 6-21 (b), and the geometric 

decomposition is generated in 51 seconds Figure 6-21 (c).  The mesh is automatically 

generated within 278 seconds in Figure 6-21 (e), with 235,000 hex elements and 78,000 tet 

elements. The interface mesh file, Figure 6-21 (d), contains 19,800 quad elements allowing 

individual manipulation of each of the 164 meshed sub-regions. 
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Table 6-3. Decomposition and mesh metrics for the Rib model. 

Model Design model Analysis model Locally updated 

No bodies 1 164 1 

No thin-sheet 0 59 1 

No long-slender 0 73 0 

No residual 0 32 0 

No interface 0 366 2 

No edges 664 1544 6 

No hex elements  235,000 2,430 

No quad elements  19,800 522 

No tet elements  78,000 0 

No pyramid elements  2,700 0 

 

The design is modified by removing a hole and its protrusion near the leading edge, Figure 

6-21 (f). The virtual decomposition is automatically updated in 3.5 seconds, Figure 6-21 (g), 

and the modified region is locally isolated at the interfaces, Figure 6-21 (h), with the interface 

mesh recovered in Figure 6-21 (i). This allows this local model to be re-meshed, Figure 6-21 

(j), and subsequently re-assembled back into the overall mesh, Figure 6-21 (k), completing the 

mesh update process in 19.4 seconds. 7850 elements of the previous mesh are replaced by 

2430 new hex elements. As a result, it takes only 5% of the original processing time to update 

both the analysis model and associated meshes. This is a significant improvement compared 

to existing methods available in CAE software, where the change of topology would damage 

the link between the original model and the analysis model, requiring either extensive user 

intervention or restarting the whole meshing process from the beginning. 

6.3.2 Bracket model example 

The model in Figure 6-22 is taken from [101] in order to assess the performance of the method 

presented here. It is a case where a simple parametric perturbation triggers complex 

topological change. The model is automatically decomposed in 17 seconds using thin-sheet, 

long-slender and general sweepable identification reasoners. The mesh is then obtained within 

16 seconds. After perturbation of the parameter d in Figure 6-22 (c), invalid meshing strategies 

are identified and recovered as shown in the section 5.6.2. The analysis topology and virtual 

geometry is updated in 1.2 seconds. The model is re-meshed in 11 seconds, recovering a full 

hex mesh. This corresponds to a 67% gain in time compared to running the automatic 

decomposition and meshing workflow from the beginning. The added benefit is that it is 

completely automated, which opens the door for robust optimisation routines that can edit the 

topology of the original model without needed user intervention to update the mesh. 
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Figure 6-22. Re-meshing all hex model. (a) Virtually decomposed model, (b) all-hex mesh, (c) parameter d is 

increased and (d) updated mesh. 

6.3.3 Manual blocking example 

Beyond updating analysis models and meshes generated using thin-sheet and long-slender 

decomposition reasoners, the same process is valid for any decomposition reasoner that 

introduces a meshing strategy which creates mapping constraints between entities. For 

example, if a reasoner identifies regions suitable for mapped meshing methods, the mapping 

between opposite pairs of faces and edges could be used to propagate the design modification. 

The reason is that meshing constraints are used to guide the update of the decomposition and 

the proposed approach is capable of automatically updating these meshing attributes to match 

design modifications.  

 

Figure 6-23. Manually defined block can be updated. (a) original model, (b) sweepable blocks defined manually, 

(c) automatic mesh, (d) parametric modification, (e) automatically updated decomposition and (f) updated mesh. 
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A virtual block decomposition defined manually can be updated if meshing strategies have 

also been defined by the user (Figure 6-23). This enables an analyst to focus only on the 

regions that have been modified. This is important in the context of large analysis models 

where a manual block decomposition could be performed on a modified region with all 

interfaces, meshing constraints and re-meshing automatically handled using the updating 

method proposed here. 

However, this method has not been demonstrated for many-to-many sweeping methods, which 

are not handled by the current implementation of the VT framework and the tools within. For 

the many-to-many sweeping method, identifying where entities need to be projected to create 

or update parasite entities might be more challenging.  

6.3.4 Discussion 

The proposed method offers significant time reduction compared to a process involving 

manual decomposition and meshing for large models, as all the repetitive tasks are automated 

and the user is left with only making important decisions regarding the simulation. However, 

the re-meshing process is not as beneficial for small analysis models, where a design 

modification can require re-meshing of most of the sub-regions. That being said, automation 

of these tasks opens the door to simulation-based optimisation routines where topological 

modification can be managed. This method can also be used for adaptive mesh refinement. 

 

Figure 6-24: All the projection must be checked after the bottom face is modified. 

The proposed method benefits from localising and controlling the extent of a modification, 

though decomposed models are prone to their propagation. Figure 6-24 shows a critical 

scenario, where an original entity hosting many subsets is modified. After introducing a design 

change, the bottom face is perturbed and all the projections need to be updated to ensure they 

are still valid, hence the modification propagates to a large portion of the analysis model. 
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Although the current implementation still outperforms any manual intervention, front 

propagation techniques would help alleviate this issue by stopping once original and updated 

subsets are found to be coincident. An alternative solution would be to limit the extent of the 

modification on the face by localising the modified portion of the boundary of the face.  

In the event of rigid body motion, the whole decomposition is identified as modified. In the 

absence of topological modification, the analysis model is easily updated. However, all bodies 

are modified, hence the model need to be fully re-meshed in the current implementation. This 

could be handled by applying the appropriate transformation to the coordinates of the nodes 

stored in the mesh file in future work. 

The identification of modified regions relies on the postulate that all the connectivity of all 

splitting entities can be traced back to original entities, so that they can be identified by 

manipulating the topological graphs of the models and the virtual topology relations. The use 

of virtual topology enables to track entities that are subject to persistent naming issues by 

identifying and storing entities that are split or merged as a result of a design update. The 

inheritance rules between host and subsets/superset can then be processed and edited using 

SQL queries on the CDS. While further testing is required to assess the robustness of the 

method against persistent naming issues, the topological and geometrical reasoning used to 

identify split and merged entities can be refined to incorporate state-of-the-art methods 

described in [119]. 

Limiting the update to only those blocks that have been modified provides analysts with the 

assurance they will not have to perform a block decomposition for all subsequent design 

changes. If the modifications cannot be processed with the method described here, the model 

can still be automatically meshed from scratch using the virtual topology workflow presented. 

The user-defined parameters such as the sequence of the reasoners and the target aspect ratios 

are automatically recovered and re-used. However, if a bump was to appear on a face (e.g. by 

editing control points of a NURBS surface) without moving any of the points sampled for the 

identification of geometrical modification nor changing the bounding topology of the face, the 

current method would be unable to identify this modification and no update would be made 

to the mesh to match the new design. Alternative shape descriptors could be used to identify 

these localised geometric updates and feed this information into the workflow (e.g. include 

control points of NURBS surfaces in the geometric attributes of the CDS).  

6.4 Extension to assembly models 

In this work, managing interfaces between subsets is considered to be the same as managing 

assembly interfaces. Once assemblies are converted to cellular models, they are fully 

compatible with this approach, as they can be further decomposed into meshable sub-cells for 
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meshing. It should be noted that while not totally robust, commercial packages such as 

Parasolid can be used to create the non-manifold cellular model which is equivalent to the 

assembly of manifold models, by imprinting the faces of adjacent bodies to generate the 

interface faces. 

6.4.1 Decomposition and meshing 

Once the interfaces have been identified and are available in the CDS, several instances of the 

thin-sheet reasoner can be applied to decompose the various components. Interface constraints 

are taken into account when identifying the different sweepable regions thanks to the non-

manifold topological representation. Figure 6-25 shows an example of using the thin-sheet 

decomposition reasoner on a combustion chamber casing assembly composed of two casings 

and a sub-assembly made of 15 components. Provided the interfaces between the cells have 

been properly identified and recorded, each component can be decomposed individually. 

Since the cellular model is non-manifold, if the decomposition modifies the interface the 

modification is applied to both components connected by the interface. 

 

Figure 6-25. Thin-sheet extraction for a sub-assembly (Vesta model courtesy of Rolls-Royce plc). 

The meshing recipe is identified in the same way as for a single component, except that 

additional constraints on interfaces can be specified in the case where contact conditions are 

required. The analysis model can then be generated by first removing all the small features 

identified during the virtual de-featuring and geometrically decomposing the components of 

the assembly. There is no need to unite the different components of the assembly with a 

Boolean operation beforehand, since the cellular model of the topology contained in the CDS 

contains all the necessary interface information to automatically build the non-manifold 

analysis model using interface merging tools available in CAE packages (such as mesh mating 

in Siemens NX).   

For assemblies, each component can be meshed separately provided the interface meshes have 

been created first and can be used as a reference for re-assembling the final mesh. All the 

interface meshes are tagged with the CDS identifier of the interface and exported to a single 

mesh file. This file is used to access the interfaces meshes for the re-assembly and to allow 
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updating upon design modification. Figure 6-26 shows a mesh generated in three separate 

mesh files (Nastran deck format) being assembled to obtain the mesh of a sub-assembly of the 

model. Although Siemens NX has a functionality to assemble such files, the interfaces are not 

automatically modified. Instead, the mesh files can be assembled outside of NX and nodes 

numbering inferred from the interface mesh file ensures the meshes will be fully connected at 

their interfaces. Using this approach, the meshing task of each component (or even subsets of 

components) could be parallelised in a robust manner. 

 

Figure 6-26. Assembled mesh for the Vesta combustion chamber casing sub-assembly. a) assembly interface 

meshes, b) meshes generated separately, c) assembled mesh file. 

6.4.2 Multi-user workflow for assemblies 

Large assembly models are usually generated by different teams, which implies that several 

people need to work simultaneously to update designs, while the task of generating a 

simulation model often involves more than one user. Figure 6-27 show a possible workflow, 

where an assembly model built by several users is pushed within the proposed framework. 

The virtual topology framework (red circle) centralises the CDS, the CAD assembly file and 

the different neutral-format mesh files. A group of users can then apply boundary conditions 

on various components while a different group is generating meshes using automated tools. 

The CDS can be used to ensure both that the meshes will be compatible through interface 
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management and to identify redundant boundary conditions at the assembly level. Eventually, 

the simulation model can be automatically generated by assembling various portions of the 

mesh and automatically propagating the boundary conditions to the decomposed analysis 

models and the resulting meshes. More steps and automated tools can be added to this 

framework to tailor it to the simulation workflow required and the resources available. 

 

Figure 6-27. Multi-users workflow to generate a simulation model for an assembly model. 

6.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the ability of the proposed virtual topology framework to generate and maintain 

analysis model and meshes from CAD models has been demonstrated on quite complex 

models. Prototype tools have been developed to demonstrate an automated hex-dominant 

meshing workflow for thin-sheet and long-slender decomposition within the framework in 

chapter 2, including design update.  

The enhanced awareness of the downstream meshing constraints and their propagation within 

decomposed models has been used to define a meshing recipe reasoner that can automatically 

identify a meshing recipe from the non-manifold CDS, without requiring the model to be 

loaded in a CAD or CAE environment, as described in chapter 4.  

The geometric and analysis attributes (e.g. region mesh type, decomposition history) captured 

are used to update the analysis topology even after significant topological modification to the 
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initial model, and the mapping between different representations enables the propagation of 

design changes. The robust interface management within the cellular model enables localised 

modifications and only modified cells are re-meshed. However, the method developed for 

propagating updates is only applicable for models that have been processed within the VT 

framework in the first place. 

The implementation of a prototype toolset has enabled to further understand the requirements 

for further integration of the different tools and the definition of automated workflows. 

Moreover, these tools have also enabled to streamline semi-automated workflows, where the 

user only makes important decisions while all the repetitive tasks for model preparation and 

meshing are handled automatically.  

Finally, the main limitations to the applicability of the method proposed is the lack of diversity 

of pre-processing reasoners while virtual topology reasoners need to be further tested to 

guarantee their robustness. The virtual topology framework would benefit from further 

integration of the different components, and how virtual topology is handled and transferred. 

Several directions for future research are outlined in the Future work section. The work in this 

thesis has demonstrated the suitability of the proposed virtual topology framework to 

overcome the remaining challenges toward a more robust process, with its ability to store and 

manage important data.
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Conclusion 

The work in this thesis identified both the key challenges of generating a CAE analysis model 

from a CAD design model and the technical details that need to be addressed in order to 

streamline the process. While automated hex-meshing remains a challenge for arbitrary 

domains, the virtual topology framework presented in this thesis enables various automatic 

pre-processing and meshing tools to be efficiently and robustly integrated into incremental 

hex-dominant meshing workflows. Robust information management facilitates data transfer 

between the different steps of the process while maintaining the link between the various 

representations of a model necessary for a simulation process. This allows to automate 

previously manual and time-consuming tasks, thus facilitating the generation and update of 

hex-dominant meshes. 

The main findings of this work include: 

 Virtual topology is extended to implement and manage pre-processing steps rather 

than being limited to de-featuring. This allows integration of the different analysis 

representations and therefore more automation. 

 The use of VT bypasses topological and geometric limitations when decomposing and 

transferring models. 

 Virtual geometry enables geometric queries on virtual topology models, ultimately 

allowing pre-processing reasoners to operate in the presence of virtual topology. 

 Reasoning on a cellular model rather than a CAD representation ensures that all the 

interfaces are robustly maintained and different automated reasoners can operate 

seamlessly. 

 Incremental hex meshing extends the range of models that can be processed and 

reduces the execution time, by reducing the complexity of the problem with cost-

effective algorithms first. 

 Analysis information required to automatically mesh a decomposed model is collected 

during the decomposition or inferred by processing meshing strategies and 

constraints. 

 Robust management of meshing strategies in the cellular model, combined with the 

flexibility of virtual topology, enable complex design updates involving topological 

change to be propagated to the analysis model. Moreover, interface management 

allows local re-meshing to speed up mesh update. 

 The different reasoners within the VT framework have proved to be very effective in 

semi-automated workflows, taking care of all manual time-consuming repetitive tasks 

and reducing the user inputs to only key decisions.  
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To conclude, this thesis has demonstrated the benefits of extending the use of virtual topology 

within hex-dominant meshing workflows, reducing the low-value repetitive manual tasks. The 

VT framework paved the way toward smarter automated pre-processing. It robustly captured 

the relevant design and analysis data in order to automate the analysis workflow and facilitated 

the integration of the tools and model representations used.  
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Future work 

The benefits of using the proposed virtual topology framework allow for more flexibility, but 

it could benefit from further research on the topics presented in this section. 

Geometric kernel implementation 

The requirement to transfer the geometry between different environments remains a 

bottleneck for workflows defined in the VT framework. When functionality from a different 

CAD package is used, the model needs to be transferred between the native format of each 

CAD package even though they may use the same underlying geometric kernel. For example, 

NX uses Parasolid, which is also used by more than 130 independent software vendors [120], 

but the NX and Parasolid kernels cannot interact directly. More consistent results could be 

achieved by directly integrating geometric kernels within the virtual topology framework, 

instead of accessing them through the CAD package implementation. Currently, each different 

package requires different flavours of the VT translator tool, whereas there could be only one 

flavour for each geometric kernel, by introducing an open standard for virtual topology 

representation and handling.  

Furthermore, while accessing geometrical information from the geometric kernel can be more 

challenging, more robust results are obtained. In the NX implementation used for this work, 

complex geometrical queries and relative topological orientation queries can only be done by 

interrogating the Parasolid kernel, as the API of NX does not make all the information 

available, or can use a different formalism resulting in discrepancies in the result. While 

increased collaboration with major software providers would greatly facilitate integration, 

incorporating open-source packages such has OpenCascade (CAD) and Salome (CAE) could 

offer more freedom for developing additional reasoners. This would require the specification 

of the minimum necessary geometric and topological attributes needed by generic reasoners. 

Pre-processing reasoners 

More decomposition reasoners need to be introduced to extend the process to more arbitrary 

domains, as the current reasoners are tailored for processing thin-walled models. Introducing 

a 3D blocking decomposition reasoner based on frame fields would enhance the method, 

however singularities and how they propagate within the model would require further 

investigation. In the incremental decomposition and meshing approach, identifying a region 

with a simple shape can push all the singularities in the residual region, making them more 

challenging to mesh with hex elements. 

Adapting additional reasoners from the literature, such has sheet-based methods or midpoint 

subdivision, would also enable to push further the incremental decomposition approach and 
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improve the quality of the mesh produced. However additional work is required to understand 

the meshing constraints associated with these methods, and integrate them within the VT 

framework. 

Moreover, only reasoners that identify a region as being hex-meshable with a one-to-one 

sweeping method have been used. Meshing constraints associated with mappable cube-like 

regions can be used within the proposed method, as the meshing constraints are similar and 

can be used to guide the update of the decomposition. Many-to-many sweep constraints also 

need to be included, as they can offer more flexibility to assign the element size compared to 

the same region being decomposed into simpler one-to-one or one-to-many sweeps. However, 

this additional flexibility makes these constraints less usable for decomposition update and re-

meshing purposes. 

Virtual meshing  

The current work still relies on existing meshing tools, which require explicit geometry to 

generate the mesh. In the final mesh of an assembly, internal partition surfaces correspond to 

a collection of element faces, which can move around in response to mesh smoothing. Thus 

‘hard’ explicit geometry is not really required. 

The ability to generate the nodes on the analysis topology using the geometry available in 

CAD plus virtual geometry curves would negate the need for geometric decomposition and 

model translation. For structured meshes, only geometric biasing on the opposite set of edges 

is required to identify nodal positions. Surface and subsequent volume meshes can be 

identified by using transfinite interpolation (TFI) to position the nodes. Mesh smoothing 

which allows node sets representing parasite vertices to move along parent edges, parasite 

edges to move over parent faces and parasite surface to move within parent volumes should 

provide mesh quality improvement.  

Generating semi-structured meshes would be more challenging, requiring the implementation 

of a paving tool that can operate on virtual subsets or supersets. This would require better 

handling of the underlying parametric surfaces. Unstructured meshes might require the local 

extraction of the geometrical cell to be applied, but would still drastically reduce the number 

of geometrical splits on the CAD model compared to a full geometric decomposition.  

Mesh Update 

The current mesh update tool relies on virtual topology relationships and simple meshing 

constraints to propagate design modification on the CAD model down to the mesh, however 

further investigation is required to understand this propagation in presence of more complex 
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meshing strategies. Many-to-many sweeping implies that the propagation can take different 

directions, potentially leading to more regions being identified as deprecated. 

Moreover, the current tool updates all the cells with an invalid mesh by re-creating the local 

mesh, whereas the tool can identify cells for which the topology of the mesh is still valid and 

only nodal positions need to be updated. Implementing mesh morphing and adaption 

techniques within the VT framework is expected to improve the efficiency of the updating 

method. This would also be beneficial to update the mesh after rigid-body motions within an 

assembly context, by identifying and applying transformation matrices. 

However, the updating capabilities have not been tested in presence of dimensionally reduced 

model, or when a model has been reduced using cyclic symmetries. While the method of 

manipulating the mesh on a cell-by-cell basis remains compatible, the update of the 

decomposition will require more work to adapt, as large portions of the model might become 

deprecated through symmetries for example. 

Toward automated simulation workflows 

While the proposed VT framework can accommodate all the steps of a pre-processing 

workflow from a CAD model down to a mesh, the definition of boundary conditions and their 

propagation to the mesh requires further investigation. The application of boundary conditions 

remains a time-consuming step, as it requires suitable assumptions to be made and can be 

repetitive for very large assembly models. Prototype tools have been developed to capture 

boundary condition applied by the user on the CAD model and map them to the mesh using 

the virtual relationships identified during the decomposition. However, the formalism to store 

them within the workflow needs to be refined and additional reasoning is required for handling 

large assemblies. 

The extension of the method to assemblies has been outlined in section 6.4. While additional 

work is required to allow concurrent processing and parallelisation robustly, such capabilities 

are essential to fully benefit from the enhanced data management offered by the CDS. PLM 

solutions such as Siemens Teamcenter could easily accommodate the neutral format files 

required for the VT framework (SQLite database, BDF mesh files), however the management 

of these files will need to be integrated within the VT framework. 

Beyond preparing a simulation ready model, further understanding is required to identify how 

the framework can be integrated with the solving and post-processing steps of simulation 

workflows. The possibility of defining automated pre-processing workflows and updating 

simulation models allows the VT framework to support iterative optimisation loops, while 

allowing topological modification of the mesh. 
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Finally, semi-automated workflows are another interesting research perspective, as it would 

automate time-consuming repetitive manual tasks and leave important modelling decisions to 

the user. These workflows would also incorporate best practices from current industrial 

workflows and use them to help the user applying a simulation intent. Further work is required 

to identify the best way of feeding-back and highlighting relevant information identified by 

reasoners to the user. This would benefit industry on a short term, by improving current user-

based workflows. 
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A. Pyramid transition for hex-dominant meshes 
 

The impact of inserting a layer of pyramid elements between a tet mesh and a hex mesh is 

illustrated in Figure A-1 and Figure A-2. A thin 3D cantilever plate with a thickened root to 

introduce a local stress concentration is loaded at its free extremity to compare hex-dominant 

meshes with different number of elements. In Figure A-1, the blue curve represents the 

reference fine tet mesh, which accurately captures the stress. The orange curve represents a 

hex-dominant mesh with isotropic elements (AR=1), which captures the same results as the 

tet mesh with 86% less elements. The grey and yellow curves represent hex-dominant meshes 

with AR=5 and AR=10 respectively. Both meshes underestimate the stress peak and are only 

providing reliable results 2 element lengths away from the zone of critical stress. The contour 

plots of Von Mises stress are shown in Figure A-2. To conclude, using pyramid elements at 

the interface has a negligible effect, but connecting meshes with overly different sizes can 

increase the error and high-aspect ratio elements need to be avoided near interfaces.   

 

Figure A-1. Stress profile along the bending plate for various meshes. 

 

Figure A-2. Contour plot of Von Mises stress for a cantilever beam. 
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B. Classes for data Transfer 
     
public class CutInfo 
{ 
    //common members 
    public List<List<GEdge>> gFaces; //This is for the virtual decomposition 
application, see "CreateCutFaceForOneFaceCouple2" 
    public Dictionary<int, List<double[]>> splitEdges; //stores all edges 
split by parasite vertices (LS only for now) 
    public List<List<int>> CurvesLoops;//edge loop of for each cutting faces  
 
    //reasoner specific members 
    //ThinSheet 
    public double[] side1Point; //Used to identify source face. Face that 
containing this point will be identified as spurce face after thin sheet been 
obtained It is the centroid of the maximum triangle during the triangulation. 
    public double[] side2Point; //Used to identify target face. It is obtained 
by project the side1Point to the side-2 face 
    public int side1Face; 
    public int side2Face; 
    public double aspectRatioThin; 
    public List<int> sheetBodies; //explicit cutting faces (Not for VT split 
use)        
 
    //LongSlender 
    public List<int> capFaces; //existing cap faces 
    public List<int> cutPlanes; //new created cutting face 
    public List<double[]> pntInPlane; //point inside the cutting face/cap 
face,used to decide source/target 
    public double[] pntInWallFace; //point in the wall face, used to identify 
long slender volume 
     public List<int> stEdgeNum; //the edge number of the source and target 
faces 
} 
     
public class GEdge 
{ 
    public List<double[]> points; 
    public int edgeId; 
    public int faceId; 
    public int edgeTag; 
    public int faceTag; 
    public int curveTag; //new curves are not mapped in the database but in a 
dictionary instead 
} 

public class FacePair 
{ 
    public List<int> side1;///<All side-1 faces in a face pair 
    public List<int> side2;///<All side-2 faces in a face pair 
    public double thickness;///<The thickness of the face pair 
    public FacePair() 
    { 
        this.side1 = new List<int>(); 
        this.side2 = new List<int>(); 
        this.thickness = 0; 
    } 
}  
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C. SQL queries examples 

C.1 Get boundary entities of an entity in the analysis topology: 

SELECT Topology_VT.BoundEntity 
FROM Topology_VT 
WHERE Topology_VT.Entity In (" + entity + @") 
GROUP BY Topology_VT.BoundEntity 

C.2 Get virtual host of an entity: 

SELECT HostEntity 
FROM VirtualTopology 
WHERE Entity= " + entity + @" 

C.3 Get thin-sheet bodies: 

SELECT Attribute.Entity 
FROM Attribute  
WHERE Attribute.Type LIKE '%THIN%' 
GROUP BY Attribute.Entity 
HAVING Attribute.Entity In (SELECT Topology_VT.Entity FROM Topology_VT) 

C.4 Get periodic faces: 

SELECT Entity, BoundEntity 
FROM Topology_VT 
WHERE Entity IN (SELECT Face FROM FaceProperties WHERE Type IN 
('cyl','cone','torus')) 
AND BoundEntity IN (SELECT Edge FROM EdgeProperties WHERE Type IN 
('Circular','Elliptical','Intersection','SpCurve') 
AND Edge NOT IN (SELECT Entity FROM Topology_VT)) 
GROUP BY Entity  
HAVING Count(BoundEntity) >1 

C.5 Get mappable source faces for specified bodies: 

SELECT Attribute.Entity 
FROM Attribute JOIN Topology_VT ON Topology_VT.Entity=Attribute.Entity 
WHERE Attribute.Type LIKE 'SOURCE' OR Attribute.Type LIKE 'SIDE_1' 
AND Attribute.Entity IN(SELECT BoundEntity FROM Topology_VT WHERE Entity IN (" 
+ string.Join(",", bodies) + @")) 
AND Attribute.Entity NOT IN (SELECT InnerLoops_VT.Face FROM InnerLoops_VT) 
AND Attribute.Entity NOT IN (SELECT Face FROM VertexClassification WHERE Class 
= 'Side') 
GROUP By Attribute.Entity 
HAVING Count(Topology_VT.BoundEntity)=4;  
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D. Code architecture outline 

 

Figure D-1. Prototype code structure in C#. The code can be run either in batch mode or through NX GUI. The 

different pre-processing reasoners for the VT framework exist as standalone libraries that reference the virtual 

topology reasoners.  The VT translator includes both the NX specific code contained in the NX Commands library 

and a package independent code contained in the VT API dll. The code for the virtual topology tool described in 

the VT framework is contained in the VT interface library. 
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E. Toolkit documentation 
 

Virtual Topology Framework for 
Automatic Hex-meshing in NX11 

Benoit Lecallard , Queen’s University Belfast, blecallard01@qub.ac.uk   

Christopher Tierney, Queen’s University Belfast, 

christopher.tierney@qub.ac.uk        

E.1 Virtual topology framework introduction 

 

The virtual topology framework contains a suite of automated reasoners 

tailored for the preparation of simulation models, fully integrated with 

virtual topology.  These reasoners can be used to define automated 

workflows for decomposing and meshing thin-walled components such as 

aero-engine casings based on local anisotropy.  

• Cyclic symmetry can be identified to reduce the meshing problem.  

• Thin regions with two dimensions larger than the third are identified as 

thin-sheets and are suitable for hex meshing by sweeping through their 

small thickness.  

• Long regions with one dimension larger than the other two and a 

constant cross section topology are identified as long -slender and are 

suitable for hex-meshing by sweeping along their length.  

Virtual topology enables de-featuring the model and identifies a 

decomposition within the CAD environment of NX without introducing poor 

quality geometry or damaging interface information.  Instead, all the 

manipulations to prepare the simulation model are stored in an external 

data-structure which can then be used to automatically generate the mesh 

from the CAD design model.  

• Purely geometric decomposition workflows can also be implemented 

within the workflow. 
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Figure E-1. Virtual topology framework structure and components. 

E.2 Virtual topology framework components 

The Virtual topology framework contains plug-ins that can be loaded in NX, available on the 

tab QUB. Most tools have a NX-style interface to input parameters. OK button will launch the 

tool and close the dialog box and should be used all the time. Apply button would also launch 

the tool but keeping the dialog box opened, allowing to cancel the change, but the dialog box 

must then be closed with the cross as OK would relaunch the code. 

 

Figure E-2: VT tab in NX and NX dialog for a tool. 

The tools include: 

• Topology extraction tool 

• Generate a database containing topological and geometrical information 

 

• De-featuring tool 

• Identify and remove small details from the CAD model 

• Identify and remove periodic faces 

• Database is required 

 

• Thin-sheet extraction tool 

• Identify and extract thin regions suitable for hex-meshing. 

• Periodic faces must be removed beforehand if any. 

 

• Long-Slender extraction tool 

• Identify and extract long regions suitable for hex-meshing. 

 

• Sweepable region identification tool 
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• Identify sweepable region from loop of mappable faces or mappable attributes 

of neighbour regions. 

• Only handle singularity aligned with the sweep direction. 

• Requires simple or decomposed geometries. 

 

• 2D block decomposition tool 

• Decompose source face of swept region to improve the mesh structure 

(minimize number of irregular nodes). 

• Based on CADfix tool (require file transfer). 

 

• Cyclic symmetry decomposition tool 

• Identify cyclic sector and axisymmetric regions to identify a minimal meshable 

representation. 

 

• CADfix MaxHex tool 

• Export residual region for decomposition in CADfix using the MaxHex tool. 

• Meshing is not available yet on 3D block decomposition. 

 

• Viewer for virtual entities 

• Enables the user to visualize the entities of the analysis topology in NX. 

• Virtual subset body are shown as highlighted wire-frames. 

 

• Virtual to geometrical conversion 

• Tool to generate the analysis model from the analysis topology. 

• Virtual splits and defeaturing are applied on geometrically decompose the 

model. 

 

• Meshing recipe reasoner 

• Process meshing strategies identified during the virtual pre-processing to create 

a meshing recipe.  

• Use the anisotropy of the different regions and a target aspect ratio to define 

elements size automatically. 

 

• Meshing reasoner 

• Transfer the analysis model in NX CAE environment for automatic meshing. 

• Output Nastran format mesh file and interface mesh file. 

 

• Cyclic mesh generation 

• Generates a mesh for cyclic decomposition 

• Pattern minimal meshable representation 

 

• Design update reasoner 

• Propagate design modification to the CAD model to the analysis topology. 

• Update the mesh locally after the decomposition is updated. 

 

• Apply boundary conditions 

• Record boundary conditions applied to the original model in the CDS and apply 

them automatically on the finalized mesh. 

• Prototype tool 
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E.3 Automatic meshing workflow 

The VT framework enables to define workflows for generating a mesh from a CAD design 

model. This is achieved by first initializing the CDS with the CAD model, then applying a 

sequence of pre-processing tools or decomposition reasoners (either manually or 

automatically in a pre-defined workflow). These will process the geometry and the 

information contained in the CDS to generate an analysis topology by applying virtual 

topology operations. Once the pre-processing is finished, a meshing recipe can be identified 

automatically based on meshing strategies identified by the pre-processing reasoners, and an 

analysis model can be obtained from the CAD model and the history of virtual operations 

stored in the CDS. This analysis model can then be meshed automatically. See Examples 

section for more details. 

 

Figure E-3. Decomposition workflow for a leading edge rib model. 

E.3.1 Topology extraction 

• Argument: ExtractTopology 

• UI styler: none 

• Parameters: none 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Output: 
• Labels on all the entities in the CAD model 

• Common data structure containing topological and geometrical information 

• partName.db SQLite database in the open part folder 

• Comments: 
• QUB Background IP 

• Only necessary when using the defeaturing tool 

E.3.2 Defeaturing tool 

• Argument: Defeaturing 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output: 
• Virtually de-featured model 

• Geometric modification if required 

• Comment: 
• Real operations are not recorded 
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Figure E-4. User interface and parameters. 

E.3.3 Thin-sheet decomposition (virtual) 

• Argument: ThinSheet 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output: 
• Decomposed CAD model 

• Comment: 
• NX face pairs identification is used to hint at thin-sheet regions 

• Split history is not recorded 
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Figure E-5. User interface and parameters. 

 
Figure E-6. Small merge tolerance can introduce wedge-shaped residuals which will affects the quality of the 

mesh. 

 
Figure E-7. Face pairs are filtered to avoid imprints on thin-sheets (left) and Invalid face pairs re-used to identify 

more sweepable regions (right). 
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Figure E-8. Thin-sheet extraction using face normal for projection and resulting in poor quality splits (left) and 

using concave features connected to guide the projection (right). 

E.3.4 Long slender decomposition (virtual) 

• Argument: LongSlender 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output: 
• Decomposed CAD model 

• Comment: 
• Use loops of parallel long edges  

• Split history is not recorded 

 

 

 

Figure E-9. User interface and parameters. 
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Figure E-10. Small tolerance creates orthogonal splits (left) and larger tolerance allows better identification 

(right). 

 

Figure E-11. No offset applied can create small angles (left) and cut offset by one element length (right). 

E.3.5 Sweepable identification 

• Argument: GeneralSweepable 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output: 
• Sweep meshing attributes in the CDS 

• Virtual Geometry curves in CAD 

• Comment: 
• Only identify region that are sweepbale without inserting virtual splits. 

• Submappable faces are decomposed using the crossfield decomposition tool 

from CADfix, see blocking tool for more details. 

 

Figure E-12. User interface and parameters. 
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Figure E-13. Residual region in light blue identified from the thin-sheet inner loop sweeping properties. 

 

Figure E-14. Mappable interfaces in red are processed to identify and extract blocky regions (Sub-regions are 

geometrically decomposed and colored for visualisation only). 

 

Figure E-15. Decomposed submappable wallface using CADfix tool. 

 

Figure E-16. Decomposed multi-sweep. 

E.3.6 2D block decomposition tool 

• Argument: Crossfield 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output: 
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• Virtually decomposed source faces of sweepable regions 

• Virtual Geometry curves in CAD 

• Comment: 
• CADfix Crossfield decomposition tool is used externally. Faces are 

extracted and sent to CADfix, then the partitioning curves are imported in 

NX and used for virtual splits. 

 

 

Figure E-17.User interface and parameters. 

 

 

Figure E-18. Block decomposition process improves final mesh structure. 
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Figure E-19. Decomposed source face of a thin sheet and mesh (left) and source split propagated to volume split 

(right). In NX, it ensures the structure of the mesh is maintained during the sweeping. 

E.3.7. Cyclic symmetry decomposition tool 

• Argument: Symmetry 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output:  
• Virtual Geometry curves in CAD 

• Equivalent axisymmetric regions and virtual sectors in the CDS 

• Comment: 
 

 
Figure E-20. User interface and parameters. 

E.3.8 CADfix MaxHex tool 

• Argument: CADfixMaxHex 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output: 
• Virtual Geometry curves in CAD 

• STEP file containing 3D blocks 

• Comment: 

• Uses CADfix Max hex method to decompose a body into hex-meshable 

blocks. The virtual split is not currently handled. 
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Figure E-21. User interface and parameters. 

E.3.9 Viewer for virtual entities 

• Argument: TopologyViewer 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output: 
• Interactively highlights entities from the analysis topology in the CAD 

• Analysis topology graphs form the CDS 

• Comment: 
• GraphViz is required to convert text file of graphs into vector images. 

 

Figure E-22. User interface. 
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Figure E-23. Highlighted virtual subset and topology graph example for a cube. 

E.3.10 Virtual to geometrical conversion 

• Argument: GeomDecomp 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Virtual geometry curves 

• Output: 
• partName_vt.prt file containing the geometric decomposition of a virtually 

decomposed model 

• Comment: 
• The model is cleaned before export and re-labelled. 

 

Figure E-24. User interface and parameter. 

E.3.11 Meshing recipe reasoner 

• Argument: MeshingRecipe 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• Common Data Structure 

• Output: 
• Meshing recipe in the CDS 

• Comment: 
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Figure E-25. User interface and parameters 

E.3.12 Meshing reasoner 

• Argument: MeshingVT 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• Virtual or geometrical decomposition 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output: 
• partName_vt.fem file  

• interface.dat containing all the interface meshes 

• partName_vt.dat containing the final mesh 

• Comment: 
• Source meshes are recommended to get more robust result 
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Figure E-26. User interface and parameters. 

E.3.13 Cyclic mesh generation 

• Argument: SimIntentMeshing 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• Common Data Structure 

• Minimal meshable representation in CAD (Geometrical decomposition with 

idealised axisymmetric regions) 

• Output: 
• partName_vt.fem file  

• Comment: 
 

 

Figure E-27. User interface and parameters. 

E.3.14 Design update reasoner 

• Argument: DecompositionUpdate 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
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• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output: 
• Virtually decomposed analysis topology 

• Virtual Geometry curves in CAD 

• Comment: 
 

 
Figure E-28. User interface and parameters. 

 

Figure E-29. Medial axis transform can be used to detect close entities when the model is virtually decomposed. 

E.3.15 Apply boundary conditions 

• Argument: BoundaryConditions 

• UI styler: yes 

• Parameters: yes 

• Input: 
• CAD model in NX 

• Common Data Structure 

• Output:u 
• .sim part 

• Comment: 
• Demonstrator only 
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Figure E-30. User interface and parameters. 

 

Figure E-31. Boundary condition collected on the original model (left) and boundary condition applied on the 

decomposed and meshed model (right). 

E.4 Examples 

Several example model are included with the package, with the sequence of tools and 

parameters used presented below. Both hands-on 1 and 2 examples have demonstration 

videos included to guide the user. 

E.4.1 Hands-on 1: virtual splits and meshing 

1. Extract topology 

 

2. Thin-sheet extraction 
• Check aspect ratio > 2 

• Check face angle <5 degrees 

• Re-use invalid face pairs checked 

• Element size = 5 mm 

• Merge tolerance = 0.5 mm 

• VirtualDecomposition checked 

 

3. Long slender extraction 
• Aspect ratio > 2 

• Check edge length > 10 mm 

• Close tolerance = 2 mm 

• Allow offset 4 mm 

• VirtualDecomposition checked 

 

4. Sweepable identification 
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• Sweepable from loop of mappable faces enabled 

 

5. Meshing recipe 

• Identify source size from AR long unchecked 

• Target aspect ratio = 5 

• Number through thin sheets = 3 

• Default size = 4 mm 

 

6. Geometric decomposition 

• Clean-up after decomposition unchecked 

 

7. Mesh 

• LSDyna template 

• Mesh interfaces first checked 

• Disable display for speed checked 

• Quad mesh on source faces checked 

 

Figure E-32: (a) Design model, (b) virtual thin-sheet and long-slender extraction, (c) geometric decomposition 

and (d) resulting mesh. 

E.4.2 Hands-on 2: thin sheet extraction on periodic bodies 

Periodic faces need to be removed for the thin-sheet tool to identify regions of interest. This 

operation will be done virtually in the future, however the current implementation requires 

the faces to be split geometrically and the topology must be re-extracted to update the 

database. 

1. Extract topology 

 

2. Defeaturing 

• Remove periodic faces (real operation) 

 

3. Extract topology 

 

4. Thin-sheet extraction 
• Check aspect ratio > 2 

• Check face angle <5 degrees 

• Re-use invalid face pairs checked 

• Element size = 5 mm 

• Merge tolerance = 0.5 mm 

• VirtualDecomposition checked 

 

5. Long slender extraction 
• Aspect ratio > 2 
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• Check edge length > 10 mm 

• Close tolerance = 2 mm 

• Allow offset 4 mm 

• VirtualDecomposition checked 

 

6. Meshing recipe 

• Identify source size from AR long unchecked 

• Target aspect ratio = 5 

• Number through thin sheets = 3 

• Default size = 4 mm 

 

7. Geometric decomposition 

• Clean-up after decomposition unchecked 

 

8. Mesh 

• LSDyna template 

• Mesh interfaces first checked 

• Disable display for speed checked 

• Quad mesh on source faces checked 

 

 

Figure E-33. (a) Design model, (b) periodic faces geometrically removed, (c) virtual thin-sheet and long-slender 

extraction, (d) geometric decomposition and (e) resulting mesh. 

E.4.3 Rib  

1. Extract topology 

 

2. Thin-sheet extraction 
• Check aspect ratio > 1 

• Check face angle <5 degrees 

• Re-use invalid face pairs checked 

• Element size = 4 mm 

• Merge tolerance = 0.5 mm 

• Time = 47s 

 

3. Long slender extraction 
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• Aspect ratio > 1 

• Check edge length > 12 mm 

• Close tolerance = 3mm 

• Allow offset 4 mm 

• Time = 44.5 secs 

 

4. Meshing recipe 

• Target aspect ratio = 5 

• Number through thin sheets = 3 

• Default size = 4 mm 

• Time = 19 secs 

 

5. Geometric decomposition 

• Clean-up after decomposition checked 

• Time= 50.6 secs 

 

6. Mesh 

• LSDyna template 

• Mesh interfaces first checked 

• Disable display for speed checked 

• Quad mesh on source faces checked 

• Time = 278 secs 

 

 

 

Figure E-34. (a) Original model (without periodic faces), (b) virtual thin-sheet and long-slender extraction, (c) 

geometric decomposition and (d) resulting mesh. 

E.4.4 Cyclic meshing 

1. Extract topology 
 

2. Cyclic symmetry decomposition 
• Element size = 1 mm 

• Maximum thickness = 30 mm 

• Angular deviation = 20 degrees 

• Time = 8.8 secs 

 

3. Geometric Decomposition 
• Clean-up model unchecked 

• Time = 5.6 secs 
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4. Cyclic mesh generation 
• Element size = 10 mm 

• Maximum thickness = 30 mm 

• Angular deviation = 20 degrees 

• Max aspect ratio = 5 

• Disable display update checked 

• Time = 21 secs 

 

Figure E-35. Cyclic decomposition of a casing. (a) Design model, (b) Cyclic decomposition with virtual splits, 

(c) equivalent minimal meshable representation and (d) final mesh. 

E.4.5 Bracket 

1. Extract topology 

 

2. Thin-sheet extraction 
• Check aspect ratio > 2 

• Check face angle <3 degrees 

• Re-use invalid face pairs checked 

• Element size = 4 mm 

• Merge tolerance = 0.5 mm 

• VirtualDecomposition checked 

• Time = 14 secs 

 

3. Long slender extraction 
• Aspect ratio > 2 

• Check edge length > 12 mm 

• Close tolerance = 3mm 

• Allow offset 4 mm 

• VirtualDecomposition checked 

• Time = 2.6 secs 

 

4. Sweepable identification 

• Sweepable from loop of mappable faces enabled 

• Time = 0 secs 
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5. Meshing recipe 

• Identify source size from AR long unchecked 

• Target aspect ratio = 2 

• Number through thin sheets = 3 

• Default size = 5 mm 

• Time = 0.75 secs 

 

6. Geometric decomposition 

• Clean-up after decomposition unchecked 

• Time= 3.9 secs 

 

7. Mesh 

• LSDyna template 

• Mesh interfaces first checked 

• Disable display for speed checked 

• Quad mesh on source faces unchecked 

• Time = 16.1 secs 

 

Figure E-36. (a) Design model of a bracket, (b) virtual thin-sheet and long-slender extraction, (c) geometric 

decomposition and (d) resulting mesh. 

E.4.6 Vesta CCOC 

1. Extract topology 
 

2. Defeaturing 
• Remove periodic faces 

• Remove holes < 14 mm 

 

3. Thin-sheet extraction 
• Check aspect ratio > 3 

• Check face angle <3 degrees 

• Re-use invalid face pairs checked 

• Element size = 10 mm 

• Merge tolerance = 1 mm 

• Time = 55 seconds 
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4. Meshing recipe 

• Identify source size from AR long unchecked 

• Target aspect ratio = 2 

• Number through thin sheets = 3 

• Default size = 5 mm 

• Time = 4 secs 

 

5. Geometric decomposition 

• Clean-up after decomposition unchecked 

• Time= 10 secs 

 

6. Mesh 

• LSDyna template 

• Mesh interfaces first checked 

• Disable display for speed checked 

• Quad mesh on source faces unchecked 

• Time = 5 min 42 secs 

 

 

 

 

Figure E-37. (a) Design model, (b) defeatured model (real operation), (c) virtual thin-sheet extraction, (d) 

geometric decomposition and (e) resulting mesh. 

E.5 Dependencies 

E.5.1 External DLLs 

• Open Source 
• Rotating Calipers, java implementation (compiled in QUB’s mini8.dll), 

https://github.com/bkiers/RotatingCalipers  

• Clipper, clipper_library.dll,  http://www.angusj.com/delphi/clipper.php 

• Poly2Tri, Poly2Tri.dll, https://github.com/jhasse/poly2tri 

• KDTree, KDTreeDLL.dll, https://github.com/codeandcats/KdTree 

• LPSolve, lpsolve55.dll, http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/ 

• Other 
• SQLite, SQliteInterop.dll, 

https://system.data.sqlite.org/index.html/doc/trunk/www/downloads.wiki  

https://github.com/bkiers/RotatingCalipers
http://www.angusj.com/delphi/clipper.php
http://www.angusj.com/delphi/clipper.php
https://github.com/jhasse/poly2tri
https://github.com/codeandcats/KdTree
http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/
https://system.data.sqlite.org/index.html/doc/trunk/www/downloads.wiki
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• Parasolid, pskernel_net.dll, included in the install directory of NX 

E.5.2 GUI references 

Table E-1. Arguments for MasterGUI.dll 

 

 

 

 

 


